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Ngoại giao Việt Nam 2001 - 2015 / Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That
, Vietnam 2020
444p; 16 x 24
9786045753675
$ 31.50 / HB
The book is an elaborate study conducted by a group of experienced diplomats,
headed by former Deputy Prime Minister Vu Khoan, with the comments of the
leaders of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the senior diplomats and the units and
experts inside and outside the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. With nearly 450 pages, the
book has fully and deeply analyzed all aspects of Vietnam's foreign affairs in the first
15 years of the 21 st century (2001-2015). This is a period of witnessing changes in
the world and the Asia-Pacific region, as well as important changes of the country.
The book describes in a very complete and in depth way all aspects of foreign affairs
in the period of renovation and integration, including issues that are considered
sensitive, including: Background of domestic and international situation; Foreign
policies and lines of the Party and State; Bilateral and multilateral diplomatic
activities; economic diplomacy, cultural diplomacy, and external propaganda; Party
diplomacy, parliamentary diplomacy and people's diplomacy; territorial border work;
overseas Vietnamese community work and citizen protection.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735252
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hát Then, Kin Pang Then Thái Trắng Mường Lay - Quyển 2 / Luong Thi Dai
San Khau, Vietnam 2019
584p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049072041
$ 26.50 / HB "Then" singing, Kin Phan Then Festival ò the White Thai people in
Muong Lay by Luong Thi Dai is a work that collects, translates and introduces the
system of popular Then of the White Thai people in Muong Lay commune, Dien Bien
province. Volume 2 includes the following contents: 1. Briefly introduction of "Kin
Pang Then festival" of the White Thai people in Muong Lay commune (preparation of
altar, offerings, instruments and costumes...); 2. "Then" songs of the White Thai
people performed in "Kin Pang Then" festival, such as: Choose elephant choose
horse, The ghost of village, Offering-Sharing Practices... The "Then" songs in the
work are introduced in two forms of texts: Thai transcription and Vietnamese
translation.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735253
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian gắn liền với nghề làm rẫy của người Bana Kriêm - Bình Định /
Yang Danh
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
250p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049771910
$ 11.50 / HB The "Folklore associated with fire-fallow cultivation of Bana Kriem
people - Binh Dinh" by Yang Danh is a collection and introduction of the unique
features of folk knowledge treasure associated with fire-fallow cultivation of Bana
Kriem people in Binh Dinh province. The main contents of this work are presented in
3 parts. Part 1: General characteristics, providing and overview of Bana community
in Binh Dinh in terms of origin - ethnic history, residence, and folklore... Part 2:
Folklore associated with fire-fallow cultivation of Bana Kriem people, introducing the
features in indigenous knowledge of fire-fallow cultivation such as: the main
cultivation seasons, beliefs and festivals that are associated with fire-fallow
cultivation... Part 3: From burnt-out land to farm model - the impact that makes
change to culture and living styles of Bana Kriem people.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735254
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Những giá trị văn hóa đặc sắc của người Bru - Vân Kiều và Pa Kô - Tập 1 / Many
authors
San Khau, Vietnam 2019
284p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049072291
$ 13.00 / HB The work composed by Quang Tri ethnic minorities' Literature and Art
Association is a work which studies and introduces the unique values of the rich
folklore treasure of the Bru - Van Kieu and Pa Ko in western Quang Tri. The work
selects 46 relatively complete articles of different themes, about the Bru - Van Kieu
and Pa Ko ethnic groups, in a direction of basic investigation, in which each theme is
vividly and lively described. Some articles introduced in the work are: Residence and
naming of villages of Bru - Van Kieu people; Ceremony to celebrate the new house
of Bru - Van Kieu people; A pair of earrings in the life of Van Kieu and Pa Ko people;
A few features of folksong and dance in Western Quang Tri; Congee of Pa Ko
people.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735255
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa cư dân biển đảo Việt Nam (thư mục các công trình nghiên cứu, sưu tầm,
biên soạn) / Vu Quang Dung
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
412p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049840272
$ 18.50 / HB "The culture of island and coastal inhabitants in Vietnam" of Vu Quang
Dung is a compilation, introduction about the cultures of island and coastal
inhabitants in Vietnam and related issues. The main content of this work introduces
1,996 units of document, divided into 2 parts. Part 1: List of researches, collections
and compilation, focuses on the following topic: general issues; folk literature;
customs, beliefs and festival; folk art; folk knowledge. Part 2: The directory by
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author's full name. The authors are alternatively introduced in the alphabetical orders
of their last name, middle name and first name and the ordinal number of their
document.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735279
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trò chơi dân gian Thái ở Nghệ An / Quan Vi Mien, Vi Kham Mun
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
128p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049840203
$ 6.00 / HB Thai's folk games in Nghe An'' by Quan Bi Mien and Vi Kham Mun is a
collection, compilation and introduction of the system of folk games that are
popularly disseminated in Thai community in Nghe An province. The main contents
of the work include 2 parts. Part 1: Definition, presenting the definitions of "games",
"folk games" and "nursery rhythm"... Part 2: Folk games of Thai people - Nghe An,
introducing the systems of games of Thai people in Nghe An, alternately in 2 groups:
for adult and for children. The folk games in the work are all introduced in terms of
objects of the games, time - venue of the games, rules and meaning of the games.
Some specific games are presented with nursery rhythm, used when playing. Some
games in the work: Throwing cotton ball; Stilt walking; Hide and seek; Quiz answer...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735280
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhà truyền thống người Si La ở Lai Châu / Doan Truc Quynh
San Khau, Vietnam 2019
244p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049072154
$ 11.00 / HB "Traditional house of Si La people in Lai Chau" by Doan Truc Quynh is
a collection, introducing the outstanding characteristics of traditional house of Si La
people in Lai Chau province. The main content of this work has three chapters.
Chapter 1: Overview of the ethnic and traditional houses of Si La people in Lai Chau.
Chapter 2: Process of building and moving to new houses. Chapter 3: Functions of
the house. The work provides readers and overview of the house - a cultural product
of Si La ethnic, a historical material heritage with many distinctive functions. this is
also one of the factors that contribute to drawing many interesting scientific
conclusions on socio-economic development, ethnic's cultural characteristics, and
relationships between ethnic groups and Si La people's creativity in certain natural
and social conditions.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735281
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Di tích lịch sử - văn hóa Tây Nguyên / Nguyen Tung
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong, Vietnam 2020
252p.; 14.5 x 20.5
9786048041946
$ 10.00 / HB This book is compiled on the basis of collecting and refining reliable
documents to provide readers with general and basic understanding of the unique
historical - cultural relics in the Central Highlands. Up to now, the Central Highlands
still retains many tangible and intangible cultural heritages, both of historical value
and unique aesthetic value such as: the communal house, the long house, the stone
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herd, the tomb statue, the festivals and the treasure of folk literature with the folk
songs, tales, fables... One of the most famous heritages of the Central Highlands is
the Gongs Cultural Space, which has been recognized by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as a representative
intangible cultural heritage of mankind. Compared to other regions of the country, the
number of archaeological, historical and cultural architectural relics in the Central
Highlands is still quite modest. However, they have unique values, not repeated in
any other locality or any other region.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735282
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quám khắp tản chụ - Chuyện bản Mường / Mac Phi, Hoang Thao
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2018
620p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049729331
$ 27.50 / HB "Quam khap tan chu - The story of Muong village" by Mac Phi and
Hoang Thao is a collection introducing some works of folk literature and typical
compositions of the two authors. The main content of this work is divided into 2
parts. Part 1: ''Quan khap tan chu" is collected and edited by Mac Phi which
introduces the folk songs in Thai language with the genres of "tan chu xiet xuong",
"xang xuong", "xong xuong", meaning the folk songs about the feelings for the lovers
that are expressed in an insinuative way. These folk songs are very much loved by
Thai people and sung every time and everywhere as a duet, a teasing or a message
sent to the lovers. Part 2: "The story of Muong village" consists of two sub-sections
with some short stories written by Mac Phi and Hoang Thao such as: A story in the
village, The first shotgun, The road of A Su and his mother, The old man Xa people
and the buffalo, The nails of Mrs. Sua...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735283
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hợp tuyển thơ văn Việt Nam - Văn học dân tộc thiểu số - Quyển 1 / Nong Quoc
Chan, Nong Minh Chau, Mac Phi, et al
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2018
748p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049729287
$ 31.50 / HB Literature of ethnic minorities in Vietnam is an extremely rich. This seri
is a collection which introduces only a smaill part of that treasure. The collection's
contents are arranged by literary genres, starting from proverbs to poetry, narrative
poetry, ancient tales and finally the new types of proses such as short stories,
dramas. Each literary genre afterward is divided into compositions of ethnic groups
and arranged in geographical order (Northern, Northwest, Central Highlands and
Southwest). Within each ethnic group, the compositions are introduced in turn
following the principle of "from the past to present". The poems written by the author
of an ethnic are classified into the poetry of that ethnic. Volume 1 of the series
focuses on introducing the literary compositions of the ethnic minorities in the
following major genres: proverbs and poetry.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735284
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hợp tuyển thơ văn Việt Nam - Văn học dân tộc thiểu số - Quyển 2 / Nong Quoc
Chan, Nong Minh Chau, Mac Phi, et al.
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Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2018
492p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049729294
$ 31.50 / HB Literature of ethnic minorities in Vietnam is an extremely rich. This seri
is a collection which introduces only a smaill part of that treasure. The collection's
contents are arranged by literary genres, starting from proverbs to poetry, narrative
poetry, ancient tales and finally the new types of proses such as short stories,
dramas. Each literary genre afterward is divided into compositions of ethnic groups
and arranged in geographical order (Northern, Northwest, Central Highlands and
Southwest). Within each ethnic group, the compositions are introduced in turn
following the principle of "from the past to present". The poems written by the author
of an ethnic are classified into the poetry of that ethnic. Volume 2 focuses on
introducing the literary compositions of the ethnic minorities in the following major
genres: verse and prose; narrative poetry.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735285
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn học các dân tộc thiểu số - Một bộ phận đặc thù của văn học Việt Nam / Loc Bich
Kiem
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2019
488p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047025794
$ 22.00 / HB The 'Ethnic minority literature - a particular part of Vietnamese
literature' is a collection of critical essays by Loc Bich Kiem on the contributions of
writers - literary works whose topics and prototypes stem from Vietnamese ethnic
minorities and mountainous areas. The work includes 3 parts: 1. Ethnic minority
literature - a specific literary part, consists of 3 writings which have general
arguments, referring to the national identities and are composed in language of
ethnic minorities and in the literature of ethnic minorities and mountainous areas; 2.
The way where each other meet, including 6 writings about the writers and typical
literary compositions of some current ethnic minority writers; 3. Selected works,
introducing the texts of some typical work/excerpts of the ethnic minority writers.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735286
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuyển tập văn học các dân tộc thiểu số Việt Nam (giai đoạn trước 1945-1995) /
Many authors
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2018
856p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047023820
$ 37.50 / HB "Collection of literature of ethnic minority groups" by Nong Quoc Chan
(chief editor), Mac Phi, Tran Le Van is a compilation and introduction of literary
works by of modern poets and writers who represent for ethnic minorities in Vietnam.
The book introduced works of many generations of writers and poets, representing
the literature of North, Central, South areas, even at a modest level, but this book
had a great meaning in highlighting the literary voice of ethnic people in Vietnamese
literature. Main content of the book consists of two parts: 1. Poems, introduction to
typical poems of poets named Trieu An, Cam Bieu, Nong Minh Chau, Ban Tai Doan,
Cam GIang...; 2. Prose, introduction to short stories, medium stories of ethnic
authors named Sa Phong Ba, Vi Hong, Ma A Lenh, Cao Duy Son, Lu Din Sieng...
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735287
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bài hát dân ca Thái / Lo Van La, Vang Thi Ngoan
San Khau, Vietnam 2019
348p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049072253
$ 16.00 / HB "Thai folk songs" by Lo Van La and Vang Thi Ngoan is a collection,
compilation and introduction of folk songs that are widely disseminated in Thai
community in Dien Bien province. The work consists of 40 folk songs, including the
songs with old lyrics and song with new lyrics sung on traditional folk tunes. The
songs are alternately introduced through 2 parts: Thai transliteration and Vietnamese
translation. Some folk songs in the book are: Uncle Ho's advice from that spring;
Winning the enemy to have the forest for shading; Farewell singing; To you at the
border; Celebrating new year...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735288
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ba truyện thơ dân gian Thái: Truyện nàng Hai - Chàng Xông Ca nàng Xi Cay - Cái
Đăm cái Đón / Tong Van Han
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2018
464p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049693557
$ 21.00 / HB "Three folk poetry tales of Thai people: Story of Miss Hai - Mister Xong
Ca and Miss Xi Cay - Cai Dam Cai Don" by Tong Van Han is a collection,
compilation and introduction of 3 famous folk poems of the Thai people. Main
contents of the book are: Introducion to Thai story telling styles; Introduction to 3
poetry stories. Each story was summarized main contents and the text of poetry
story in two languagesL Vietnamese and Thai transliteration. All three stories have
similar content: the main characters were born as orphans, poor, experienced many
difficulties in life. Having overcome challenges, they all enjoyed a full and happy life.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735289
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Truyện thơ dân tộc Thái / Dieu Van Thuyen
San Khau, Vietnam 2019
500p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049072208
$ 22.50 / HB "Narrative poetry of Thai ethnic" by Dieu Van Thuyen is a collection,
compilation and introduction of some unique folk narrative poems, widely
disseminated in Thai community of Vietnam. The work includes 3 narrative poems,
alternatively introduced in two types of texts: Thai transliteration and Vietnamese
translation. Three narrative poems introduced in the work are: The story of Ms.
Chieu Quan; Mr. Kho kills the god mosquito; The story of Khun Tung and Ms. E
Khay.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735290
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhân vật anh hùng văn hóa trong truyện kể dân gian về thời kỳ Văn Lang - Âu Lạc /
Dang Thi Lan Anh
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
296p.;14.5 x 20.5
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9786049807022
$ 13.50 / HB "Cultural heroes in folktales about Van Lang - Au Lac states" by Dang
Thi Lan Anh is a research about the typical characteristics that make up the
characters of cultural heroes in folktales of Van Lang - Au Lac states. The main
content of this work is presented through 3 chapters: Chapter 1. Overview of the
research and theoretical basis; Chapter 2. Structure and motif of the life cycle of
heroes in folktales about Van Lang - Au Lac states, studying the two main groups of
contents: structure of life cycle of cultural heroes; Interpretation of the typical motif in
the life cycle of cultural heroes (mystical origins, strange birth, acts and victories,
death and incarnation...); Chapter 3. The image of cultural heroes of Van Lang - Au
Lac states in beliefs, festivals, customs, introducing the close relation between
cultural heroes and folk belief, festivals and customs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735291
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Koám chiến láng (Phương ngôn, tục ngữ Thái) / Hoang Tran Nghich
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2018
372p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047023998
$ 21.00 / HB Koam chien lang (Local sayings and proverbs of Thai people) by the
author Hoang Tran Nghich is a collection, translation and introduction of popular
local sayings and proverbs in the community of Thai people in Son La. This work
consists of 3 parts: Thai language, Thai transcription, and Vietnamese translation.
Threre are 835 idioms and proverbs of Thai people introduced by the work woth the
topics of: human with nature, marriage and families, relationship with neighbors, and
villages... Some local sayings and proverbs in the work: One person cannot think
out, many people do; Want to eat, need to chop more wood, want to go, need to take
steps; Pay back when borrowing...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735292
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đồng dao Thái ở Nghệ An / Quan Vi Mien
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2019
276p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047025732
$ 16.00 / HB Nursery rhymes of Thai ethnic group - Nghe An province" collected,
compiled and transliterated by the author Quan Vi Mien is collection of traditional
poems and songs for Thai children in Nghe An province. The book is structured into
three parts: Preface, Collection of Thai ethnic's Nursery Rhymes - Nghe An province
and Conclusion. The contents of the rhymes which are introduced in the book focus
on the following topics: Calling butterflies (30 poems/songs); Calling the Moon and
stars (15 poems/songs); Praying for rain (6 poems/songs); Counting flowers (4
poems/songs); Quizz singing (25 poems/songs)... Each rhyme is written in both Thai
language and Vietnamese. Its content is suitable to the souls of children which not
only reflects the daily life and entertainments but also expresses the dreams and
aspirations of children, making the souls, emotions and minds healthily and well
developed.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735293
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dân tộc thiểu số trong thơ ca Kon Tum (1945-1975) / Ta Van Sy
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Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
436p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049838637
$ 19.50 / HB The "Ethnic minorities in Kon Tum poetry (1945-1975)" by Ta Van Sy is
a monograph, introducing the resistance literature in Kon Tum which reflects the
image of indigenous minorities and is composed in Kon Tum during the period of
1945-1975. The main contents of the work include 2 parts: 1. General survey,
introducing the characteristics of Kon Tum resistance literature with the image of
indigenous people and specific reflections (typical customs - spirit of community
cohesion - hatred of the enemy - bright individual mirror...); 2. Appendix of selected
writers, compositions. Some writers introduced in this part are: Bui Quang Thanh, Ho
Ngoc Son, Nguyen Trong Oanh, Thu Bon...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735294
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tìm điệu xòe hôm qua / Phung Hai Yen
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2018
140p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049693724
$ 6.50 / HB The book is a collection of poetry of the Dao, young, female journalist poet in Lai Chau province: Phung Hai Yen. Born in a family of literary traditions,
Phung Hai Yen soon revealed the ability to write poetry and short stories when she
was at schools. Poetry of Hai Yen is simple and rustic but contains deep life
philosophies, showing positive view of life. Besides, compositions about her
homeland of the stone highland penetrate the soul of land and human's love.
"Finding the Xoe dance of yesterday" introduced 72 poems of Phung Hai Yen.
Selected poems in the collection span the length of her composition life.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735295
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"Khun Chương" khảo dị / Quan Vi Mien
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2018
900p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049729317
$ 37.50 / HB "Studying the variations of Khun Chuong" by Quan Vi Mien is a
collection, compilation and introduction of findings from a study of Khun Chuong - an
epic praising the heroic Chuong Han who performed many exploits in exploring
lands, building villages and setting up an inter-village social institution in the prestate society of the Thai people in Vietnam. The work consists of two major parts: 1.
The collection and study of the epic "Khun Chuong", briefly introduces the Khun
Chuong epic in terms of: status of the collection and study, contents of the epic,
theories on the three tasks of the heroics in the epic and the need of having a
complete Khun Chuong; 2. Studying the variations of Khun Chuong, introduces a
complete Khun Chuong that is collected and translated by the author Quan Vi Mien
into two languages: Thai transcription and Vietnamese translation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735296
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhớ và Quên / Pham Hong Son, Dang Anh Dao
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2019
344p.;14 x 20
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9786045886106
$ 14.00 / HB Nowaday, "The silver-headed old soldier" can no longer tell the story of
"Nguyen Phong" anymore, but there are still many memories evoked from the letters,
the yellowed paper notebooks. The war against the French colonialists was told by
the insider - Pham Hong Son - in the "Half-life of the battle", the memory of the
memory stopped on May 7, 1954. However, if only counting to that day, the last day
of Dien Bien Campaign, there are still unused documents. For example, a letter
written on the campaign end date. It was itself a rare artifact: letters written on pelure
paper, spoils taken at De Castries' basement. Then the date written on the letter is
also meaningful: 5 pm May 7, 1954. These precious documents will be collected in
the precious publication "Remember and Forget" - Author: Pham Hong Son - Dang
Anh Dao, published on the 65th anniversary of the victory of Dien Bien Phu: May 7,
1954 - May 7, 2019.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735297
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Theo dấu các văn hóa cổ / Ha Van Tan
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2019
656p.;16 x 24
9786049685682
$ 37.50 / HB "Follow the trail of ancient cultures" is a book that collected a number of
archaeological works of Prof. Ha Van Tan. He was involved in discovering the first
vestiges of Son Vi culture dating back to the late Stone Age, which is the origin of
Hoa Binh culture. He was also the first to analyze Bau Tro culture, a post-Neolithic
culture in central Vietnam, preliminary division of cultural types of this culture, and
proving Bau Tro culture is derived from Quynh Van culture. He participated in the
isolation of Ha Giang culture, a post-Neolithic and early Iron Age culture in the North
Vietnam. He discovered and translated many ancient texts, especially many
civilizations on stelae and bronze bells, thus making new contributions to
Vietnamese history. His works of archeology and Vietnamese history have been
exceptionally outstanding, highly scientific, with many new points and made great
contributions to Vietnamese and regional archeological and historical science.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735298
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đô thị cổ Việt Nam / Institute of History
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
432p.;
9786049566431
$ 24.00 / HB Vietnam is a country formed early in the Southeast Asia - Pacific
region, with the exchange of economy, culture with the region and the world for a
long time. The sign of civilization here manifests on the one hand is that in the
traditional villages and on the other hand is in the ancient cities that soon appeared
in Vietnamese history. This book covers the research and introduction of 13 ancient
cities formed and developed in the period from the third to the nineteenth century in
Vietnam in terms of history, economy and culture. In these selected old cities, some
that appeared early, are now extinguished as a small hamlet. There are cities that
have completely disappeared leaving only a few vestiges on the surface or in the
ground, but there are also cities that exist and continue to grow to this day and
become modern cities.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735299
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phan Bội Châu - Vấn đề phụ nữ ở nước ta (Phụ Nữ Tùng Thư) / Doan Anh Duong
Phu Nu, Vietnam 2020
632p.;16 x 24
9786045668870
$ 24.50 / HB Phan Bội Châu (1867 - 1940) was a pioneer of Vietnamese 20th
century nationalism. In addition to his revolutionary career, he also wrote many
books and newspapers, and has been widely and widely popularized among the
people. According to Phan Boi Chau, Women's rights means the right of a woman,
similar to a man's right. But up to the root of truth, Women's rights and Men's rights
are in human rights. Human rights means the rights of a person but also a right to be
a human, if it is a human being, he or she has that rights. Every human being has an
equal right, no one is born a slave. A man is a human, a woman is a human and
human rights do not distinguish between men and women. Therefore, the division
between women's rights and men's rights is redundant.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735300
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Hiến Lê - Những lời tựa và bài giới thiệu sách / Nguyen Hien Duc
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
452p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045893869
$ 19.00 / HB According to Nguyen Hien Le: "I have written four - fifty prefaces and
introductions for my works and two dozen for my friend's works. Someone asked me
to write a preface for two or three books. Châu Hải Kỳ once advised me to select the
most satisfactory articles, put them into a collection like a French writer. I didn't do it,
which annoyed him, but in 1975 I also selected a few articles, memoirs, compiled
into a booklet: "Let me read again". Today, according to Nguyen Hien Duc: "Reading
those titles again, we see that Nguyen Hien Le always loves readers, loves topics
and is always honest with himself. So for me, the foreword of Nguyen Hien Le sometimes only 2-3 pages, sometimes up to 20 - 30 pages - are great works really
valuable and rare."
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735301
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Na Phật Na - Kinh đô đầu tiên và cuối cùng của vương quốc Phù Nam / Dang Van
Thang, Nguyen Huu Gieng, Ha Thi Suong
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
256p.;16 x 24
9786047374441
$ 16.50 / HB Funan Kingdom was formed from states (states in the mandala), whose
first state was Na Phat Na (Nafuna / Naravaranagara) centered on the area of Oc Eo
today. From Oc Eo, Na Phat Na expanded to form the sub-states, the "Conquering
from the swamp" state, Cat Tien state and other states outside Vietnam territory
today. At its most prosperous, King Pham Man (220-225) proclaimed himself "Funan
Great King", invaded more than 10 countries, "expanding the land to six thousand
miles" throughout Southeast Asia. Na Phat Na was once a central region in the
mandala, a geographical region in the Hau River, including the Long Xuyen
Quadrangle, U Minh, O Mon Phung Hiep and Soc Trang, Bac Lieu... So from the
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second half of the first century to the beginning of the third century, about 200 years,
Na Phat Na (Oc Eo) was the first and the largest capital (450 hectares) of Funan
kingdom.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735302
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lễ Thành Hầu Nguyễn Hữu Cảnh - Từ danh tướng đến tôn thần / Tran Hoang Vu
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2019
264p.;14 x 20.5
9786045885987
$ 12.00 / HB Nguyen Huu Canh (1650–1700), real name was Nguyen Huu Kinh, with
other taboo names as Le or Thanh, was granted the title of Le Thanh Marquess. He
was a famous general under Lord Nguyen Phuc Chu. He was considered a general
who contributed to the expansion of the Southern region by establishing sovereignty
for the Vietnamese in Dong Nai and Gia Dinh lands in 1698. Since that time, this
land officially became an administrative unit of Dai Viet territory, which is today
Vietnam. Within the last 8 years of the XVII century (1692-1700), the Nguyen
government made great strides toward the South, establishing an administrative and
military structure on the land of South Central and Southeast, at the same time
creating the first basis for the exploitation of the Southwest region. Nguyen Huu
Canh made a great contribution to all important historical events in that period. After
his death, the people honored him as a deity. This book examines the life and career
of Nguyen Huu Canh.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735303
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn chương Sài Gòn 1881 - 1924 Tập 5: Đèn Điển Khí - Văn Vần / Tran Nhat Vy
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
488p.;15.5 x 22.5
9786046864516
$ 22.50 / HB Volume 5 of the series "Literary Saigon" is a collection of literary works
published in Vietnamese newspapers such as Gia Dinh Newspaper, Nong Co Min
Dam, Luc Tinh Tan Van … This book series was designed so that readers today can
see the overview of literature in Saigon, Southern Vietnam in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Researchers today may have a piece of Saigon literature in
the first period of popularization of Latin Vietnamese. Researchers today may have
some part of Saigon literature in the first period of Vietnamese Latin, to see how the
inventor's determination made it so popular. The works selected in this book include
a selection of representative and unique genres for readers to see and understand in
an overview of the literature of Vietnam in the past.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735304
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chuyện Tôi - Hồi ức của con trai nhà văn Nguyễn Huy Tưởng / Nguyen Huy Thang
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
220p.;15 x 23
9786049868979
$ 15.00 / HB The book is a recollection of author Nguyen Huy Thang - son of writer
Nguyen Huy Tuong, about his father and his personal growth and career
development. With 43 posts connected together seamlessly and flexibly, showing a
touching symbol of father and son, or a clear portrait of Father and Son, both
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harmonizing and complementing each other ... The book has 2 parts. Part 1 is about
memories and feelings, mainly about the father who died when the author was 5
years old. Part 2 is about the experience and passion of the author, mainly about the
growth and career of Nguyen Huy Thang.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735305
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Truyện Kiều - Kim Vân Kiều Tân Truyện / Nguyen Du
Lao Dong, Vietnam 2015
228p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045957004
$ 7.00 / HB For nearly 200 years, The Tale of Kieu has played a distinct role in the
spiritual life of the Vietnamese people. There are many great research topics on the
issues surrounding The tale of Kieu. Vietnamese people read this work from
generation to generation. It has really come into the poetry, music and lifestyle of the
people. Kieu's story goes even further when foreign publishers respectfully translate
it into many languages such as English, French, German ... In this edition, in addition
to the original story, the editorial team also provided readers with insights on the
great poet Nguyen Du; other editions and folktales about Kieu, according to the
research and collection of Professor Vu Ngoc Khanh.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735306
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khảo về tiểu thuyết - tục ngữ - ca dao / Pham Quynh
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
260p.;13 x 20
9786046864196
$ 12.00 / HB In the last decades of the nineteenth century, in Vietnam, there were
many movements to spread the national language (Vietnamese scripts in Latin
system), in which, an important means to spread and perfect Vietnamese language
is the national language newspaper. Nam Phong magazine, founded by Pham
Quynh on July 1, 1917, was one of the first newspapers written in modern writing
system for the Vietnamese language. Many researchers, readers, lecturers, and
students have come to the library to read these texts to learn how the national
language was from the beginning, how the intellectuals in the past initially
participated in the world of academia, culture, science ... The number of books from
the beginning of the last century is very small and it is difficult for many readers to
access and use. Therefore, this book is published for readers to access those old
documents, studies on novels, folk songs and proverbs of Vietnam in the early
twentieth century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735307
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Toàn Việt Thi Lục (Tập 1) / Le Quy Don
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2019
336p.;17 x 26
9786049768958
$ 19.00 / HB Le Quy Don (1726–1784) was a major Vietnamese scientist in the
eighteenth century, his scholarly thought covered almost every aspect of Vietnam's
medieval history. Considering literary activities such as collecting, adjusting,
transcribing, examining and analyzing literary materials, Le Quy Don has made great
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contributions through books such as: Kien Van Tieu Luc 見文小錄, Hoang Viet Van
Hai 皇越文海, Tri Si Trang Van Tap, Toan Viet Thi Luc ... While many books of Le
Quy Don's other books have been introduced, translated and published in turn, his
literary books have not been properly researched and exploited. Learning about
Toan Viet Thi Luc in many ways, firstly in terms of text, will help readers have a more
comprehensive view of Le Quy Don's achievements and dedication to the national
culture. The book consists of 2 volumes, collection of Chinese characters (including
original Chinese texts, transliteration, translation, poetry and notes) of famous writers
of the Tran dynasty such as Tran Quang Khai, Tran Ich Tac, Nguyen Trung Ngan,
Mac Dinh Chi ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735308
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Toàn Việt Thi Lục (Tập 2) / Le Quy Don
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2019
578p.;17 x 26
9786049828829
$ 35.00 / HB Le Quy Don (1726–1784) was a major Vietnamese scientist in the
eighteenth century, his scholarly thought covered almost every aspect of Vietnam's
medieval history. Considering literary activities such as collecting, adjusting,
transcribing, examining and analyzing literary materials, Le Quy Don has made great
contributions through books such as: Kien Van Tieu Luc 見文小錄, Hoang Viet Van
Hai 皇越文海, Tri Si Trang Van Tap, Toan Viet Thi Luc ... While many books of Le
Quy Don's other books have been introduced, translated and published in turn, his
literary books have not been properly researched and exploited. Learning about
Toan Viet Thi Luc in many ways, firstly in terms of text, will help readers have a more
comprehensive view of Le Quy Don's achievements and dedication to the national
culture. The book consists of 2 volumes, collection of Chinese characters (including
original Chinese texts, transliteration, translation, poetry and notes) of famous writers
of the Tran dynasty such as Tran Quang Khai, Tran Ich Tac, Nguyen Trung Ngan,
Mac Dinh Chi ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735309
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ngoại giao của chính quyền Sài Gòn (1955-1963) / Tran Nam Tien
Tong hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
316p.;15.5 x 23
9786045894569
$ 24.00 / HB From the perspective of historical science, the study of the Republic of
Vietnam regime contributes to a certain stage of development in modern Vietnam
history. In particular, in-depth study of the diplomatic activities of the Republic of
Vietnam regime (1955-1963) from a diplomatic perspective also brought new insights
into the Republic of Vietnam regime. The Diplomatic Book of the Saigon Government
(1955-1963) will focus on studying the diplomatic activities of the Republic of
Vietnam regime during the period of President Ngo Dinh Diem's rule; restoring the
entire diplomatic activities of the Republic of Vietnam government, paying attention
to important bilateral relations that directly affect the formation and development of
this regime in South Vietnam. The book's content helps fill in a vacant piece of
modern Vietnamese history in general and modern Vietnamese diplomatic history in
particular.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735310
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử giáo dục miền Bắc Việt Nam từ năm 1945 đến năm 1975 / Dr. Dinh Quang
Hai
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
406p.;16 x 24
9786049569265
$ 10.50 / HB This book is a comprehensive, systematic study of education in
Northern Vietnam from 1945 to 1975. The main content of the book is divided into 6
parts. Part 1: Education in Northern Vietnam from September 1945 to December
1946. This section outlines the educational situation from before August Revolution
to August 1945 until nationwide resistance broke out in December 1946. Part 2:
Education in Northern Vietnam from December 1946 to July 1950. Part 3:
Consolidating and developing education and training during the resistance war from
July 1950 to July 1954. Part 4: Education in the North from 1954 to 1965. Part 5:
Education in the North from 1965 to 1972, in the context of the US twice expanding
the war to destroy the North. Part 6: Education in the North for the cause of socialist
construction, contributing to the liberation of the South from 1973 to 1975.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735311
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử giáo dục Việt Nam từ năm 1975 đến năm 2000 / Dr. Nguyen Thi Phuong Chi
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
356p.;16 x 24
9786049569258
$ 9.50 / HB Since the day the South was completely liberated, the country was
unified, the Education Sector has been tasked with building a unified socialistoriented education system throughout the country, at the same time improving the
quality of education, meet new human resources for the country. There have been
quite a number of Vietnamese and international studies that mention the history of
Vietnamese education in different fields with different approaches. This book delves
into the history of education in Vietnam in a system of many episodes with specific
stages. The series gives readers an uninterrupted, full and objective view of issues
that are not yet properly addressed. The book focuses on introducing, analyzing and
explaining the basics of education in Vietnam over periods: the first 10 years after
the date of reunification (1975-1986); Đổi Mới (Innovation) period (1986-1996);
period of industrialization and modernization (1996-2000).
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735312
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100 năm bản "Yêu sách của nhân dân An Nam" (18/6/1919 - 18/6/2019) / Ho Chi
Minh National Academy of Politics
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
288p.;16 x 24
9786045753682
$ 31.50 / HB A century ago, on June 18, 1919, on behalf of Vietnamese patriots in
France, Nguyen Ai Quoc sent to the Versailles Peace Conference a "Claim of the An
Nam People". This is a historical event associated with the first appearance named
Nguyen Ai Quoc, later President Ho Chi Minh. On behalf of the Vietnamese patriots
in France, Nguyen Tat Thanh, signed by Nguyen Ai Quoc, sent to the Conference
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Office and delegations to attend the Conference "Claims of the An Nam people". The
eight-point claim, requires the French Government to return a minimum of basic
freedoms and democracies to the people of Vietnam and Indochina. It was widely
spread, causing great buzz in public opinion in France and the colonies; awakening
the patriotic struggle of the people of Vietnam and Indochina. This can be seen as
the opening event for the struggle for basic national rights and self-determination of
nations in the early years of the twentieth century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735313
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Văn Tố với cách mạng Việt Nam (kỷ yếu hội thảo khoa học cấp quốc gia) /
Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
548p.;16 x 24
9786045752265
$ 37.50 / HB On the occasion of the 130th Anniversary of the Birth of Standing
Chairman of the National Assembly Nguyen Van To (June 5, 1889 - June 5, 2019),
on June 1, at the National Assembly House, a national scientific conference took
place with the theme: "Nguyen Van To and the Vietnamese revolution". The
conference was co-organized by Ho Chi Minh National Political Academy, Office of
National Assembly, Central Propaganda Department. Nguyen Van To was born in
1889 in Hanoi, into a patriotic Confucian family. Nguyen Van To was a man who was
both profound in Han Chinese and mastered in Western studies. He has many
reviews and researches on cultural history, showing his passionate patriotism and
deep national pride. At the same time, as a politician, a leader of the Government
and the National Assembly, Nguyen Van To has always excellently fulfilled the
assigned tasks, becoming a close friend and partner of President Ho Chi Minh.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735314
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Việt Nam học chặng đường 30 năm / Vietnam National University
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2019
1364p,;16 x 24
9786049876417
$ 75.00 / HB The Institute of Vietnamese Studies and Development Science was
established on November 11, 1989, under the Vietnam National University, Hanoi. In
the course of construction and development, in 2004, in order to meet the
development needs of modern Vietnam in the new situation of the country, the Prime
Minister signed a decision to establish the Institute of Vietnamese Studies and
Development Science, continue to conduct scientific research and postgraduate
training in Vietnam for interdisciplinary study. Since then, the development of the
Institute has brought the cause of cooperation and research in Vietnam from an
initiative of a university and a group of scientists to national level. It can be said that
the Vietnam Studies major has a particularly important position and significance,
training experts with a broad background of knowledge about the country and people
of Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735315
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Việt Nam trước tác động của cấu trúc an ninh tại khu vực Châu Á - Thái Bình
Dương / Major General Do Le Chi
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Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
228p.;16 x 24
9786045755419
$ 10.00 / HB Among the works on this topic written by Vietnamese authors, this is
the most interesting book. This is a highly theoretical and practical work. The book
has these advantages in part related to the author himself - a senior officer of the
Public Security who has worked for a long time both on the front of scientific
research and practical activities. By identifying and clarifying a number of theoretical
issues on the regional security structure and the impact of regional security
structures on the country, the author focuses on analyzing the security structure in
the Asia-Pacific region. In particular, he focused on the period 2010-2020, assessing
the impact of regional security structure on Vietnam in three aspects: security
environment, development space and national position in the system of international
relations.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735316
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lợi thế đặc thù trong phát triển kinh tế Tây Nguyên / Bui Nhat Quang, Tran Thi Lan
Huong
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
384p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049569517
$ 12.00 / HB The Central Highlands is a region with many advantages in economic
development and international economic integration. Many previous studies have
proved that the Central Highlands is a unique land. This characteristic is expressed
in the cultural identity, ethnicity, ecosystems, natural resources, people, geopolitical
and economic position. The content of the book includes 3 chapters: Chapter 1:
Common issues of specific advantages and international experience; Chapter 2:
Identifying domains of specific advantages and the current situation of exploiting
specific advantages of the Central Highlands; Chapter 3: Exploiting specific
advantages areas of the Central Highlands in the context of Vietnam joining the AEC
and implementing new generation FTAs; Proposed solutions to 2030.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735317
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Những vấn đề về lý luận, phê bình, nghiên cứu văn học Việt Nam / Prof. Phong Le
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2019
752p.;17 x 24
9786049805363
$ 47.50 / HB Professor Phong Le, whose real name is Le Phong Su, was born on
November 10, 1938 in Son Tra, Huong Son District, Ha Tinh Province. He is a
researcher and critic of modern Vietnamese literature, former Director of the
Literature Institute of the National Center for Social Sciences and Humanities. Phong
Le wrote and edited about 30 theoretical and research works on Vietnamese
literature in the 20th century. This book deals with the issues of Vietnamese
literature, including: Vietnamese literature in the twentieth century in the interaction
between composition and theory - criticism - research; More than a century of
functioning of theory, criticism and literary research (from 1904 to the beginning of
the 21 st century); Civilized - democratic, cultural - political, literary - ethical, literature
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- market, ethnic - modern relationship; Some typical portraits of science and literary
arts.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735318
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chuyện đời xưa của Trương Vĩnh Ký - Người giữ lửa cho tiếng Việt Miền Nam /
Truong Vinh Ky, Nguyen Van Sam
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
164p.;15 x 23.5
9786049863974
$ 10.00 / HB This is the bestselling book and the most popular among hundreds of
works of writer Truong Vinh Ky. It was reprinted many times. In 1914, the work was
printed up to 9000 copies in a country at that time the population was less than 15
million; with inconvenient traffic roads, printed books and newspapers in Saigon
circulating to the Central and the North are not lucrative stories... As Vietnamese
writing has grown steadily, this book has become a favorite among publishers. The
book is a collection of jokes suitable for reading after a hard work day for both adults
and children. In addition, this book is for those who pay attention to learn, study
languages and literature of the South, or those who compose a Vietnamese
dictionary, also need to read it, because it contains many unique dialects of the
South of Vietnam, a rare and authentic document.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735319
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bên lề sách cũ / Vuong Hong Sen
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
348p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045893180
$ 16.50 / HB Vuong Hong Sen (1902 - 1996) is a famous cultural, scholar, collector
of antiques. He is considered to have a profound knowledge of South Vietnam and is
highly respected among the historians and archaeologists in Vietnam. His works
focus on recreating and preserving the history of a human culture. They are rewritten
by a sincere, simple heart, with field-based practical experience, and with affection
for the next generations. 'On the sidelines of old books' is one of the erudite and
informative works about South Vietnam in previous centuries by Vuong Hong Sen.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735320
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cảm thức thi ca Việt Nam / Truong Sy Hung
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
216p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049938795
$ 16.00 / HB Each poem is extended by Dr. Truong Sy Hung with everything that is
directly or indirectly related to it. The researcher has shown readers another
dimension of the poems we have read. In addition to the issues of culture and history
related to the poem or the era in which the poem was born, the analysis of Truong
Sy Hung also shows the poets' childhood, family, work and social relationships. All
the riddles to build the most complete set of creative subjects. All of this is to build
the most complete set of creative subjects. Because all these things have an impact,
affecting the senses, thoughts, languages of the poet and then it is revealed in the
words, pictures, symbols and structures of the work. Through the feelings, the
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research and the decoding of images, symbols ... of the poetic work, Truong Sy
Hung has gradually clarified and showed readers the history, culture, ideas and
dimensions of Vietnamese poetry.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735321
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa - nghệ thuật chùa Việt: vài nét cơ bản / Tran Lam Bien
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
372p.;22 x 26
9786049899935
$ 65.00 / HB This book is the result of research for decades of cultural heritage
researcher Tran Lam Bien, and has been devotedly collected by his students to
document, photograph, and design for illustration. For the first time, the landscape,
worshiping items, ancient statues, diagrams, blueprints ... of many typical
Vietnamese pagodas were systematically designed and presented in the book, along
with clear picture quality. The book has 3 chapters. Chapter 1: The development of
the Vietnamese pagoda, analyzing the historical course of this cultural institution.
Chapter 2: Vietnamese pagoda architecture, analyzing the existence time and
pagoda architecture over the years; Some pagodas are representatives of periods
such as One Pillar Pagoda, Phat Tich Pagoda, Pho Minh Pagoda, etc. Chapter 3:
Statues of worship in the pagoda, analyzing the arrangement and meanings of
Buddhist statues, Buddhist statue styles over time. The annex of the book has many
valuable documents, introducing some features of the temple, some of the ritual
objects commonly used in temples today.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735322
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đình làng xứ Thanh / Le Thi Thao
The Gioi, Vietnam 2019
240p.;17 x 24
9786047769797
$ 37.50 / HB Communal temples in Thanh Hoa province does not stand outside the
general flow of Vietnamese communal temples throughout the South to the North, to
contribute to prove a unified Vietnam in terms of history, culture and art. However,
due to the influence of the local community's characteristics in a special area, the
communal temples in Thanh Hoa has its own nuances. Finding a unity in the
diversity of Thanh Hoa communal temples and the valuable historical and artistic
values left over thousands of years of history is what this book is about. The book
contains the following main contents: Overview of Thanh Hoa's history, culture and
natural landscapes; The number and distribution of communal temples in Thanh Hoa
today; Dates, origins and construction of communal temples; The worship of the
village deity; Architecture of the communal temple; Cultural and spiritual activities at
the communal temple; Conservation and promotion of communal temple values in
Thanh Hoa in the current period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735323
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Làng mạc ở châu thổ Sông Hồng / Nguyen Tung, Nelly Krowolski
Tri Thuc, Vietnam 2020
336p.;16 x 24
9786049850455
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$ 13.50 / HB Nguyen Tung and Nelly Krowolski have long worked in anthropology at
the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), specializing in Vietnam.
They are the authors of numerous research papers published in several scientific
journals in France as well as in Vietnam. The articles in this book are the results that
Nguyen Tung and Nelly Krowolski have achieved through two French-Vietnamese
research cooperation programs: The study of "Mong Phu Village" (Duong Lam
commune, Hanoi) was conducted in the early 1990s; The study on "Villages in the
Red River Delta" (1996-1999) was hosted by three French and Vietnamese scientific
organizations. The issues studied in the book include: An overview of Vietnamese
villages; Territory and identity; Political and social organization; Organization of
space; Economic change; Extended family or nuclear family; Marriage in the village;
Village cuisine: from daily meals to banquets; Village markets...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735324
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phong tục miệt Nam sông Hậu / Tran Minh Thuong
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
216p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045841365
$ 11.00 / HB The southern part of Hau River includes Can Tho, Hau Giang, Soc
Trang, Bac Lieu, Ca Mau, An Giang and Kien Giang provinces. The land is rich and
generous, and is filled with migrants. The lifestyle of the deserted cultural region in
the South has been talked about a lot, but no one has put effort into re-structuring it.
Fortunately, teacher Tran Minh Thuong in Nga Nam town, Soc Trang province has
explored, collected and recorded the beauty of the lifestyle, customs and culture of
the region and compiled this book. In this book, the author explores many aspects
related to the family; from the time the child is born, raised by his parents, married, in
private, ... until he is old and weak, one day go to see his ancestors. Accompanying
each of these life stages are unforgettable marks: full month ceremony, cradle
ceremony, getting married, matrilocal residence, building houses, worshiping the
dead ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735325
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn bia hậu thần Việt Nam (thế kỷ XVII-XVIII) / Tran Thi Thu Huong
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
9786049895364
$ 25.00 / HB Hau Than are people who have merit, worshiped with the gods in the
village in the previous period. Epitaph of Hau Than is associated with worshiping
relics; show appreciation for their long-term contributions and gratitude to people
who have made important contributions to the community. Based on the results of
many years of research on epitaphs, Tran Thi Thu Huong has compiled this book
with the following contents: Investigating and statisticing 1569 epitaphs, explained
the formation and development process; Analyze the distribution characteristics of
the epitaphs of the Vietnamese Hau Than in the XVII and XVIII centuries by space,
time and type of relics, major characteristics of content and form; Research
information on Vietnam's economic situation in the XVII and XVIII centuries;
Researching the situation of Vietnamese society in the XVII and XVIII centuries with
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many changes; Introducing the noble human values of the Vietnamese people:
gratitude, admiration, love, sharing and commitment of responsibility.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735326
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tín ngưỡng thờ Mẫu của người Việt Nam / Vu Hong Van
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
184p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045756218
$ 7.50 / HB The content of the book consists of 3 chapters: Chapter 1 deals with the
origin, process of formation and development of the worship of Mother Goddesses
(Đạo Mẫu). Chapter 2 analyzes the forms of Đạo Mẫu worship (the space of worship,
the sacred system, the organization and the followers, the similarities and
differences in the Đạo Mẫu worship in North, Central and South). Chapter 3 analyzes
the worship of Đạo Mẫu in spiritual activities of Vietnamese people, such as
manifestation of spiritual life, the ritual practiced...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735327
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tín ngưỡng và lễ hội của dân tộc Mnông / Vo Thi Thuy Dung
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
9786047373390
$ 12.50 / HB Research on the culture of ethnic groups in the Central Highlands has
been receiving much attention from scientists. The Mnong people are also the object
of researchers' interest. However, studies on Mnong ethnic minorities and the
content is not in-depth. Recognizing the importance of the Mnong in Dak Nong as
well as in the Central Highlands, the authors chose "Beliefs and festivals of the
Mnong ethnic group in Dak Nong province" as the topic for the doctoral thesis. Up to
now, after the time of supplementing and perfecting, the authors have introduced
monographs "Beliefs and festivals of Mnong people" to those who are interested,
contributed a useful document for studying and understanding beliefs, festivals of the
Mnong people in particular and the Mnong ethnic culture in general.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735328
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tiền cổ Việt Nam / Do Van Ninh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
444p.;14 x 20
9786049566370
$ 30.00 / HB Vietnamese Ancient Coins is a book reprinting some of the works of
Vietnamese scholars in the 70s, 80s and 90s of the twentieth century. The
publication of these studies aims to preserve the "legacy of the work" of scholars, at
the same time, providing valuable references and useful knowledge about Vietnam's
history and culture. The book "Vietnamese Ancient Coins" by Do Van Ninh has an
overview of the history of formation and development of coins in Vietnam from the Ly
- Tran dynasties (1009 - 1400 AD) to modern times. The form of money varies from
dynasty to dynasty, with each dynasty having strict regulations on minting and
circulating that currency.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735329
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lý luận phê bình văn nghệ cổ Việt Nam - Tập 1 / Mai Quoc Lien
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
768p.;16 x 24
9786049937002
$ 40.00 / HB This book is a selection of 141 introductions, afterwords, quotes and
reviews, comments in typical Chinese characters of feudal Vietnamese writers on
theoretical concepts, literary and classical arts (including many articles by famous
authors). The book consists of original text written in Chinese characters,
translations of meanings, notes, and author biographies.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735330
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vọng Sài Gòn / Trác Thúy Miêu
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
300p.;14 x 20.5
9786049841170
$ 13.50 / HB This is a highly appreciated book when writing about Saigon, and also,
you will love Saigon through the pages of Trac Thuy Mieu, even though you have
never been there. Trac Thuy Mieu is a famous name as an MC and journalist. She is
an extremely strong personality. This is also reflected in the book that we admire.
For Saigon lovers, whether men or women, Saigon is not only a life, a person with a
physical appearance, style and fate, but Saigon also has a gender: She is a woman,
of course. The author loves Saigon to the bottom of her heart, we can feel it through
every page of the book. Each book brings a miracle and really Vong Sai Gon will
make readers enjoy the strange and attractive in its words.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735331
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đường phố nội thành thành phố Hồ Chí Minh / Nguyen Dinh Tu
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
700p.;16 x 24
9786045834626
$ 34.00 / HB According to fairly complete statistics, by the end of 1993, the city had
nearly 700 large and small roads that were named and some roads were not named.
The names of the roads are long-established, and have been changed many times
through different regimes and timelines. Determination of distance, intersections,
history of formation and development of roads, squares, cultural constructions,
religious buildings, offices, historical relics, revolutionary relics ... along the two sides
of the road and the history of the street name (famous people, landscapes, famous
places, historical events, revolutionary events ...) is necessary for the life and
understanding of the people and is responsive to socio-cultural studies. Researcher
Nguyen Dinh Tu has been investigating and compiling the content of this book and
has been highly appreciated by the history, geography researchers and the
Department of Education of Ho Chi Minh City Party Committee.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735332
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đi tìm chữ Mông - Nghiên cứu cùng cộng đồng Mông thôn Giàng Tra, xã Tả Phìn,
huyện Sa Pa / Many authors
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2016
96p.;15.5 x 23
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$ 12.50 / HB There are two Hmong writings systems in Vietnam at present: the
Vietnamese Hmong script is the official one, while the International Hmong script is a
newly-introduced alphabet that is popular among Protestant Hmong people. The
Hmong people of Ta Phin Commune are increasingly studying the International
Hmong script in order to follow Protestantism. Once becoming Protestant, they give
up their Hmong traditions and customs, thereby losing Hmong identity. Thus to help
affirm and promote Hmong culture, it is seen as crucial to revive and popularize the
Vietnamese Hmong script as it is the traditional script of the Hmong people in
Vietnam. Meanwhile, information on the Vietnamese Hmong script and availability of
its teachers are limited and need further exploration.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735333
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn học di dân: Phác thảo diện mạo nữ nhà văn Việt Nam tại Hoa Kỳ / Tran Le Hoa
Tranh
Phu Nu, Vietnam 2019
360p.;13 x 20.5
9786045668542
$ 19.50 / HB The translation, publication and research of immigrant literature have
recently been carried out but have not been systematically studied. Many works of
immigrant female writers have been translated, introduced, and won the Vietnam
Writers Association award such as Thuan, Linda Le, Doan Minh Phuong, Ly Lan,
Nguyen Thi Minh Ngoc, Viet Linh, Mieng, Mai Ninh, ... There have also been a
number of works, theses, theses, scientific studies on Linda Le, Thuan, and
Vietnamese immigrant literature but there is no systematic study of immigrant
literature in the United States. Therefore, there is a need for extensive and in-depth
studies on immigrant literature in general and immigrant literature in the United
States in particular. This is an inseparable part of national literature and should be
included in future literary collections.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735334
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quế Đường Thi Tập - Tập 1 / Le Quy Don
Dai Hoc Su Pham, Vietnam 2020
1098p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045462751
$ 24.50 / HB Le Quy Don (1726–1784) was an 18th-century Vietnamese poet,
encyclopedist, and government official. His pseudonym was Que Duong. He was a
native of Duyen Ha village in present-day Thái Bình Province. He is considered one
of the most outstanding and prolific Vietnamese savants of the early modern period.
His contributions to the culture of the country spread across many fields,
demonstrating the erudition in the intellectual foundation on which he had been
cultivated and self-cultivated. His research works such as: Kien Van Tieu Luc, Phu
Bien Tap Luc, Van Dai Loai Ngu, Dai Viet Thong Su ... are really important
documents for preserving the traditional culture of the country. This two-volume
series is a thorough and thorough translation and interpretation of Le Quy Don's
poetry heritage.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735335
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Quế Đường Thi Tập - Tập 2 / Le Quy Don
Dai Hoc Su Pham, Vietnam 2020
895p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045462768
$ 22.00 / HB Le Quy Don (1726–1784) was an 18th-century Vietnamese poet,
encyclopedist, and government official. His pseudonym was Que Duong. He was a
native of Duyen Ha village in present-day Thái Bình Province. He is considered one
of the most outstanding and prolific Vietnamese savants of the early modern period.
His contributions to the culture of the country spread across many fields,
demonstrating the erudition in the intellectual foundation on which he had been
cultivated and self-cultivated. His research works such as: Kien Van Tieu Luc, Phu
Bien Tap Luc, Van Dai Loai Ngu, Dai Viet Thong Su ... are really important
documents for preserving the traditional culture of the country. This two-volume
series is a thorough and thorough translation and interpretation of Le Quy Don's
poetry heritage.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735336
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Như Tây ký (1863 - 1864) / Nguy Khac Dan
Dai Hoc Su Pham, Vietnam 2020
452p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045462744
$ 14.00 / HB The work "Nhu Tay ky" (Records of the Nguyen Dynasty envoy in
France) was a research work of Nguy Khac Dan during his envoy to France and
Spain in June 1863. His work focuses on the study of French affairs. The main
source used by Nguy Khac Dan to write Nhu Tay Ky is based on the account of
Harmand, a Vietnamese-speaking French naval officer tasked with escorting envoys
during their stay in France, combined with direct observation of the author himself.
With a serious and scientific working attitude, Wei Khac Dan presented relatively
fully and accurately on the cultural, political and economic aspects of France at that
time.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735337
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tôn giáo học và khảo cổ học tôn giáo ở Việt Nam / Nguyen Quoc Tuan
Dai Hoc Su Pham, Vietnam 2020
390p.;16 x 24
9786045462416
$ 24.50 / HB This book is a collection of some typical works of Dr. Nguyen Quoc
Tuan, former Director of the Institute for Religious Studies, Editor-in-chief of the
Journal of Religious Studies. The writings in this book are not only research results
but rather are Dr. Nguyen Quoc Tuan's reflections on religion and new approaches
to religious research, especially in religious archeology, religious anthropology areas where the author has a lot of time to engage and experience. The content of
the book consists of two main parts: Religious Studies and Religious Archeology. In
the first part: Religious Studies, the articles are organized into 3 topics: General
issues of religion, Issues of belief and specific religions. The second part: Religious
Archeology includes articles that Dr. Nguyen Quoc Tuan devoted himself to
providing readers with profound knowledge about Buddhism, Taoism, and beliefs
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and interdisciplinary knowledge such as archeology, history, culture, art, sculpture,
architecture ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735338
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chế độ quan lại triều Lê Sơ (1428 - 1527) và những giá trị tham khảo cho cải cách
chế độ công vụ, công chức ở Việt Nam hiện nay / Nguyen Thi Thu Hoa
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
260p.
9786045754467
$ 10.00 / HB In Vietnamese history, the Le dynasty (1428 - 1527) was the period of
achieving the most brilliant achievements in national construction and development considered the culmination of the development of the Vietnamese feudal regime. To
gain that position, the Le dynasty focused on building a strong centralized state and
exercised social management by law, associating the building and consolidation of
Confucian ideological institutions with the implementation of bureaucracy as a
central task. Many guidelines, measures and regulations related to training,
recruitment, promotions, bonuses, salaries ... of the officials have been issued, in
order to bring about effective results. The content of the book is presented in three
chapters: Chapter 1: Overview and basis for building the Le dynasty mandarin
regime; Chapter 2: The mandarin regime of the Le dynasty (1428-1527); Chapter 3:
Reference values for civil service reform in Vietnam today.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735339
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hiện đại và động thái của truyền thống ở Việt Nam - Những cách tiếp cận nhân học
(Bộ 5 tập) / Many authors
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2019
16 x 24
9786049567124, 9786049567131, 9786049567148, 9786049567155,
9786049567162
$ 139.00 / HB Modernity and the dynamics of tradition in Vietnam - Anthropological
approaches'' is a set of 5 volumes. This book is from presentations in the 2007
International Anthropological Conference on Vietnam. The seminar was coorganized by the University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Ho Chi Minh City
National University and the University of Toronto (Canada). The book is a collection
of 60 anthropological studies by domestic and foreign authors on diverse topics.
Studies have helped to shed light on contemporary social, economic, environmental
and governance dynamics in Vietnam. In addition to topics such as rituals, religion,
and ethnic relations, which are traditional subjects of Vietnamese ethnography,
studies address many issues of urban life such as labor and domestic help, female
worker or issues related to globalization such as factors affecting the consumption of
motorbikes, Vietnamese workers abroad and returning home, transnational
marriage, infertility, HIV / AIDS, etc.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735340
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tìm phố trong làng - Những chiều tâm tư của người cao tuổi / Nguyen Cong Thao
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
352p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049569074
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$ 15.00 / HB This is the result of a doctoral thesis of Nguyen Cong Thao, from an
ecological anthropological perspective, completed at the Department of
Anthropology, University of Hawaii, USA. This book is about a village in Dong Anh
district - Hanoi, where Thao was born and made a deep impression in Thao both on
landscape and people. Nguyen Cong Thao's research explores the social space of a
specific village and focuses on three main manifestations: The physical structure of
the village (spatial architecture of the village, houses and gardens); Production and
community spaces (village markets, ponds and village wells); Sacred spaces
(temples, pagodas, shrines and areas with theophany). The beauty of this study is
that it recognizes the farmer's living space in a dialectical relationship of the three
factors> The absence or loss of any element in this space will also hurt the people in
the village, especially the elderly, who often live with historical nostalgia.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735341
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cộng đồng ngư dân ở Việt Nam / Nguyen Duy Thieu
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
300p; 16x24
9786045561164
$ 19.00 / HB The book "Fishermen Community in Vietnam" first published in 2002 is
based on field materials collected by the author for many years. At the time of the
book's inception, the number of people interested in marine and island research,
especially in the field of Anthropology / Ethnology was not much, according to which,
publications in this field were not rich. Therefore, this book has been well received by
people interested in this field in particular and readers in general. Compared with the
current publications, the book Fishermen Community in Vietnam still retains its
values in two aspects. Firstly, this is a book about the community, but so far the
number of researchers interested in this area is not much. Second, the materials
provided by the book reflect on fishing communities in the context of security,
politics, economy, society ... in the last decades of the 20th century, therefore,
readers can both have access to data about the fishing community and understand
more about the social context at that time.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735342
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khai thác giá trị ngôn ngữ và văn hóa của sử thi Ê Đê - Ứng dụng vào giáo dục và
đào tạo ở Tây Nguyên / Nguyen Minh Hoat
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
176p.;16 x 24
9786049919268
$ 12.00 / HB The content of this book covers the theoretical issues of epic, Ede epic,
the relationship between language and culture, about the life of Ede people; thereby
analyzing the current situation of exploiting the linguistic and cultural values of the
Ede epic applied to education and training in the Central Highlands. The author
focuses on analyzing and explaining the linguistic characteristics of the Ede epic
through typical rhetorical measures; cultural characteristics of Ede people through
the customs and practices in the epic. Based on the survey and experimental
teaching data, the contents, conditions, subjects and forms of application of those
values are applied to education and training in the Central Highlands; at the same
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time, propose solutions to preserve the linguistic and cultural values of the epic in
new life.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735343
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bạo lực gia đình ở Việt Nam: Thực trạng và các yếu tố tác động / Dang Thi Hoa
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
476p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049569234
$ 11.00 / HB The book "Domestic violence in Vietnam, the status quo and the impact
factors" is a research result of a ministerial-level project under the Program:
"Research and overall assessment of families during the period of industrialization
and modernization of the country and international integration". This study was
conducted by the Family and Gender Research Institute under the Vietnam
Academy of Social Sciences. From an interdisciplinary research approach, the
research team selected an insider as the center to identify the links between the
victim and perpetrator of domestic violence; Causes and impact factors of domestic
violence. In this approach, the authors focus more on the situation, the relationships
of survivors and perpetrators, other family and social members; find out the causes
and factors that influence the evolution or cycle of domestic violence.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735344
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tài nguyên, môi trường và chủ quyền biển, đảo Việt Nam / Nguyen Chu Hoi
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
436p.;16 x 24
9786045756126
$ 21.00 / HB The book provides readers with quite comprehensive and up-to-date
information about sea and islands; potentials and strengths of Vietnam's sea and
island; The management, exploitation and protection of Vietnam's sovereignty over
seas and islands in the context of international and regional situations are
complicated and tense at present. The book plays an important role in educating and
raising awareness for the people, especially the young generation, with pride in the
"silver sea" area of the country, the traditions of the previous generations fought
bravely, sacrificed to protect the sacred sea, to protect each part of the territory of
Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735345
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ngoại giao giữa Việt Nam và các nước phương Tây dưới triều Nguyễn (1802 1858) / Tran Nam Tien
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2019
260p.;14 x 20
9786049566417
$ 12.50 / HB So far, the matters of the Nguyen Dynasty have attracted the attention
of a large number of domestic and foreign scholars. Particularly in the field of
diplomacy, the contributions and limitations of the Nguyen Dynasty in the process of
national construction in the first half of the nineteenth century (1802 - 1858) has
been posing many topical and scientific issues in historical research in general and
diplomatic history in particular. However, up to now, there has not been a
comprehensive and comprehensive work on issues related to the foreign policy of
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the Nguyen Dynasty in relation to Western countries. This book will contribute to
restoring the picture of Vietnam's diplomatic history in the modern period, while
increasing the understanding of Vietnam's position on the international arena in the
first half of the nineteenth century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735346
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sinh hoạt văn hóa của hai dân tộc Lô Lô và Cơ Lao ở vùng biên giới tỉnh Hà Giang /
Tran Thi Mai Lan, Doan Viet
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
276p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786049569746
$ 8.00 / HB Lo Lo and Co Lao are two ethnic groups with small populations in
Vietnam. These are two ethnic groups originating from China who migrated to
Vietnam at different times in history and have lived for a long time in the border area
of Ha Giang province. During their long history, they have built up their own cultural
characteristics and values that are enough to be identified as one of the 54 ethnic
groups in Vietnam. At the local level, their culture is also an important part of the
culture of ethnic minorities in Ha Giang province. This book presents the following
main contents: 1. Theoretical and practical issues in the study of ethnic cultural
characteristics; 2. Cultural situation of Lo Lo and Co Lao ethnic groups; 3. Cultural
characteristics and the issue of preserving and promoting the cultural characteristics
of the two ethnic groups Lo Lo and Co Lao.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735347
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------45 năm hải chiến Hoàng Sa / Many authors
Da Nang, Vietnam 2019
232p.
9786048439408
$ 12.50 / HB This book is a collection of articles written by enthusiastic researchers
and journalists from Vietnam and abroad contributing to affirm Vietnam's sovereignty
over the Hoang Sa - Paracel Islands. The book consists of two parts. Part 1:
Vietnam's sovereignty over the Paracel Islands in 1954-1975 period and 1974 of the
Paracel Islands. This section includes articles that directly address Vietnam's
sovereignty over the Paracel Islands during 1954-1975; relevant information during
the period during, before and after the events of the Paracel naval battle in 1974.
Part 2 of the book, titled "Towards the Spratlys", consists of articles expressing
affection, reason, and enthusiasm for the specific work of those who always concern
about the sovereignty of the country; affirming that the war to reclaim Hoang Sa is a
war of will and intellect, each Vietnamese will never surrender.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735348
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến đổi của đạo Tin Lành trong phát triển bền vững ở Việt Nam hiện nay / Vu Thi
Thu Ha
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
224p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786049569869
$ 6.50 / HB Protestantism was introduced to Vietnam in the late 19th and early 20th
century. In the past decades, Protestantism has made remarkable progresses and
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changes, especially in the Northwest and Central Highlands regions. The growth and
transformation of Protestantism affects society in both positive and negative
directions. These trends have a significant impact on the economic, socio-cultural,
political, security and national defense and environment life in Vietnam; especially in
the context that both the world and Vietnam are moving towards sustainable
development. This book outlines the transformations of Protestantism and analyzes
its impacts on sustainable development in Vietnam today. From the research results,
the authors give policy-oriented recommendations.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735349
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đầu tư trực tiếp nước ngoài tại vùng Nam Trung Bộ - Những nhân tố và sự phân bổ
không gian / Hoang Hong Hiep
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
340p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786049964732
$ 8.00 / HB Known as a country with many strengths in attracting FDI and a
destination for international investors, Vietnam is currently facing an uneven
distribution of FDI among regions and localities. . Especially, there are some poor
provinces that cannot attract FDI for many consecutive years. The book focuses on
research on the situation of attracting FDI inflows in the South Central region in
recent years; quantifying factors affecting the distribution of FDI among provinces in
the South Central region, thereby identifying the nature and movement trend of FDI
inflows into the region; at the same time providing valid scientific arguments (both
qualitative and quantitative) for proposing appropriate solutions to promote FDI
attraction to the region, thereby maximizing the contribution of FDI to regional and
national economic development.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735350
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn bia Hán Nôm thành phố Hồ Chí Minh - Khảo cứu và giới thiệu / Pham Ngoc
Huong
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
360p.;16 x 24
9786045837368
$ 16.50 / HB Epitaph is a valuable cultural and historical heritage. Epitaph helps us
recognize the history, culture of the land, the community of people of a past time. In
recent years, some provinces and cities have organized collecting and researching
local epitaphs. It is an urgent, scientific and practical work. The scientific research
project "'Sino-Nom epitaphs in Ho Chi Minh City - Research and introduction" by
Pham Ngoc Huong is a positive contribution to the collection and research of SinoNom in Ho Chi Minh City as well as localities throughout the country. Ho Chi Minh
City currently retains many types of epitaphs, in which Sino-Nom epitaphs account
for a large proportion, so the author focused on the study of Sino-Nom epitaphs of
the City. The book is rich in content, not only referring to local cultural and historical
data but also evoking broader thinking about people and the southern land.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735351
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cám dỗ Việt Nam / Nguyen Huu Liem
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2019
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208p; 13 x 20.5
9786045371299
$ 11.00 / HB The author Nguyen Huu Liem described the Vietnamese temptation
with 26 articles he named "autograph" in this 200-page book. The unique features of
the Vietnamese homeland are recalled and recounted under the pen and perspective
of a man who spent decades living, teaching, writing and contemplating Philosophy
in America. In the book, many articles are really rustic and interesting philosophical
stories, travel articles about the homeland of Central Vietnam, and also essays,
about education, patriotism ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735352
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dấu ấn khơi dòng văn hóa Việt / Le Minh Quoc
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
688p.;15 x 23.5
9786045847527
$ 32.50 / HB Culture is an integral part of life and awareness - both consciously and
unconsciously - of individuals and communities. Culture is a living whole of activities
created in the past and in the present. Over the centuries, that creative activity has
formed a system of values, traditions and tastes - factors that define the identity of
each nation. Therefore, culture will definitely make its mark on human economic
activities and identify its own strengths and weaknesses of production processes in a
society. "The imprint of Vietnamese culture" is written about famous people who
have built and fostered the culture of the Vietnamese nation from the time of
founding the country to the end of the 19th century, they are the Hung Kings, the
"four immortals", the ancestors of the professions, who have contributed to the
development of modern music, painting, film, poetry ....
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735353
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tiếp cận một số vấn đề văn hóa Champa / Sakaya
Tri Thuc, Vietnam 2020
856p.;16 x 24
9786049903335
$ 27.50 / HB First published in 2013, "Approach some problems of Champa culture"
has just been reprinted, giving readers a more diverse view of a colorful Champa
culture. The book not only shows us colorful pottery pieces, statues, temples, stelae,
stale old pages, patterns, colors on costumes but also the customs of marriage,
mourning, customary law, rituals, festivals, and traditional songs of Cham people are
still circulated today. These cultural features not only appear in some regions of
Vietnam such as Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Central Highlands but also in some other
countries in Asia such as China, India, Japan, Malaysia and Cambodia ... Champa
civilization once flourished, and crumbled like stars that went out and scattered here
and there. Today, Champa culture is reviving, fragments of this civilization are being
assembled like a glitter mosaic, contributing to enriching the cultural flower garden of
the great family of Vietnamese peoples united.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735354
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chính sách đối với người cao tuổi ở Việt Nam hiện nay: Thành tựu và định hướng
cho một xã hội "già hóa chủ động" / Bui Nghia, Nguyen Thi Hoa
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Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
324p; 16 x 24
9786047375219
$ 11.00 / HB The policy towards the elderly in Vietnam is a system of holistic and
inclusive solutions aimed at solving the national aging problem system which is
reflected in a long history throughout the development of the country as well as the
attention, vision and efforts of the Party, State and the political system. The book
consists of 6 chapters: Chapter 1. Research on Policy for the Elderly - Domestic and
International Perspectives; Chapter 2. Policy for the elderly in Vietnam - Research
theoretical system and approach; Chapter 3. Policy to promote the role of the elderly
in Vietnam - Approach from a historical and legal perspective; Chapter 4. Policies for
the elderly of some countries in the world; Chapter 5. Current policies towards the
elderly in Vietnam; Chapter 6. Some orientations and solutions to complete policies
for the Vietnamese elderly.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735355
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ký ức Đông Dương: Việt Nam - Campuchia - Lào / Philippe Le Failler, Eric
Bourdonneau, Michel Lorrilard
Van Hoa - Van Nghe Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
298p.;25 x 21
9786046863564
$ 69.00 / HB "Memories of Indochina: Vietnam - Cambodia - Laos" completed in
June 2020 is the first print in three languages English - French - Vietnamese
published by the cooperation between Ho Chi Minh City Culture - Literature and Art
Publishing House and The French School of the Far East (EFEO) in Vietnam after
more than two years of work. The book introduces the history of formation and
valuable documents over time, which are well-preserved by EFEO through historical
changes. Images engraved in the heart, about the past moments, throughout the
three countries Vietnam - Cambodia - Laos. Scenes will appear before your eyes like
... Vietnamese memories: close-ups of Indochina, people and traditions; fine arts and
architecture, Buddhism, festivals and religious rites. Cambodian memories: Science Fine Arts - Politics, Earth - Water, royal rituals, monks and temples, the world
"separate", discovered. Lao memories: nature and culture, people and nature,
festivals and traditions, Buddhist practices. Summary of the correlation of multiethnic ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735356
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Một người nước Nam kỳ lạ / Tran Anh Duc, Khai Dang
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
200p.;14 x 22
9786049959264
$ 10.00 / HB Pham Huy Thong (1916 - 1988) was a Vietnamese scholar, educator,
archaeologist, poet and social scientist. A Bachelor of Law graduate of the University
of Indochina, in 1937 he went to study in Paris, France.. Besides the intelligence of a
scientist with thorough interdisciplinary knowledge and a vision of a manager; Pham
Huy Thong is also the embodiment of humanity and elegance that is reconciled
between ancient Hanoi and magnificent Paris. According to Prof. Phan Huy Le,
Pham Huy Thong is a wise and talented intellectual in many fields, from poetry to
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law, history, and archeology. His lifelong passion is history and it is reflected in all his
compositions, studies and social activities. At the Pham Huy Thong 95th Anniversary
Science Conference (2011), Professor Nguyen Dinh Chu respectfully evaluated him
as "A strange Vietnamese". On this occasion, scientists celebrate together the
scientific, educational and revolutionary contributions of Professor - Doctor Pham
Huy Thong.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735357
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnam Mosaic of Contrasts 2 / Rehahn
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2018
140p; 33 x 28
9786048940843
$ 156.00 / HB Réhahn’s sharing of what he has encountered and learned throughout
his 8 years travel in this country allow the world and most Vietnamese to discover
something beyond what usually seen in Vietnam. Prefer to share only photos of
children, the elders, some sceneries and lifestyle of Vietnam, Rehahn usually choose
not to tell the story of each photo. He wants his viewers to absorb their own
perspective in the photo and to come up with their own story for it. It’s something
Réhahn would love to share with his viewers if they will ever meet because Réhahn
love to speak to people about stories he has encountered during his road trip around
Vietnam. It’s with Vietnam Mosaic of Contrasts that people will see the beauty of
Vietnam through a very different angle.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735358
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chữ Nôm - Nguồn gốc, cấu tạo, diễn biến / Dao Duy Anh
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
228p.;13 x 21
9786045559130
$ 11.50 / HB Nom script is an ancient script of the Vietnamese nation which has
been used for nearly ten centuries. Until recently, at the end of the French colonial
period, Nom script became, like Han script, an ancient alphabet that was not used in
the daily life of the Vietnamese. This ancient script was not widely taught so very few
people can read it now. Nom script together with Han characters contains an
important part of Vietnamese culture and history. In order to support social science
researchers to exploit the existing treasure of books written in Nom script, a group of
historical and linguistic professors has compiled a book "Nom script - Origin,
structure, evolution" with a final chapter on how to read Nom and present some
relatively difficult examples.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735359
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đường vào Đờn ca tài tử / Many authors
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
60p.;18.5 x 20.5
9786046863915
$ 11.50 / HB These 4 books in of a series are the first step for readers to learn how
to enjoy the types of southern Vietnamese theater, aiming to create an interaction for
the audience with traditional Southern art forms. The series has gained the attention
of professionals about the meaning towards the community, above all the
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responsibility for spreading the spirit of appreciation of traditional arts in
contemporary life. These books are the result of young souls who love art, showing
that the next generation always cherishes the artistic heritage that their fathers
created, not letting them fade away. The series consists of 4 books: The Entry to
Hát Bội (Vietnamese opera); The Entry to the Music of Amateurs; The Entry to the
Southern Folk Performance; The Entry to the Reformed Theater.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735360
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đường vào Diễn Xướng Dân Gian Nam Bộ / Many authors
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
60p.;18.5 x 20.5
9786046863908
$ 11.50 / HB These 4 books in of a series are the first step for readers to learn how
to enjoy the types of southern Vietnamese theater, aiming to create an interaction for
the audience with traditional Southern art forms. The series has gained the attention
of professionals about the meaning towards the community, above all the
responsibility for spreading the spirit of appreciation of traditional arts in
contemporary life. These books are the result of young souls who love art, showing
that the next generation always cherishes the artistic heritage that their fathers
created, not letting them fade away. The series consists of 4 books: The Entry to
Hát Bội (Vietnamese opera); The Entry to the Music of Amateurs; The Entry to the
Southern Folk Performance; The Entry to the Reformed Theater.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735361
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnam Mosaic of Contrasts 3 / Rehahn
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
182p; 33 x 28
9786048642921
$ 156.00 / HB Vietnam, Mosaic of Contrasts, Volume III represents the culmination
of close to 9 years of research to meet all 54 ethnic groups in Vietnam for The
Precious Heritage Project in addition to an immense selection of fine art and
landscape photographs. This 3rd volume shows the artist’s increased interest in
approaching photography with the vision of an anthropologist, sociologist, and
historian.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735362
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đường vào Cải Lương / Many authors
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
60p.;18.5 x 20.5
9786046865995
$ 11.50 / HB These 4 books in of a series are the first step for readers to learn how
to enjoy the types of southern Vietnamese theater, aiming to create an interaction for
the audience with traditional Southern art forms. The series has gained the attention
of professionals about the meaning towards the community, above all the
responsibility for spreading the spirit of appreciation of traditional arts in
contemporary life. These books are the result of young souls who love art, showing
that the next generation always cherishes the artistic heritage that their fathers
created, not letting them fade away. The series consists of 4 books: The Entry to
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Hát Bội (Vietnamese opera); The Entry to the Music of Amateurs; The Entry to the
Southern Folk Performance; The Entry to the Reformed Theater.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735363
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đường vào Hát Bội / Many authors
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
60p.;18.5 x 20.5
9786046858782
$ 11.50 / HB These 4 books in of a series are the first step for readers to learn how
to enjoy the types of southern Vietnamese theater, aiming to create an interaction for
the audience with traditional Southern art forms. The series has gained the attention
of professionals about the meaning towards the community, above all the
responsibility for spreading the spirit of appreciation of traditional arts in
contemporary life. These books are the result of young souls who love art, showing
that the next generation always cherishes the artistic heritage that their fathers
created, not letting them fade away. The series consists of 4 books: The Entry to
Hát Bội (Vietnamese opera); The Entry to the Music of Amateurs; The Entry to the
Southern Folk Performance; The Entry to the Reformed Theater.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735364
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử Việt Nam từ nguồn gốc đến cuối thế kỷ XIX - Quyển thượng / Dao Duy Anh
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
354p.;16 x 24
9786045561140
$ 22.00 / HB Culturalist, Professor Dao Duy Anh (1904 - 1988) has left many
valuable works on culture, history, and many other fields throughout his life of
scientific research. The deepest impression, the field that clearly affirms the name of
Dao Duy Anh, is the research works on history. One of the great works is a series of
"Vietnamese History from the origins to the end of the XIX century", consisting of two
volumes, first published in 1958. Not only is an important reference systematically
introducing the history of the country from the beginning to the nineteenth century,
the series has been used as a university curriculum specialized in history,
contributing to making many big names in Vietnamese history such as Professor
Phan Huy Le, Professor Tran Quoc Vuong, ... "Vietnamese history from the
beginning to the end of the XIX century" by Professor Dao Duy Anh was honored to
be awarded the Ho Chi Minh Prize for social sciences in 2000.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735365
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhà ngoại giao kể chuyện / Vo Anh Tuan
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2019
268p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786045748954
$ 13.00 / HB In 1945, Vietnam's revolutionary diplomacy was officially established
with the advent of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, an independent and
sovereign state. During the resistance wars against foreign invaders, diplomatic
activities gradually developed and matured. It became a battle front, along with the
military and political fronts that made up the great victory in the spring of 1975,
completely liberating the South, unifying the country. In order to have a modern
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Vietnamese diplomacy, affirming its bravery, contributing to enhancing the country's
status in many fields as at present, it is certain to mention the first generation of
diplomats those who have contributed to building the foundation of Vietnam's
diplomacy, including Ambassador Vo Anh Tuan. This book is like a memoir of the
special experiences, emotions, events that he experienced during his time in office
and is also a very important milestone for the Vietnamese diplomacy.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735366
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quan hệ văn hóa Việt Nam - Trung Quốc từ cuối thế kỷ XIX đến năm 1945 / Nguyen
Van Hieu
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
212p.
9786047376797
$ 15.00 / HB This book is a doctoral thesis of Nguyen Van Hieu with the topic: The
process of studying and introducing Chinese literature in Vietnam from the late
nineteenth century to the August Revolution in 1945. The content of the book
includes introduction and 3 chapters: Chapter I: Overview of Vietnam-China cultural
relations from the beginning to the end of the 19th century; Chapter II: VietnamChina cultural relations from the late nineteenth century to the early 1930s; Chapter
III: Vietnam-China cultural relations from the early 1930s to 1945.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735367
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quan hệ ngoại giao của triều Nguyễn nửa đầu thế kỷ 19 / Dinh Thi Dung
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
200p.
9786047373780
$ 15.00 / HB The book includes introduction and 04 chapters: Chapter 1:
International, regional and Vietnamese circumstances in the first half of the 19th
century. Chapter 2: Diplomatic Relations of the Nguyen Dynasty with China in the
first half of the 19th century. Chapter 3: Nguyen Dynasty's diplomatic relations with
France in the first half of the 19th century. Chapter 4: Diplomatic relations of the
Nguyen Dynasty with the countries of Siam, Chenla, Lan Xang Vientiane in the first
half of the 19th century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735368
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chúng tôi - một thời mũ rơm mũ cối / Huynh Dung Nhan
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
328p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786045837757
$ 15.00 / HB The book is about the lives of girls and boys living in the dormitory and
Nhan Dan newspaper; with the changes of an unforgettable historical period in the
memories of every citizen of Hanoi and the people of the country: The resistance war
against the US. In that life, Huynh Dung Nhan is a boy born into a family with a
tradition of journalism. The author tells the story of the times he met Uncle Ho; living
stories of families; evacuation trips by ox cart and bicycle to the countryside to avoid
bombing of US B52 aircraft; The story of the cadets, the army officer, the neighbor's
friends or the joys of the letter writing movement and the pain of death from enemy
bombs ... Outstanding above all, the book is also a song about love of life, love of
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fathers and mothers, of the neighbor, of social relationships are scaled back in the
work.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735369
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bác Hồ với nước Mỹ (1911-1954) / Vo Van Loc
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
188p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045754245
$ 18.50 / HB The book Uncle Ho with the United States (1911-1954) by Assoc. Prof.
Vo Van Loc mentioned President Ho Chi Minh's efforts in the period of 1911-1954 to
call for support and establish relationships with the United States for peace and
national independence. Thereby, the book highlights the flexible, flexible and
talented foreign policy of President Ho Chi Minh; At the same time, it contributes an
additional perspective on the ups and downs relations between Vietnam and the US.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735370
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hà Nội một thân... (Tuyển tập phóng sự về xã hội Hà Thành thời tạm chiếm 1947 1954) / Many authors
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
240p; 15 x 24
9786043025699
$ 19.00 / HB Through many obstacles, this book finally obtained a Publication
License. This book is a collection of news articles collected in a number of
newspapers in the years 1947-1954, reflecting a special historical period of the
capital, that is the period when Hanoi was temporarily occupied. Until now, the
documents reflecting Hanoi's society have been temporarily occupied very little. The
reason is that the historical upheaval made the literature and literature resources in
that period very scarce. In addition, for many reasons, very few newspapers
reflected the social reality at that time. This book brings together precious documents
that have never been printed into books, providing more information for readers to
partly understand more about what happened in Hanoi during the temporary
occupation. The difference in this book is that the illustrations are all used from the
original newspaper material.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735371
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Làng xã truyền thống đồng bằng châu thổ sông Hồng ở Việt Nam: Mội cơ hội cho
cảnh quan đô thị? / Nguyen Viet Huy
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2019
9786049567940
$ 44.00 / HB The book studies architecture and landscapes in traditional villages in
the Red River Delta region of Vietnam, from a rural and urban geographic
perspective. The first chapter studies and presents an overview of villages,
especially traditional Vietnamese villages, describing ways of organizing spaces in
villages. The second chapter deals with the architectural and landscape forms in
traditional villages between the two periods, the contemporary period and the
colonial period. The third chapter deals with the changes in architecture and
landscape of traditional villages in the Red River Delta. These villages will become
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the centers of a newly planned area that can develop in harmony with traditional and
modern elements. The final conclusion is that these villages need to be preserved.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735372
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuyển tập Phạm Tường Hạnh / Pham Tuong Hanh
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
1127p; 16 x 24
9786049973758
$ 50.00 / HB Pham Tuong Hanh (1918-2013) whose real name is Pham Trong Han
is a Vietnamese writer. He joined the revolution at the age of 18. He started his
writing career at the age of 20 and until the age of 90, he still holds writing with
increasingly quality works. Writer Tuong Hanh has produced many works that are
true accounts of human destiny, heroes in war and when the country is at peace. All
are useful documents for the young generation of Vietnam to understand more about
the arduous resistance, the heroic years of their fathers during the long years of
resistance war to protect the country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735373
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử Việt Nam từ nguồn gốc đến cuối thế kỷ XIX - Quyển hạ / Dao Duy Anh
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
272p.;16 x 24
9786045561157
$ 17.00 / HB Culturalist, Professor Dao Duy Anh (1904 - 1988) has left many
valuable works on culture, history, and many other fields throughout his life of
scientific research. The deepest impression, the field that clearly affirms the name of
Dao Duy Anh, is the research works on history. One of the great works is a series of
"Vietnamese History from the origins to the end of the XIX century", consisting of two
volumes, first published in 1958. Not only is an important reference systematically
introducing the history of the country from the beginning to the nineteenth century,
the series has been used as a university curriculum specialized in history,
contributing to making many big names in Vietnamese history such as Professor
Phan Huy Le, Professor Tran Quoc Vuong, ... "Vietnamese history from the
beginning to the end of the XIX century" by Professor Dao Duy Anh was honored to
be awarded the Ho Chi Minh Prize for social sciences in 2000.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735374
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuyển tập luận đề - Truyện Kiều, Thúy Vân, Lục Vân Tiên, Bà Huyện Thanh Quan…
/ Bui Giang
Da Nang, Vietnam 2020
363p; 13 x 20.5
9786048452315
$ 30.00 / HB Bui Giang (1926 - 1998) was a famous poet, translator and literary
researcher. This "Thesis Collection" is a collection of famous articles published by
Bui Giang before 1975, introducing the late poets' writings on The Tale of Kieu, The
Tale Luc Van Tien, Ba Huyen Thanh Quan … Research contributes to help readers
to deeply understand and have a comprehensive view of ancient literary works,
under the perspective of author Bui Giang. Bui Giang opened a talented, openminded and generous way of receiving literature. This explains why his thesis essays
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were appreciated by students, literary students and literary teachers in the South
before 1975.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735375
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử cách mệnh Việt Nam từ 1862 đến 1930 / Dao Duy Anh
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
152p.;14 x 22
9786045557648
$ 8.50 / HB This book outlines the history of the struggle of the Vietnamese people
against imperialist aggression and feudalism connected with the empire to exploit,
oppress the people and restrain the progress of the nation. The book's content is
divided into three periods of revolution, periods of uncertainty in Vietnamese history:
Vietnamese society in the second half of the XIX century; French colonial aggression
and surrender of the Nguyen court; The resistance wars and the Can Vuong
movement in Quang Binh, Thanh Hoa provinces; The situation of Vietnam in the first
half of the XX century and the development of the Duy Tan (Modernisation)
Movement; The situation of Vietnam after World War I and the persecution in 1929;
The establishment of Indochinese Communist Party ..
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735376
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Trãi toàn tập / Many authors
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
774p; 16 x 24
9786049569197
$ 52.50 / HB Vietnamese history has many heroes to save the country. Among the
nation's heroes who saved the nation were Ly Thuong Kiet, Tran Hung Dao, Le Loi,
Nguyen Trai, and Nguyen Hue. These characters, in the process of formation and
development of the nation, have made extraordinary careers, forever remembered
by posterity. Nguyen Trai (1380–1442) was an illustrious Vietnamese Confucian
scholar, a noted poet, a skilled politician and a master strategist. Nguyen Trai was
the hero who saved the country, not only leaving a career recorded in history, but
also a lot of works expressing his thought in terms of philosophy, military, politics and
many valuable literary works. This is the most complete book about the life, fame
and career of Nguyen Trai.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735378
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 6 (10/1954-1956) /
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757291
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
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decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the period from October
1954 to 1956.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735379
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 7 (1957-1960) /
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757307
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the period from 1957 to
1960.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735403
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hồ Xuân Hương - Tài năng và bí ẩn / Mai Ngoc Phat
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
124p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786049977138
$ 10.00 / HB Hồ Xuân Hương (1772–1822) was a Vietnamese poet born at the end
of the Lê dynasty. A single woman in a Confucian society, her works show her to be
independent-minded and resistant to societal norms, especially through her sociopolitical commentaries and her use of frank sexual humor and expressions. The
charm of Ho Xuan Huong's poetry is formed from an outstanding and unique talent.
The style and aesthetics of Ho Xuan Huong's poetry have a direct impact on the flow
of Vietnamese poetry in the period from medieval to modern, prompting the
emergence of new poetic styles and trends. She has contributed to changing the
mentality and character of Vietnamese people in the past and now, urging them to
dare to fight, to live more freely, to be equal and to be happier.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=735615
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Viết khi tâm đắc / Ngo Van Gia
Van Hoc, vietnam 2020
276p; 15 x 23.5
9786049959905
$ 17.50 / HB The book is introduced by the author, literary critic researcher Ngo Van
Gia as a collection of the quintessence and interest in his career as a professional
writer. The book fully demonstrates the point of view throughout the career of the
critic researcher Ngo Van Gia: Criticism, not being interested will not be able to write,
if trying to write will only be fake products. This essay, literary criticism brings
together more than 20 articles in the last 4-5 years period of the author.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=736044
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đứng về phe cái khác / Hoang Dang Khoa
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
208p; 15 x 23.5
9786049977497
$ 14.00 / HB This book brings together 15 dialogues between critic Hoang Dang
Khoa and 17 prominent figures from many different spaces of Vietnamese
contemporary literary life. Although these 17 characters differ in their career age,
popularity and creative path, there is one thing in common that they always exist as
"differences", strong personalities. In dialogue with these characters, Hoang Dang
Khoa attracts readers with a slow, careful but equally open-minded narrative, ready
to criticize, debate, and frankly raise the issue. His way of asking stories is
compelling, convincing because it is rich in academic scholarship, shows the reading
and vision of an experienced critic, closely attached to the lively and fresh changes
of literary life, showing the observant mind and understanding of a companion.
Hoang Dang Khoa is not only "on the side of the difference" but he is also a
"difference".
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=736045
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Truyện ngắn Nguyễn Huy Thiệp (với minh họa của các họa sĩ) / Nguyen Huy Thiep
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
596p; 19 x 27
9786049937071
$ 56.00 / HB Nguyen Huy Thiep is a Vietnamese writer. He has been described as
Vietnam's most influential writer. This collection of short stories by Nguyen Huy
Thiep is reprinted in the 2007 version on the occasion of the author's 70th
anniversary (1950 - 2020). The stories in the book are selected by the writer himself,
arranged in chronological order. In the 2007 edition, Nguyen Huy Thiep invited many
contemporary artists to illustrate the booklet. In the new 2020 edition, readers will
see most of the illustrations by Vietnamese contemporary artists again. The book
includes 42 works, arranged in chronological order of composition, showing the forte
of short stories of writer Nguyen Huy Thiep with a diverse array of topics including
history and literature; myths and fairy tales; contemporary Vietnamese society;
village society and workers.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=736715
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thư mục thác bản văn khắc Hán Nôm Việt Nam - Tập IX / Editor: Pham Khac Manh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
844p; 16 x 24
9786049569470
$ 30.00 / HB Inscriptions hold a key position in Vietnam' Sino-Nom heritage. Interms
of quantity they are of great abundance, and they contain qualitative information
which is often difficult, even impossible to find in other existing documentary sources.
The oldest known inscription dates from the year 618 and bears the title "Inscription
of the Temple of Precious Peace of the Commandery of Jiuzhen of the Great Sui".
The corpus of inscriptions thus contains a voluminous quantity of documentation,
allowing research on the majority of the country's villages and historical sites. It also
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offers great diversity of content. Collection of the inscriptions, first undertaken by the
École francaise d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO), involved making rubbings of the steles
which were found - and still remain - in the villages of Vietnam. The EFEO thus
assembled a collection consisting of 20,980 rubbings in large sheets if paper,
corresponding to 11,651 steles and bells. Each inscription saved in this directory
includes a Sino-Nom section, location, date, composer, dimensions, and content
summary.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=737480
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thư mục thác bản văn khắc Hán Nôm Việt Nam - Tập X / Editor: Pham Khac Manh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
860p; 16 x 24
9786049569487
$ 30.00 / HB Inscriptions hold a key position in Vietnam' Sino-Nom heritage. Interms
of quantity they are of great abundance, and they contain qualitative information
which is often difficult, even impossible to find in other existing documentary sources.
The oldest known inscription dates from the year 618 and bears the title "Inscription
of the Temple of Precious Peace of the Commandery of Jiuzhen of the Great Sui".
The corpus of inscriptions thus contains a voluminous quantity of documentation,
allowing research on the majority of the country's villages and historical sites. It also
offers great diversity of content. Collection of the inscriptions, first undertaken by the
École francaise d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO), involved making rubbings of the steles
which were found - and still remain - in the villages of Vietnam. The EFEO thus
assembled a collection consisting of 20,980 rubbings in large sheets if paper,
corresponding to 11,651 steles and bells. Each inscription saved in this directory
includes a Sino-Nom section, location, date, composer, dimensions, and content
summary.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=737985
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thư mục thác bản văn khắc Hán Nôm Việt Nam - Tập XI / Editor: Pham Khac Manh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
576p; 16 x 24
9786049569494
$ 23.00 / HB Inscriptions hold a key position in Vietnam' Sino-Nom heritage. Interms
of quantity they are of great abundance, and they contain qualitative information
which is often difficult, even impossible to find in other existing documentary sources.
The oldest known inscription dates from the year 618 and bears the title "Inscription
of the Temple of Precious Peace of the Commandery of Jiuzhen of the Great Sui".
The corpus of inscriptions thus contains a voluminous quantity of documentation,
allowing research on the majority of the country's villages and historical sites. It also
offers great diversity of content. Collection of the inscriptions, first undertaken by the
École francaise d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO), involved making rubbings of the steles
which were found - and still remain - in the villages of Vietnam. The EFEO thus
assembled a collection consisting of 20,980 rubbings in large sheets if paper,
corresponding to 11,651 steles and bells. Each inscription saved in this directory
includes a Sino-Nom section, location, date, composer, dimensions, and content
summary.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=737986
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Góp phần nghiên cứu văn hóa và tộc người / Nguyen Tu Chi
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2020
634p
9786047028245
$ 42.50 / HB The book "Contributing to the study of cultures and ethnic groups" by
Professor Nguyen Tu Chi is a collection of scientific research and his articles that
have been published in scientific journals, books, and newspapers. It can be said
that these are his valuable research heritages for the field of culture and ethnic
groups, suggesting unique discoveries about indigenous culture, and recognize a
research direction "promoting the subjectivity and indigenous views" of Vietnam's
ethnography. Professor Nguyen Tu Chi (1925-1995) was rated as the leading
ethnologist in Vietnam in the 20th century by experts, he has a deep understanding
of Muong people and Vietnamese villages.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=737987
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tín ngưỡng và tôn giáo dân tộc Bahnar, Jrai / Nguyen Thi Kim Van
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2020
9786047027545
$ 27.50 / HB This study explores the environmental conditions and ethnic cultural
traditions of Bahnar, Jrai; Researching traditional beliefs and the changes of
elements in traditional beliefs from the second half of the nineteenth century to the
present; Newly introduced religions, socio-cultural changes in the Bahnar and Jrai
ethnic groups under the impact of new religions and problems arise.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=737994
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhớ nghĩ chiều hôm / Dao Duy Anh
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
380p
9786045550250
$ 23.00 / HB Đào Duy Anh (1904-1988) was a Vietnamese historian and
lexicographer. He is considered the pioneer for many social sciences in Vietnam. He
is one of the few Vietnamese characters named in the Larousse dictionary as a
modern encyclopaedist. The memoir consists of 30 chapters narrating a part of his
political activities as General Secretary of the Tan Viet Party and his scientific
activities spanning many fields such as: history, culture, dictionary compilation,
historical studies, geography... Besides, there are a number of chapters on:
Vietnamese intellectuals with the nation, Fate and mission of the nation, Future
youth of the nation ...; along with interesting appendices, documentary photos of the
meetings with Professor Dao Duy Anh of Professor Ngo Vinh Long, researcher
Nguyen Van Ku.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=738720
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nam Bộ - vài nét lịch sử văn hóa: Tập 3 / Tran Thuan
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
536p; 14 x 20
9786046865063
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$ 20.00 / HB A prominent feature in the culture of South Vietnam is the inhabited
area of many ethnic groups and cultural exchanges between ethnic groups. Volume
3 of the book includes the following contents: Historical characteristics of the land of
Binh Duong during the discovery period (17th - 18th centuries); Southern culture
under the Nguyen lords (17-18); The policy of the Nguyen dynasty in socio-economic
development in the Southern region; Ba Giong land in the war between Lord Nguyen
and Tay Son in Gia Dinh (1776 - 1788); Saigon trading port in the social life of the
South during the French colonial period; Southern silk; Almsgiving in the South Human values and concerns; Saigon in the first half of the 19th century through
Western records; Saigon before Nguyen Tat Thanh left to find a way to save the
country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=738721
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cho dân một phần miếng bánh / Luong Duy Cuong
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
210p; 15 x 20
9786049894732
$ 15.00 / HB On current publications licensed by the Vietnamese state, news
commentary is a special segment of the general commentary genre. "Give people a
piece of cake" is a book commenting on current affairs, including 99 works selected
from the works of jurist, journalist Luong Duy Cuong; one of the famous
commentators of Nguoi Lao Dong newspaper, widely admired by the public. This
publication contains 99 current events from different time periods. It is also the
opinion and a frank explanation of the issues that are being noticed by the public,
along with the coherent and sometimes witty writing of the author will help readers
enjoy this publication.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739416
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chiến lược kinh tế Việt Nam 2020: Doanh nghiệp Việt Nam và chiến lược vươn lên
trong thời kỳ bình thường mới / Vietnam Report
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
102p; 20 x 27
9786043023886
$ 40.00 / HB COVID-19 is not only a pandemic but also a humanitarian challenge
with a long-term impact on the way we live, work and play. In just a few weeks,
people's lives were really turned upside down in ways unimaginable. The world,
which had been busy with business activities, has now moved into a "quieter" world
with limited tourism, closed offices and home-based work. Social distancing has
directly changed the way people live and interact with each other. This is also
creating an unprecedented crisis in many different economic sectors. Not only the
difficulties and and challenges are in the medium term, the longer the crisis lasts, the
more profound and long-term chages we will notice in consumer behavior. The
report focuses on analyzing the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
Vietnamese business community in key sectors, providing strategic suggestions to
help business overcome difficulties and rebuild brand in the new normal era. It will be
a useful reference for the Vietnamese business community and the general
audience.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739570
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trần Quốc Hương - Người chỉ huy tình báo / Nguyen Thi Ngoc Hai
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
220p; 14 x 20
9786046866268
$ 12.50 / HB Tran Quoc Huong used to be the commander of famous intelligence
figures such as Vu Ngoc Nha, Hero Colonel Le Huu Thuy, Pham Ngoc Thao and
Pham Xuan An, Major General, Hero, and Time newspaper reporter. He was one of
the first cadres appointed by President Ho Chi Minh to support the South and spent
imprisonment in both the French - American periods. He was one of the first cadres
appointed by President Ho Chi Minh to support the South and spent imprisonment in
both the French - American periods; steadfastly survived through the prison regime
of Ngo Dinh Can; used to have an intellectual fight with Ngo Dinh Nhu. He used to
work alongside the leaders of the Vietnamese revolution: Ho Chi Minh, Truong
Chinh, Nguyen Luong Bang, Le Van Luong, Hoang Quoc Viet, Nguyen Chi Thanh,
Le Duc Tho ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739571
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử giáo dục Việt Nam từ thế kỷ X đến năm 1858 / Vu Duy Men
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
9786049569500
$ 14.50 / HB Research on Confucian and Buddhist education in Vietnam before the
10th century. Presentation of educational organization, exams, policy on using
university of the monarchy, contributions of great teachers, typical examples of
teachers and students from the 10th century to the year 1858.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739572
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report on Labour Force Survey 2018 [Vietnam] / General Statistical Office
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
9786047514960
$ 55.00 / PB
600 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739573
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chế Lan Viên tuyển tập (Văn xuôi nghệ thuật) / Vu Thi Thuong
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
376p; 16 x 24
9786049952128
$ 19.00 / HB Chế Lan Viên (October 20, 1920 – June 24, 1989) was a Vietnamese
poet. He was born Phan Ngọc Hoan, in Đông Hà, in Central Vietnam. He grew up in
Quy Nhơn further south, and started writing poetry at an early age. His first
collection, published when he was seventeen, gained him notice as a poet of
original, if morose, sensibilities. He participated in the events of the August
Revolution of 1945, in the Quy Nhơn area. Afterwards, he wrote for a number of
journals, including Quyết Thắng (Resolve to Win) in support of the Việt Minh's
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movement against French rule. His poetry during the war period was highly
journalistic and heavily colored with nationalist sentiments. After the war, his writings
reflected a return to normalcy, remembering the past and commenting on the
realities of everyday living.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739574
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tổng tập Văn học dân gian Nam bộ (Tập 1) - Truyện kể dân gian Nam bộ (Quyển 1)
/ Huynh Ngoc Trang, Pham Thieu Huong
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
472p; 16 x 24
9786046865247
$ 19.00 / HB The Collection of Southern Folk Literature consists of 7 volumes - 12
books, expected implementation within 2 years (2020-2021). The first 4 books of
volume 1 - Folk Tales of the South were released in July 2020. Book 1 - Southern
Folk Tales includes 4 books: Book 1: Miracles and myths; Fairy tale. Book 2: Legend
of places and villages; Legends of anecdotes and wild beasts; Legend of history of
Nguyen Lords, Tay Son and Nguyen Dynasty; Legend of the anti-French revolt;
Legend of monks. Book 3: Anecdotes about literature; Incident during colonial times.
Book 4: Fables; Jokes; Story about general views about human and social issues.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739575
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tổng tập Văn học dân gian Nam bộ (Tập 1) - Truyện kể dân gian Nam bộ (Quyển 2)
/ Huynh Ngoc Trang, Pham Thieu Huong
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
588p; 16 x 24
9786046865933
$ 22.50 / HB The Collection of Southern Folk Literature consists of 7 volumes - 12
books, expected implementation within 2 years (2020-2021). The first 4 books of
volume 1 - Folk Tales of the South were released in July 2020. Book 1 - Southern
Folk Tales includes 4 books: Book 1: Miracles and myths; Fairy tale. Book 2: Legend
of places and villages; Legends of anecdotes and wild beasts; Legend of history of
Nguyen Lords, Tay Son and Nguyen Dynasty; Legend of the anti-French revolt;
Legend of monks. Book 3: Anecdotes about literature; Incident during colonial times.
Book 4: Fables; Jokes; Story about general views about human and social issues.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739576
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tổng tập Văn học dân gian Nam bộ (Tập 1) - Truyện kể dân gian Nam bộ (Quyển 3)
/ Huynh Ngoc Trang, Pham Thieu Huong
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
248p; 16 x 24
9786046865841
$ 12.00 / HB The Collection of Southern Folk Literature consists of 7 volumes - 12
books, expected implementation within 2 years (2020-2021). The first 4 books of
volume 1 - Folk Tales of the South were released in July 2020. Book 1 - Southern
Folk Tales includes 4 books: Book 1: Miracles and myths; Fairy tale. Book 2: Legend
of places and villages; Legends of anecdotes and wild beasts; Legend of history of
Nguyen Lords, Tay Son and Nguyen Dynasty; Legend of the anti-French revolt;
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Legend of monks. Book 3: Anecdotes about literature; Incident during colonial times.
Book 4: Fables; Jokes; Story about general views about human and social issues.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739577
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tổng tập Văn học dân gian Nam bộ (Tập 1) - Truyện kể dân gian Nam bộ (Quyển 4)
/ Huynh Ngoc Trang, Pham Thieu Huong
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
855p; 16 x 24
9786046865858
$ 29.00 / HB The Collection of Southern Folk Literature consists of 7 volumes - 12
books, expected implementation within 2 years (2020-2021). The first 4 books of
volume 1 - Folk Tales of the South were released in July 2020. Book 1 - Southern
Folk Tales includes 4 books: Book 1: Miracles and myths; Fairy tale. Book 2: Legend
of places and villages; Legends of anecdotes and wild beasts; Legend of history of
Nguyen Lords, Tay Son and Nguyen Dynasty; Legend of the anti-French revolt;
Legend of monks. Book 3: Anecdotes about literature; Incident during colonial times.
Book 4: Fables; Jokes; Story about general views about human and social issues.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739578
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trần Thủ Độ (Tiểu thuyết lịch sử) / Tran Thanh Canh
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
224p; 16 x 24
9786049968884
$ 16.00 / HB Tran Thu Do was the "architect" of the smooth transition of power
between the Ly and Tran dynasties. A transfer without soldiers, bleeding but not
simple with many schemes and lasted for decades, from the time Tran Ly planned
the strategy to the time when Tran Canh ascended the throne to complete the great
career of the Tran family. All will be vividly and colorful in the historical novel "Tran
Thu Do" by author Tran Thanh Canh. This is a fictional novel, the details in the story
do not reflect historical truth.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739583
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đào Nguyên Văn Tập - Tập 1 - Ảnh hưởng của Phật giáo trong Văn học cổ điển Việt
Nam (Hán - Nôm) / Dao Nguyen
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
609p; 16 x 24
9786048908249
$ 31.00 / HB This book synthesizes the researches, the initial recommendations on
the influence of Buddhism on the authors in Vietnamese Classical Literature
(Literature written in Chinese and Nôm script), from the beginning of the 15th century
to the end of the 19th century - the beginning of the 20th century. The contents of the
book are divided into 5 chapters. Chapter 1: Consists of 11 articles focusing on the
topic: Some notes and more enlightening on Literature in the Ly and Tran dynasties.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are the main chapters of the book, gathering studies and
arguments on the Influence of Buddhism in feudal Vietnamese literature. The last
chapter is the summary record on the relationship between Cua Thien and Literature
written in Nôm script in the process of forming and developing of Nôm script and
literature, from the 18th century to the end of the 19th century.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739584
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thoái Thực Ký Văn / Truong Quoc Dung
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
584p; 16 x 24
9786049911378
$ 43.00 / HB Author Truong Quoc Dung (1797 - 1864), a mandarin under three
Nguyen kings: Thieu Tri, Minh Menh, Tu Duc. His life as a mandarin sometimes went
up and down, but his contributions could not be denied. Thoai Thuc Ky Van is a
synthesis of half research, half autograph, recording many facts, classified into the
following categories: Geography: talking about the changes of rivers, mountains and
roads from the Hung Vuong period to the Minh Mang period. There are records on
Cambodia, Siam and Burma ...; Regimes: about officials, benefits, faculty (literature),
military forces, taxes, currency, public land ... from the Ly dynasty to the Minh Mang
period; Dignity: tells stories of studies and historical figures from the Tran to Minh
Mang dynasties; Fairy: Most talk about communal houses, temples, pagodas,
citadels, ... in Central and Northern Vietnam; Strange story: Record myths related to
Vietnamese historical figures...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739585
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuyển Tập Thơ - Văn - Nhạc - Họa của Tôn Nữ Hỷ Khương / Ton Nu Hy Khuong
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam
304p; 16 x 24
9786049894763
$ 29.00 / HB Ton Nu Hy Khuong's real name is Cong Tang Ton Nu Hy Khuong, born
in 1937 in Vy Da, Hue, the daughter of the famous poet Ung Binh Thuc Gia Thi. In
the poetry of the poet Ton Nu Hy Khuong, the first humanism is that the poet not only
writes poetry, but has turned poetry into everyday life. Her life that conveyed the art
of poetry has made Hy Khuong sympathetic and loved by people everywhere
through many poems, articles and speeches. In Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, and Hue,
there are all kinds of performances of Hy Khuong poetry. In particular, there has
never been a single criticism or objections, even mild, to her poetry and her poetic
life. This is very rare in the literary world of poetry. Her poetry connects people
together, from the writers of the old generation to the younger generation; from men
to women, from priests of religions to politicians, soldiers ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739586
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Võ Quảng - Một Đời Thơ Văn / Chau Tan
Kim Dong, Vietnam 2020
424p; 16 x 24
9786042183611
$ 23.00 / HB Vo Quang (1920 - 2007) is a famous Vietnamese writer. His literary
career mainly focused on children's subjects. He is one of the founding participants
and used to hold the position of Director of Kim Dong Publishing House. Some time
after that, he was appointed Director of the Vietnam Animation Studio. Vo Quang
was awarded the 2007 State Prize for Literature and Arts. His pages, verses, and
stories have become familiar, not only with children but also with many ages and
generations over the past few decades. Although Vo Quang has gone far and
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society has changed a lot, but when reading his works, people still realize that "all
the richest and purest sources in his experience are devoted to children", for today
“we love and respect him more and more - a noble, honest personality, a lifelong
dedication to the path he has chosen. "
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739587
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tranh tường Khmer Nam Bộ / Huynh Thanh Binh
Van Hoa - Van Nghe, Vietnam 2020
184p; 25 x 21
9786046866312
$ 26.00 / HB Murals of the Khmer have inherited the traditional artistic achievements,
are the interior and exterior art of the monastery, scroll paintings on canvas/preah
bot, and paintings on "krangang" paperboard. Therefore, Khmer murals are unique
not only in terms of subject matter but also in terms of graphics, colors and artistic
styles. Therefore, Khmer murals need to be seriously explored both in content and
technique to have a full understanding. Besides, through the murals of the Khmer
Krom show aesthetic tastes and artistic level not only of the artisan, but also of the
Khmer community in the Mekong Delta. About the author, Huynh Thanh Binh was
born in 1985, currently working at the Museum of Ho Chi Minh City. She has
published over 100 articles on world culture, Buddhist art, Vietnamese art and
folklore in many specialized magazines.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739588
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ca trù Thăng Long - Hà Nội / Tran Thi Kim Anh, Dinh Van Minh
Van Hoc, Vietnam 2020
14.5 x 20.5
9786049895371
$ 19.00 / HB Ca trù ("tally card songs"), also known as Hát Cô Đầu or Hát Nói, is a
Vietnamese genre of musical storytelling performed by a featuring female vocalist,
with origins in northern Vietnam. For much of its history, it was associated with a
pansori - like form of entertainment, which combined entertaining wealthy people as
well as performing religious songs for the royal court. Officially Ca trù count the age
of their profession since The Later Le dynasty (1010—1225). Ca trù is inscribed on
the list of Intangible Cultural Heritage in need of Urgent Safeguarding in 2009. Ca
trù, like many ancient and highly developed arts, has many forms. However, the
most widely known and widely performed type of ca trù involves only three
performers: the female vocalist, lute player and a spectator (who also takes part in
the performance). Sometimes dance is also performed at the same time.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739589
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian châu thổ Cửu Long / Doan No
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
312p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786045756539
$ 23.00 / HB The content of the book focuses on researching some basic values of
folk culture in the Mekong Delta such as: overview of the land, people; folk places,
typical folk nicknames; wet rice culture; traditional cuisine; spiritual beliefs; folk
culture … The book is a useful reference, contributing to preserving and preserving
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folk cultural values in the Mekong Delta, creating a solid spiritual foundation, orient,
nurture and develop the lives of the people here.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739590
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cù lao Ré - Quê hương của đội Hoàng Sa / Duong Ha Hieu
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
316p; 16 x 24
9786049956270
$ 26.00 / HB From Re eyot and the mainland, Vietnamese residents exploiting the
East Sea discovered the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa archipelagos. This is a
particularly important basis for the feudal State of Vietnam to establish and exercise
national sovereignty over these two archipelagos. Sharing the same administrative
territory on the Sa Ky estuary, Ré eyot becomes the home space of the Hoang Sa
team - the unique force that enforces and protects Vietnam's territorial sovereignty
over the two archipelagos of Hoang Sa and Truong Sa, it is a typical locality
connecting the mainland and islands. This study clarifies the position and importance
of Ré eyot on the East Sea international sea route, and its relationship with the
mainland; Research on the organization of the management apparatus, economic,
socio-cultural life of the Ré eyot residents as a special grassroots administrative unit.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739591
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 8 (1953-9/1954) /
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757314
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the period from 1953 to
September 1954.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739592
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 9 (1963) / Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757321
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
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the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the year 1963.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739593
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 10 (1964-1965) /
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757338
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the period from 1964 to
1965.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739594
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trúc Lâm Yên Tử Phật Giáo Tùng Thư / Thich Thanh Quyet, Trinh Khac Manh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
1028p; 16 x 24
9786049964213
$ 87.50 / HB Yen Tu is a high mountain range in the Northeast of Vietnam.
According to history, Yen Tu is recorded as a sacred and peaceful land, classified as
a famous mountain and recorded in the national dictionary. This place has become
Buddha land since the Ly dynasty. Especially since the Tran dynasty, when King
Tran Nhan Tong unified Zen sects throughout the country to establish Truc Lam Yen
Tu Buddhism, this land became a famous Buddhist cultural center at that time.
Currently, in Yen Tu, there are many Buddhist relics and Han Nom documents, these
are important documents when studying the history of Buddhism in Vietnam in
general and Truc Lam Yen Tu Buddhism in particular. This book focuses on the
following topics: the history of Buddhism in Yen Tu; Buddhist relics and Sino-Nom
scriptures still remain in Yen Tu ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739595
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 11 (1966-1967) /
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
1216p.;16 x 24
9786045757345
$ 53.50 / HB The document of the Central Office for South Vietnam volume 11 has
63 documents, in which the main document consists of 60 documents and the
appendix has 3 documents. This is a collection of resolutions, directives, decisions,
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reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern Commission and the
Central Office for South Vietnam. These documents fully reflect the leadership and
comprehensive direction of the Southern Commission and the Central Office for
South Vietnam in the resistance war against the French in the South in the period
1966 - 1967.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739596
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trang sách cũ phiến bia xưa / Phan Manh Hung, Nguyen Dong Trieu
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
328p; 15 x 23.5
9786045845059
$ 16.00 / HB The authors of the book Phan Manh Hung and Nguyen Dong Trieu are
both lecturers of the Faculty of Literature, University of Social Sciences and
Humanities - Ho Chi Minh City National University. Therefore, from the needs of the
work, the two authors have conducted many fieldwork studies in the southwestern
and central provinces, for many months of searching for old documents and books in
large libraries in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, collected valuable documents to form
20 interesting articles about culture, history, texts and literature. The book's content
includes articles on historical and cultural relics from the South Central to the South,
such as the ancient pagoda in Phu Yen, Long Hau communal house (Dong Thap),
Nguyen Huynh Duc temple and tomb (Long An). ; Many articles are of high value in
terms of content.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739597
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 12 (1968) / Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757352
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the year 1968.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739598
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 13 (1969) / Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That,Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757369
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 1961-
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1975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the year 1969.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739599
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 14 (1970) / Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
16 x 24
9786045757376
$ 53.50 / HB The "Central Office for South Vietnam" is part of the "Central
Committee of the Vietnam Labor Party", which is led by the Politburo; directly
command the South Vietnamese revolution in the periods of 1951-1954 and 19611975. The Central Office of the Southern Department (codenamed R) is located 64
km from Tay Ninh town, since 1962 - this 70-hectare area adjacent to this border is
the headquarters for directing the southern revolution. Volume 6 of the "Documents
of the Central Office for South Vietnam" is a collection of resolutions, directives,
decisions, reports, announcements, letters, telegraphs ... of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the year 1970.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739600
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Exploring Quảng Nam: Hội An, Mỹ Sơn, Đà Nẵng And Tam Kỳ / Tim Doling
The Gioi, Vietnam 2020
536p; 16 x 24
9786047778898
$ 44.00 / HB Over 500 pages long and packed with useful maps and images,
Exploring Quảng Nam is aimed primarily at independent travellers who wish to learn
more about the region’s rich history and heritage. The book starts with a detailed
historical overview of the region, once the heartland of the ancient Chàm kingdom of
Amaravati, with its capital at Trà Kiệu and religious centre at Mỹ Sơn, a kingdom
which derived much of its wealth from maritime trade. The book’s 15 tour chapters
take visitors on a journey of discovery through the wider region, with six suggested
heritage tours in and around Hội An, five suggested heritage tours in and around Đà
Nẵng, and additional suggested heritage tour routes for visitors to Mỹ Sơn, Hòn Lao
island (Cù Lao Chàm), and Southern Quảng Nam, including the provincial capital of
Tam Kỳ.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739601
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Văn Tường và cuộc chiến chống đô hộ Pháp của nhà Nguyễn (Bộ 2 quyển)
/ Nguyen Quoc Tri
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
1928p.;17 x 24
9786045837382
$ 125.00 / HB Professor Nguyen Quoc Tri, born in 1929, is the 3rd descendant of
Nguyen Van Tuong. Trained at Binh Son Primary School [Quang Ngai], Khai Dinh
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High School [Hue], and National Academy of Public Administration and College of
Law [Saigon], he received two Master's and Ph.D degrees on Administration at the
University of Southern California. He spent full time from the age of 72 to 84
researching historical figure Nguyen Van Tuong, collecting documents at the Library
of Congress, 5 archives in France, and from archives, conferences and seminars in
Vietnam. This book contains original and first-hand histories explored, compared,
analyzed and synthesized by the author himself, with the purpose of illuminating the
practical line against French colonialism and the infinite sacrifice of the Nguyen court
to save the country. The book also purposely addresses historical issues, and
provides authentic historical data for the dissertation of Historical Studies, or
monographs on historical figures of Nguyen Van Tuong's contemporaries.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739602
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12.2.1968 - Ký ức kinh hoàng về cuộc thảm sát Phong Nhất, Phong Nhị / Koh
Kyoung Tae, Nguyen Ngoc Tuyen
Da Nang, Vietnam 2020
424p.;14 x 20.5
9786048449391
$ 32.00 / HB The Phong Nhat - Phong Nhi massacre (Dien Ban district - Quang Nam
province) on February 12, 1968 recounted by Korean journalist Koh Kyoung Tae in a
responsible manner was truly surprising and shocking! From the perspective of
Korean soldiers engaged in war and victims witnessing the massacre, Phong Nhat
and Phong Nhi's wounds not only belonged to innocent Vietnamese civilians, but
were also etched into the conscience of Korean veterans who were pushed into a
blind and brutal campaign. The book is like a new, thrilling and impressive war
documentary. The author of the book was the Editor-in-chief of "Hankyoreh 21". This
newspaper advocates to reflect on the history of Korean fighting in the Vietnam War
with the message "Sincerely apologize to Vietnam".
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739603
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phong hóa thời hiện đại - Tự Lực Văn Đoàn trong tình thế thuộc địa ở Việt Nam đầu
thế kỷ 20 / Doan Anh Duong, Phung Kien et al.
Hoi Nha Van, Vietnam 2020
368p; 15 x 24
9786043061420
$ 29.50 / HB The researches in this book are conducted independently but share a
common understanding of the importance of Tự Lực Văn Đoàn (Self-Strengthening
Literary Union) in the context of cultural exchanges between East - West, colonial national, traditional - modern, in the colonial situation in Vietnam in the early 20th
century. Studies also agree on the use of interdisciplinary research methods to
access the press, literature and social activities of the Tự Lực Văn Đoàn. It all aims
to highlight the role and position of the Tự Lực Văn Đoàn: beyond the literary
frontier, it is like a social ideological group; works actively and has a wide impact on
cultural - social - political life in Vietnam at that time and in the future.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739604
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hồi ức về kinh thành Huế đầu thế kỷ XIX / Michel Đức Chaigneau
Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
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354p.;16 x 24
9786045562048
$ 25.00 / HB Michel Duc Chaigneau's book (1803-1894) records the memories of
Hue Citadel by a French-Vietnamese. Through this memory, readers today can
visualize the appearance of ancient Hue and its surrounding areas with the whole life
from the palace to the normal village, access to a more reliable document about
Hue, contribute to understanding the multi-dimensional French-Vietnamese
relationship with specific angles. The content of the book includes the following
sections: Hue Imperial City: East-West Cultural Exchange Center; Memory of the
Imperial City of Hue: The palace of memories or the labyrinth of remembrance;
Memories of Hue Citadel of a Frenchman returning to Annam in the first half of the
19th century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739605
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kinh điển Nho gia tại Việt Nam / Nguyen Kim Son
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
560p; 16 x 24
9786049980923
$ 47.50 / HB Over the past few decades, along with the continuous development and
adjustment of the direction of the East Asian Confucian researchers, the study of
Confucian canon has been continuously developed. The process of spreading,
receiving and discussing Confucian classics in Vietnam really began after Vietnam's
independence in the tenth century, since the Confucian faculty education was
established and increasingly perfected in Vietnam. The 24 articles in this book are
developed from a series of presentations presented at Confucian conferences in
Vietnam over the three years from 2009 to 2011. The book's content consists of 3
parts. Part 1: Some introductory analysis on Confucianism in Vietnam. Part 2: The
system of the Confucian canon from China and their adoption in Vietnam. Part 3:
Commentary by Vietnamese Confucianists on Confucian canon.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739606
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhất Linh cha tôi : Hồi ký / Nguyen Tuong Thiet
Phanbook & Phu Nu, Vietnam 2020
292p.;14 x 20.5
9786045682135
$ 28.50 / PB Nguyễn Tường Tam (1906 - 1963) better known by his pen name Nhất
Linh was a Vietnamese writer, editor and publisher in colonial Hanoi. He founded the
literary group and publishing house Tự Lực Văn Đoàn ("Self-Strengthening Literary
Group") in 1932 with the literary magazines Phong Hóa and Ngày Nay, and
serialized, then published, many of the influential realism-influenced novels of the
1930s. For the first time, readers have access to a complete, credible work about the
tumultuous years of writer Nhat Linh, who is also politician Nguyen Tuong Tam in the
last years of his life. Authentic, elegant and emotional memories written about Nhat
Linh and her contemporaries recounted by Nhat Linh's youngest son, writer Nguyen
Tuong Thiet. The documents and stories about Nhat Linh to the literary world,
politicians and families have been truthfully, detailed and interestingly narrated in the
book.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739607
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đế quốc An Nam và người dân An Nam / Jules Silvestre, Pham Tin Dung;
Da Nang, Vietnam 2020
344p.;16 x 24
9786048451707
$ 24.00 / HB "Annam Empire and the People of Annam" is an overview of the
geography, products, industry, customs and practices of Annam. The work was first
published in the Courrier de Saigon Gazette in 1875 and 1876 under the auspices of
the colonial government, without the author's name. Under the humble title, hides an
interesting and reliable research work. Moreover, it can provide practical tools:
whenever it is necessary to present an accurate picture of Cochinchina, people
cannot help but cite. The first part of the book consists of 5 chapters, covering:
Overview of general geography; Overview of the major natural divisions: land,
climate, products ...; Anthropology; Knowledge, industry, pastime activities;
Inference. The second part is an appendix with 8 chapters, including: An Nam, Dang
Ngoai and Dang Trong people; Mekong River; Baron - The Great Chronicle of the
Dang Ngoai (1685); Saigon before the French occupation; Coal in the North;
Taxation; Population and finance; Annam's martial law.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739608
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Du hành giữa các văn bản - Nguyễn Huy Thiệp và xã hội Việt Nam sau 1975 /
Nguyen Van Thuan
Dai Hoc Hue, Vietnam 2020
352p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049743931
$ 18.50 / HB Nguyen Huy Thiep is a Vietnamese writer who has been described as
Vietnam's most influential writer. In 1992, before Bao Ninh (1993) and Duong Thu
Houng (1996), he was the first to write a major novel taking the gloss off the
"American War" experience. Passionate about Nguyen Huy Thiep's work for nearly a
quarter of a century, most of Nguyen Van Thuan's scientific and academic subjects
are related to Nguyen Huy Thiep. Writing about Nguyen Huy Thiep from the moment
he entered the scientific path until becoming a famous researcher in the professional
world, Nguyen Van Thuan cast the results of his research in this book. The book
bears a rare style in critical literature the author has analyzed the literature of "King
of short stories" Nguyen Huy Thiep with new discoveries through the path of intertext theory and creative interdisciplinary theory.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739609
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biển Đông - Luận bàn của các học giả trên thế giới / Le Toan
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong, Vietnam 2020
500p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786048041915
$ 18.50 / HB "Biển Đông" (East Sea) is the name that Vietnam refers to the sea with
the international name South China Sea. This is the fourth largest sea in the world
after the Philippine Sea, Coral Sea and the Arabian Sea. This sea and its islands are
subject to disputes and conflicts between several countries in the region. The South
China Sea and what has been happening in this area have been focused on
research by regional and worldwide scientists. In recent years, the media around the
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world have created many multi-dimensional information categories. With a few
exceptions, the research works of scientists in the world have fairly balanced and
objective views when analyzing and explaining the reality of the South China Sea;
disputes in the South China Sea; causes and characteristics of disputed cycles;
solutions in disputes; problems with the Law of the Sea; efforts to maintain security,
stability, and peace in the South China Sea and many other related issues.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739610
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kết quả điều tra thu thập thông tin về thực trạng kinh tế - xã hội của 53 dân tộc thiểu
số năm 2019 / General Statistics Office of Vietnam
Thong Ke, Vietnam 2020
260p.;20.5 x 29
9786047515448
$ 44.00 / HB The 53 Ethnic Minority Survey 2019 collects information on population,
housing conditions and socio-economic conditions of ethnic minority households in
order to reflect the social situation; serving compilation of statistical indicators under
the national statistical indicator system; update information and data systems on
ethnic minorities in Vietnam. The report includes the following main contents: Part 1:
Organization of implementation. This section covers the content from the preparation
process to the organization of the Survey implementation. Part 2: Major results. This
section includes 3 chapters corresponding to the content of socio-economic
characteristics of ethnic minority communes; population and demographic
characteristics; housing conditions and cultural and spiritual life of ethnic minority
households. Part 3: Summary data tables.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739611
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thành Phố Hồ Chí Minh 45 Năm Hòa Bình, Hòa Vui Và Phát Triển (1975 - 2020) /
Ha Minh Hong, Tran Nam Tien
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
396p.;16 x 24
9786045853313
$ 19.00 / HB Book of two authors Assoc.Prof. Ha Minh Hong and Assoc.Prof. Tran
Nam Tien consists of 7 chapters with more than 300 pages. The authors have
gathered, described, explained, analyzed the process of building and developing the
City on the following major groups of subjects: economy, politics, society,
infrastructure, culture, education, health, science and technology, national defense
and security, helping Cambodia, foreign affairs and integration. Accompanied by the
analysis is the specific statistics and many illustrations make the book as more
telling, more vivid about each development of the City. The book is like a slow
motion movie, giving an overview and detailed description of the upward journey of
Ho Chi Minh City.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739612
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhìn lại xứ Gia Định và cuộc nội chiến Tây Sơn Nguyễn Ánh 1777-1789 / Nguyen
Huu Hieu
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 2020
320p; 15 x 23
9786045834398
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$ 16.00 / HB It can be said that the 18th century was the most turbulent in
Vietnamese history. On the basis of a 45-year civil war (1627 - 1672) between Trinh
Lords and Nguyen Lords, a newly formed political force in the south, often referred to
by the Western merchant ships as Dang Trong (of Nguyen Lords), in contrast to
Dang Ngoai (of Trinh Lords). Both are still serving in the Lê Dynasty, though only
nominally. The cause of losing Gia Dinh (Southern region) to Nguyen Anh was a key
issue of the Tay Son - Nguyen Anh civil war in the period taking place in the
Southern region. The author approached the problem on the basis of analyzing the
socio-economic situation, the country - the people in the process of forming Gia Dinh
social structure at the end of the 18th century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739617
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tiền sử người Việt / Ha Van Thuy
Hong Duc, Vietnam 2020
280p; 16 x 24
9786049927492
$ 22.00 / HB This book will tell you about a history which has so far been untold: it is
the history of the Viet people who left their Viet territory to spread around about
40000 years ago. Some of the researched issues in the book include: The origin of
the eastern human; The process of forming the eastern population; Stone Age in
Vietnam; Neolithic culture in China; Bronze Age; Vietnamese agricultural civilization;
The intangible culture of the Vietnamese; Origin and formation process of
Vietnamese language; The process of forming the Vietnamese script; The Baiyue;
Formation of ancient East Asian states; The process of forming ancient states in
Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739618
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Danh tác trung đại Việt Nam - Tập 1: Kiến giải và khám phá / Tran Thanh Duoc
Dai Hoc Su Pham, Vietnam 2020
436p; 16 x 24
9786049897474
$ 21.00 / HB The earliest surviving literature by Vietnamese writers is written in
Classical Chinese. Almost all of the official documents in Vietnamese history were
written in Classical Chinese, as were the first poems. Not only is the Chinese script
foreign to modern Vietnamese speakers, these works are mostly unintelligible even
when directly transliterated from Chinese into the modern Vietnamese script due to
their Chinese syntax and vocabulary. As a result, these works must be translated
into colloquial Vietnamese in order to be understood by the general public. Works
written in Nôm script - a locally invented demotic script based on Chinese characters
- was developed for writing the spoken Vietnamese language from the 13th Century
onwards. For the most part, these chu nom texts can be directly transliterated into
the modern Vietnamese script and be readily understood by modern Vietnamese
speakers. However, since chữ nôm was never standardized, there are ambiguities
as to which words are meant when a writer used certain characters. This resulted in
many variations when transliterating works in chữ nôm into quốc ngữ. Some highly
regarded works in Vietnamese literature were written in chữ nôm, including Nguyễn
Du's Truyện Kiều, Đoàn Thị Điểm's chữ nôm translation of the poem Chinh Phụ
Ngâm Khúc (征婦吟曲 - Lament of a Warrior Wife) from the Classical Chinese poem
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composed by her friend Đặng Trần Côn (famous in its own right), and poems by the
renowned poet Hồ Xuân Hương.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739619
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report on labour force survey 2018 / General Statistics Office
Thong Ke, Vietnam 2020
238p.;20.5 x 29
9786045712461
$ 27.50 / HB The aim of the survey was to collect information on the labour market
participation in 2018 for those aged 15 and above who are currently residing in Viet
Nam. This was a basic for integrating and compiling national indicators on labour,
employment, unemployment and earning of labour force. As a result, the information
would support officials at all branched and levels in evaluating and forecast the
changes in labour market among quarters in the years as well as with the previous
annual labour force surveys conducted by GSO. This was also a basis fo developing
and making policies on human resource development and plans for investment,
production and business in accordance with the development trend of labour market.
In addition, with the technical support of international labour organisation (ILO), the
labour force survey 2018 has applied recommendations of ILO on labour and
employment, as the basis for study and complete survey content of next years.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739620
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hiện tượng chuyển trường nghĩa trong thơ Xuân Diệu / Vu Hoang Cuc
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
214p; 16 x 24
9786049569586
$ 12.00 / HB Semantic field transformation is a quite special phenomenon in using
language. It creates new expressive values for words, thereby creating many
unexpected associations of meaning for sentences and text. This phenomenon,
when present in a focused and purposeful manner, will make language
communication a different nuance. To get rid of the inertia of the habit in language
communication one can have many different options. Ordinary speech that uses this
method sometimes damages the universality of the language. However, in artistic
composition, the use of the semantic field transformation method is particularly
favored by linguistic artists. Xuan Dieu is a great author in modern Vietnamese
literature. Among the "new things" that Xuan Dieu brought to the modern
Vietnamese poetry, the most impressive are the language innovations, the rhetorical
methods, and the semantic field transformation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739621
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sử dụng hợp lý tài nguyên thiên nhiên lưu vực sông Gâm (phần lãnh thổ Việt Nam) /
Nguyen Quyet Chien
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2020
196p.;16 x 24
9786049956591
$ 7.50 / HB The book contains 6 chapters. Chapter 1: Overview of research on
rational use of natural resources in river basins in the world and in Vietnam; Chapter
2: Theoretical basis for research on rational use of natural resources in Gam river
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basin; Chapter 3: Characteristics of natural, socio-economic conditions for the
rational exploitation and use of natural resources in Gam river basin; Chapter 4:
Current status of natural resources in Gam river basin; Chapter 5: Determining
requirements for rational use of natural resources in Gam river basin; Chapter 6:
Proposed rational use of natural resources in Gam river basin.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739622
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chủ quyền biển đảo Việt Nam - Minh chứng và cơ sở pháp lý / Do Bang
Tri Thuc, Vietnam 2020
416p.;16 x 24
9786049903175
$ 25.00 / HB The book gathers historical and legal research documents and
arguments on the issue of the sovereignty of the sea and islands of Vietnam; give
historical proofs, objective insights of history and time vision; draw experiences and
effective solutions to assert Vietnam's sovereignty over the two archipelagos of
Hoang Sa and Truong Sa.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739623
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn học trung đại Việt Nam nhìn từ hai loại hình tác giả: Nhà nho hành đạo và nhà
nho ẩn dật / Le Van Tan
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi, Vietnam 2019
356p; 16 x 24
9786049860973
$ 14.00 / HB This book is a collection of 30 scientific papers and reports that have
been published in specialized scientific journals, in the proceedings of the scientific
conference from 2001 to present. The author who is a Confucian can be understood
at the simplest level as literary writers who are originally influenced by Confucian
ideology in choosing the path of practice; they have composed literature expressing
this doctrine's ideas in the fields of politics, society as well as human beings. There
are very typical Confucianists such as Le Thanh Tong, Nguyen Dang Dao, Ninh Ton,
Ngo Thi Nham, Doan Nguyen Tuan, Nguyen Dinh Chieu, Nguyen Xuan On, Nguyen
Thong, Nguyen Quang Bi; and very typical Reclusive Confucians such as Nguyen
Huc, Nguyen Du, Nguyen Binh Khiem, Le Huu Trac, Chu Doan Tri, Nguyen Huy
Vinh, Nguyen Khuyen. Some of the issues raised in this book have a certain current
significance to those doing research work as well as teaching Literature in schools
today.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739624
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tác động của đa dạng tôn giáo, tộc người ở Đông Nam Á đối với cộng đồng văn
hóa - xã hội ASEAN / Duong Van Huy
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
304p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049569852
$ 7.50 / HB Southeast Asia is a cultural region characterized by "unity in diversity". In
terms of geo-ecology, Southeast Asia has a very unique ecology of a region with a
humid monsoon tropical climate, which creates a characteristic element of the "wet
rice agricultural culture / civilization", along with that very characteristic agricultural
religious factors. This is a universal factor for the whole region and the foundation
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creating the character "unification" in Southeast Asian culture. However, Southeast
Asia is also a region with many natural landscapes creating a diversity of geography
- ecology, at the same time this area is also very diverse in terms of culture,
especially the diversity of religious and ethnic factors. It is this diversity factor that, on
the one hand, creates the rich diversity in Southeast Asian culture, especially in
terms of religion and ethnicity; however, these factors also create certain obstacles
to the integration and development of the region.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739625
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mối quan hệ của nhà nước, cộng đồng & gia đình ở nước ta hiện nay / Prof. Vu
Dung
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
376p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786049569241
$ 10.00 / HB The state, community and family are the three most important
institutions and links in the political system of a country. In the context of
industrialization, modernization of the country, market economic development and
international integration in Vietnam today, the relationship between the state, the
community and the family has many changes. Besides the opportunities for more
effective management, the State also faces many challenges of the market
economy, international integration and the 4.0 revolution created. The way the state
manages communities and families must also change. This book is a research result
of a ministry-level project conducted in 2017-2018, reflecting the rich and diverse
relationship between the state, community and family in Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739626
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phát triển kinh tế - xã hội bền vững: Góc nhìn từ nghị trường / Phung Quoc Hien
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, Vietnam 2020
400p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786045754870
$ 31.50 / HB Phung Quoc Hien's book vividly reflects the activities of the National
Assembly of Vietnam spanning nearly 15 years with 3 sessions of XII, XIII, XIV. This
is an important stage in the development and renewal process of the National
Assembly of Vietnam - the most powerful state agency in the development,
monitoring and decision-making of important national issues. The author's articles or
interviews with the media have shown the views of elected representatives in
different positions for many hot issues of the country on the way of development.
The author talks about issues of institutional building, law law; mechanisms and
policies in socio-economic development; restructuring the overall economy, internal
restructuring of sectors or fields, restructuring public finance and state budget;
development of economic sectors, types of businesses; regional economic links;
environmental protection, science and technology ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739627
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Báo chí, truyền thông Việt Nam - Một số vấn đề lý luận và thực tiễn / Nguyen The Ky
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong, Vietnam 2020
508p.;16 x 24
9786048047184
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$ 24.50 / HB During the past 95 years, since the birth of Thanh Nien Newspaper, the
first revolutionary newspaper founded and led by leader Nguyen Ai Quoc (June 21,
1925 - June 21, 2020), Vietnam's revolutionary press has matured in terms of team,
type, quantity, scope of influence and quality of content and form. By the beginning
of 2020, the country had more than 850 printed press agencies, 67 radio and
television stations, 5 television channels of press agencies; 23 electronic press
agencies and hundreds of electronic information sites ... To help press agencies,
journalists, researchers and readers get a wide, complete and profound view of the
overall picture of the Vietnamese press over the past 95 years, especially over 35
years of renovation , Information and Communication Publishing House would like to
introduce the book "Vietnamese Press, Media - Some theoretical and practical
issues" of Assoc. Nguyen The Ky - a journalist and writer with nearly 40 years of
writing, has experienced different positions in journalism.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739628
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng cơ bản của 53 dân tộc thiểu số năm 2019 / Committee on Ethnic Minority
Affairs, General Statistics Office
Thong Ke, Vietnam 2020
112p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047515431
$ 11.50 / HB Implementing the Prime Minister's Decision approving the Project of
Investigation, collecting information on the socio-economic situation of 53 ethnic
minorities in Vietnam, the Committee on Ethnic Minority Affairs has coordinated with
the General Statistics Office and relevant ministries and agencies to organize an
investigation and collect information on the socio-economic situation of 53 ethnic
minorities in 2019. The main results of this survey of 53 ethnic minorities focus on:
socio-economic characteristics of ethnic minority areas; population and demographic
characteristics of ethnic minorities; housing conditions, daily life and spiritual life of
ethnic minority households. This is a legal basis to evaluate the results of the
implementation of ethnic policies for the period 2015-2020 and the Strategy for
socio-economic development for the period 2011-2020.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739629
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Học giả Đào Duy Anh / Le Xuan Kieu, Kieu Mai Son
Tri Thuc, Vietnam 2020
344p; 14 x 22
9786049850899
$ 18.00 / HB Dao Duy Anh (1904 - 1988) is a historian, geographer, linguist, famous
researcher of culture, religion, and folklore of Vietnam. He is considered the pioneer
for many social sciences in Vietnam. Dao Duy Anh's life and career is the journey
from patriotism, love of national culture to scientific activities. This book includes
articles written by family members, students, and Dao Duy Anh's admirers and a
number of presentations at seminars. The book consists of 2 parts, part one contains
articles that record feelings and memories for a respected scholar. The second part
includes research papers and evaluation of Dao Duy Anh's contributions to the
national culture building career and his influence on society and generations to
come.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739630
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Công giáo và Công giáo ở Việt Nam (Tri thức cơ bản) / Nguyen Hong Duong
Cong An Nhan Dan, Vietnam 2019
432p.;14.5 x 20.5
9786047241354
$ 20.00 / HB In Vietnam, since 1615, with the presence of missionary Francesco
Buzomi in Hoi An, Catholicism has been around for nearly 400 years. The process of
Catholic missionary development in Vietnam has obtained certain results. Currently,
the Vietnamese Catholic community has 7.2 million believers distributed over 27
dioceses of the whole territory of Vietnam, not to mention the community of millions
of overseas Vietnamese Catholics. The Vatican is taking appropriate steps to
gradually improve diplomacy so that they can move towards fully establishing
diplomacy with Vietnam. More and more Vietnamese people (either believers or not)
have the need to learn about world Catholicism and Catholicism in Vietnam. This
book provides readers with the basics of Catholicism, especially in Vietnam, through
selected reliable sources.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739631
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hồi ký Trần Huy Liệu / Pham Nhu Thom
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, Vietnam 2020
580p; 16 x 24
9786049569753
$ 37.50 / HB Tran Huy Lieu (1901 - 1969) is a Vietnamese writer, revolutionary
activist, historian and journalist. In Saigon, his youth was attracted to the vibrant
political atmosphere of historical events. He worked in newspapers to demand
democracy, demanded the release of Phan Boi Chau, and organized the funeral of
Phan Chu Trinh. He joined the establishment of the Youth Party, composed and
printed books and newspapers promoting the patriotism and anti-colonial will of the
people, then became a staple of the anti-French bourgeois organization against the
French and the Vietnamese Nationalist Party in Cochinchina ( 1927 - 1928). He was
captured by the colonists and sentenced to exile to Con Dao island (1928-1934) and
it was here that he met with communist soldiers. After he was released from prison,
he was expelled by the colonial government to the North, where he joined the
Communist Party and became involved in the Party's public press activities in Hanoi
(1936-1939).
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739632
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trần Quốc Vượng - Những nghiên cứu về văn hóa Việt Nam / Prof. Tran Quoc
Vuong
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2020
1140p; 14.5 x 20.5
9786047026753
$ 87.50 / HB Professor Tran Quoc Vuong (1934 - 2005) is considered one of the four
most important pillars of Vietnam's historical research. As a scientific researcher, his
legacy is thousands of valuable writings about history, archeology, ethnology,
psychology, literature and arts... This book was compiled by Dr. Nguyen Thi Bay with
the desire to introduce to readers the devotion and creative work of Professor Tran
Quoc Vuong for the field of culture. The articles gathered in the book are his
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researches and researches for 50 years and have been published in scientific
journals, books and newspapers. Those articles were selected and edited according
to the following topics: general research on Vietnamese culture; research in the
fields of folklore, literary and artistic, historical figures, and geography.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739633
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nghìn năm gốm cổ Champa / Lam Thi My Dung, Nguyen Anh Thu
Van Hoa Dan Toc, Vietnam 2020
312p; 14 x 22
9786047027309
$ 12.50 / HB Champa civilization left many precious heritage for humanity in general
and Vietnam in particular. The existence of Champa cultural relics in Central
Vietnam is still clear and increasingly attracts the attention of domestic and
international scientists. In particular, the study of Champa pottery - a type of 'original'
relic has an important meaning in establishing and restoring the physical and
spiritual life of Cham people in history. This book will systematize and provide up-todate resources on Champa pottery during the 1000 years of history (from the first
century to the 10th century), contributing to the new awareness of Champa pottery
and the traditional pottery production of Champa Kingdom residents. In addition, the
authors also deeply analyzed the impact of contact and cultural exchange on
Champa ceramics production and trading in 10 centuries to clarify the origin, location
and role of Champa pottery.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739634
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------An overview of traditional cultures of 53 ethnic groups in Vietnam / Hoang Nam
The Gioi, Vietnam 2020
672p; 14 x 20.5
9786047771882
$ 44.00 / HB The author of monograph considers language as the most important
cultural factor with the most obvious national nuances, along with other elements of
culture such as customs and traditions. Since then, the author gives the research
methods of cultural-ethnic characteristics of language and thinking. According to the
author, the definitions in the explanatory dictionaries have an obvious role, which is
used as one of the research sources for cultural-ethnic characteristics in the
linguistic behavior of native speakers. The author's methods to study the culturalethnic characteristics of language and thinking in an ethnic group are: comparing
vocabulary-semantic fields, analyzing elements, experimenting with associations,
establishing language blanks, statistics.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739635
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Merchants In Motion: The Art of Vietnam's Street Vendors / Loes Heerink
Visionary World Ltd, Vietnam 2018
168p; 19 x 25
9789881493866
$ 84.00 / HB Dutch photographer Loes Heerink has captured the street vendors of
Hanoi from a unique vantage point. The result is this stunning collection of colours
and shapes set against the tarmac grey of the city's roads. Together with short
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interviews with some of the vendors, Merchants in Motion portrays an essential part
of the enduring charm of the Vietnamese capital.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739636
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 55th Year: Vol.211, No.1, 2019 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
158 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739707
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 55th Year: Vol.212, No.2, 2019 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
156 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739708
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 55th Year: Vol.213, No.3, 2019 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
148 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739709
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 55th Year: Vol.214, No.4, 2019 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
160 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739710
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 56th Year: Vol.215, No.1, 2020 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
156 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739711
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnamese Studies, 56th Year: Vol.216, No.2, 2020 /
The Gioi Publishers, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
ISSN: 1859-0985
$ 16.50 / PB
156 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=739712
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ket Qua Toan Bo Tong Dieu Tra Dan So Va Nha O Nam 2019 = Completed Results
of the 2019 Viet Nam Population and Housing Census /
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
9786047515325
$ 70.00 / PB
1820 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=718777
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tong Dieu Tra Kinh Te Nam 2017 : Ket Qua Hoat Dong Cua Co So San Xuat Kinh
Doanh Ca The = The 2017 Economic Census : Results of Individual Business
Establishments /
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2018
1v.
9786047510450
$ 51.00 / PB
480 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=718778
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ket Qua Dieu Tra Co So San Xuat Kinh Doanh Ca The Phi Nong, Lam Nghiep Va
Thuy San Nam 2018 = Results of the Survey on Non-Farm Individual Business
Establishments 2018 /
Statistical Publishing House,Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
9786047516261
$ 40.00 / PB
450 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=718779
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hanoi Statistical Yearbook 2017 = Nien Giam Thong Ke TP Ha Noi 2017 / (Ed) Do
Van Chien
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2018
1v.
9786047507313
$ 90.00 / HB
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1340 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=712977
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hanoi Statistical Yearbook 2018 = Nien Giam Thong Ke TP Ha Noi 2018 / (Ed) Do
Van Chien
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
1v.
9786047511099
$ 90.00 / HB
1140 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=712978
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hanoi Statistical Yearbook 2019 = Nien Giam Thong Ke TP Ha Noi 2019 / (Ed) Do
Van Chien
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v.
9786047515196
$ 90.00 / HB
1270 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=712979
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Di Tim Gobi:mot cau chuyen co that dang kinh ngac / Dion Leonard;Nguyen Thu
Thao(Translator)
Nha Xua.t Ban Van Hoc=Literature Publishing House,Vietnam 2019
7122719450969
$ 0.00 / PB
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=713086
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sài Gòn - ba thế kỷ phát triển và xây dựng / Le Quang Ninh, Stéphane Dovert
Hong Duc 2015
248 p,24 x 31
9786048648824
$ 300.00 / PB This book is the result of research by many leading researchers from
France and Vietnam. 'Saigon - three centuries urban development'' including four
main parts: Information and data of Saigon from primitive to 1859; French urban
architecture and planning in Saigon; from Saigon to Ho Chi Minh City after 1975 and
reviewing important architectural changes since 1945; The comment of writer Son
Nam - the Southern studied the heritage of Saigon in time. This booklet contains
photos and information of 63 famous places, important architectural works of the city
such as: Phuoc Hai Pagoda, Phuoc Kien Pagoda, Muslim Temple, Chandaransay
Temple of the Khmer, Notre Dame Cathedral, Huyen Si Church, Tan Dinh church ...
The architecture of the mansion represents the power of the old and present
government periods: the headquarters of Ho Chi Minh City People's Committee, the
State Treasury, Court, Post Office ... The architecture of traditional markets such as
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Ben Thanh and Tan Dinh ... Chinese streets like Trieu Quang Phuc ... This book was
made by the Ho Chi Minh City government in cooperation with the Lyon urban
community and the French Consulate General and first published in 1998 on the
occasion of 300 years of Saigon - Ho Chi Minh City.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216968
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trần Đức Thảo tuyển tập - Tập 1 (1946-1956) / Prof. Tran Duc Thao
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
16 x 24
9786045734766
$ 76.25 / PB Vol.1 that you are holding was published on the occasion of the 100th
anniversary of his birth (1917 - 2017), including 16 works, the earliest is “About
Indochina”. Tran Duc Thao attitude towards French colonial officials in particular and
French colonialism in general in Indochina is clearly shown in the article “FranceVietnam Relations”. Tran Duc Thao also fiercely opposed the misconception of
events in “The interpretation of Indochina events under Trotskyism”. Some of his
studies in the period of returning to the homeland and university teaching were
printed in this Vol. 1 related to the history of the country, to what he called “immortal
literary masterpieces”, “the genius of the national culture”. Most of the works
included in Vol. 1 deal with topics of the history of philosophy, including Hegel's
philosophy, Marxist philosophy, existential philosophy, phenomenology; the
relationship between phenomenology and dialectical materialism. The works
themselves in this Vol. 1, especially phenomenology and dialectical materialism,
made the name &amp; reputation of Tran Duc Thao in world philosophy.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=265556
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietnam Law & Legal Forum Vol. 24 Double Issue 282-283 Feb/March 2018 /
2018
ISSN: 0868-3972
$ 15.00 / PB
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701465
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DVD - Văn kiện Đảng Toàn tập (Tập 1-69) / Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019

$ 125.00 / Complete Document of the Communist Party of Vietnam (volumes 1 - 69)
On October 12, 1995, the Party Secretariat of the VII term issued the decision No.
101-QD/TU "to publish the Complete document of the Communist Party of Vietnam,
from the predecessor organizations to the present", establishing the Council for
Publishing the Complete Party Document.
The publication of this series is aimed at the following purposes:
1. Collecting, verifying and publishing relatively full documents of the Communist
Party of Vietnam (CPV) to contribute to reflect objectively the process of formation
and development of the CPV; Vietnam's revolutionary process led by the CPV;
clarify the revolutionary nature, creativity, great role and achievements of the CPV in
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the history of national revolution; lessons learned from the achievements and
mistakes of the CPV through the periods of revolution.
2. Supporting the CPV leaders draw experiences to inherit and guide the CPV's
development to match the requirements of the new revolutionary period.
3. Providing authentic and systematic historical materials for theoretical research,
compilation of the CPV history; propaganda and education of cadres, Party members
and people, especially the young generation on the revolutionary tradition of the
nation.
4. Providing reliable evidence of historical events, rejecting false and untrue
information; fight against the claims of distorting history, slandering the CPV.
After more than 20 years, the publication of the Complete Document of the
Communist Party of Vietnam, from the predecessors of the CPV until the end of
2010, has been completed, including 69 volumes with nearly 60,000 pages.
The Party document was published with significance and importance in creating
public opinion, demonstrating the CPV's spirit of innovation, democracy and
publicity.
Readers of this series have felt the panorama for nearly a century about the role of
the CPV's organization and leadership, the great struggle and sacrifice of the CPV
for the people and for the country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701566
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------90 năm Đảng Cộng sản Việt Nam (1930 - 2020) / Vietnam News Agency
Thong Tan 2020
404 p,23 x 25
9786049856679
$ 120.00 / PB On the occasion of the 90th anniversary of the Communist Party of
Vietnam (February 3, 1930 - February 3, 2020), the Vietnam News Agency (VNA)
Publishing House compiles and publishes the pictorial book: '90 years of the
Communist Party of Vietnam (1930 - 2020)'. The book is a collection of over 600
historical photos collected by the Archives Department of the communist Party of
Vietnam Central Committee, the National Archives of Vietnam, the Museum of
Vietnamese History, the Ho Chi Minh Museum, and the VNA archival photo section.
Together with the Party history researchers' articles and photo captions, such photo
are arranged and presented following the sequence of historical periods since the
founding of the Communist Party of Vietnam associated with the country's important
events over the past 90 years. In the book, there are appendices of portraits of the
Party Chairmen and General Secretaries from 1930 to present.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701567
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Động thái và thực trạng kinh tế - xã hội Việt Nam 2016 - 2018 / General Statistics
Office
Thong Ke 2019
420 p,17 x 24
9786047512966
$ 70.00 / PB This statistic was published to help interested managers and audiences
access specific information on the implementation of the first half of the SocioEconomic Development Plan for the period 2016-2020. The content of the book
includes 2 main parts: Part 1: Vietnam's socio-economic situation in the 3 years from
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2016 to 2018. This section analyzes the achieved results, limitations and
weaknesses of the economy with the following contents: Overview of socioeconomic behavior and situation 2016-2018; Some macroeconomic indicators and
business development; Key economic sectors; The main social and environmental
fields. Part 2: Vietnam's socio-economic statistics 2016-2018, including 230 statistics
tables summarizing the results of implementing the 2016-2018 socio-economic
development plan. The data tables are systematically built, contributing to clarify the
assessments and analysis of the situation in part 1.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701568
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khảo luận xây dựng hệ thống cơ sở dữ liệu quốc gia về dân tộc thiểu số ở Việt Nam
/ Prof. Be Trung Anh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
536 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568008
$ 45.00 / PB The book contains the following main contents: 1. Chapter 1 presents
the theoretical issues related to the database of ethnic minorities in Vietnam, with the
goal of systematizing and analyzing the following contents: Content, structure of data
and database of ethnic minorities of Vietnam; Models, database architecture and
information systems of ethnic minorities in Vietnam. 2. Chapter 2 presents real data
issues on ethnic minorities in Vietnam; similar systems in the world; typical projects,
programs and systems of other countries. 3. Chapter 3 presents analysis and
recommendations for comprehensive solutions for building a database of ethnic
minorities in Vietnam. 4. Chapter 4 presents analysis and recommendations on
organizational structure, development and management of ethnic minority database
systems in Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701569
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xu hướng biến đổi chức năng kinh tế của gia đình Việt Nam trong bối cảnh cộng
nghiệp hóa, hiện đại hóa / Prof. Nguyen Chien Thang, Dr. Le Van Hung
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
300 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568046
$ 32.50 / PB Since the implementation of the Reforms in 1986, Vietnam has had
many breakthrough socio-economic development policies, and the lives of people
and households have improved dramatically. The economic function of the family
varies greatly in terms of supply and demand. This study was conducted to clarify
the theoretical basis for the economic function of the family systematically; analyze
and assess the status and trends of economic function change of Vietnamese
families in the industrialization and modernization process from 1986 to the present.
The researchers also analyzed and pointed out the positive points about the
economic function of the family as well as finding the causes and factors limiting the
economic function of the Vietnamese family since 1986; propose solutions to
enhance the role and efficiency of the family's economic function for Vietnam's
economic development in the new period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701570
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Phòng, chống âm mưu, thủ đoạn tuyên truyền chống phá Cách mạng Việt Nam của
các thế lực thù địch / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
232 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752746
$ 17.50 / PB Currently, complicated, rapid and unpredictable developments of the
world and regional situation; difficulties and challenges of political, economic, cultural
and social situation; the rapid development of information technology and digital ...
are opportunities for hostile forces to intensify opposition and undermine the stability
of the state and society of Vietnam. Misrepresentative and hostile views appear with
many new levels and forms of expression from many different objects. This book
was published to help the masses of people, officials and soldiers to better identify
methods and tricks of propaganda and sabotage of hostile forces; objectives, tasks,
solutions and effective methods of fighting against hostile forces in the current
situation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701571
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xây dựng tòa án nhân dân xứng đáng là biểu tượng của công lý, lẽ phải và niềm tin
/ Prof. Nguyen Hoa Binh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
564 p,16 x 24
9786045750544
$ 66.25 / PB This book is a collection of research results, articles, speeches,
interviews ... selected from 2016 by Nguyen Hoa Binh, Secretary of the Party Central
Committee, Chief Justice of the Supreme People's Court. The book helps readers to
better understand Vietnamese Courts; requests for renewal with judicial work;
important issues posed to the judiciary. The book structure consists of 3 parts: 1.
Strengthening the Party building, renewing the work of personnel organization,
raising the adjudicating quality of the People's Court; 2. Promote judicial reform;
innovating thinking and methods, applying breakthrough solutions in activities of
People's Courts; 3. The People's Court is proactive and actively integrates
internationally; improve quality and operational efficiency.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701572
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Công tác đối ngoại nhân dân ở nước ta - Một số vấn đề lý luận và thực tiễn / Tran
Dac Loi
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
284 p,13 x 20.5
9786045752104
$ 17.50 / PB Citizen diplomacy (People's diplomacy) is an extremely important
component of Vietnamese diplomacy, along with party and state diplomacy. People's
diplomacy is a form of diplomatic relations conducted by organizations, mass
organizations or individuals in many fields, not official nature of the government.
People's diplomacy has various forms such as meetings, visits, talks, exchange of
ideas, festivals ... People's diplomacy activities are aimed at promoting the soft
power of a country, supporting state diplomacy to implement the foreign policy set by
that country's government. This book provides readers with comprehensive insights
into people's diplomacy and Ho Chi Minh's thought on people's diplomacy;
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presenting the process of developing people's diplomacy in Vietnam; analyze the
context of the situation and propose some orientations and solutions to innovate and
improve the efficiency of people's diplomacy in the new period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701573
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thanh niên dân tộc thiểu số trong không gian mạng - Hiện thực trải nghiệm của một
số nhóm cộng đồng tại khu vực miền núi tỉnh Bắc Kạn / Do Quynh Anh, Chu Lan
Anh
Tri Thuc 2019
132 p,15 x 23.5
9786049439551
$ 30.00 / PB In Vietnam, the development of telecommunication infrastructure along
with the popularity of personal communication devices has brought about significant
changes in the way people communicate and build social networks, especially those
of adolescence, not only in urban areas but also in rural and mountainous areas.
Young people and ethnic minority communities are not excluded from the influence
of the Internet in the digital age. The results of this study show that exposure to
technology has both positive and negative effects. In addition to knowledge and
convenience, cyberspace has many dangers that threaten young people when they
themselves and those around them do not have enough experience to use the
Internet safely. This practice requires intervention to increase the benefits and
reduce risks for young people of ethnic minorities in Vietnam as the Internet is
playing an increasingly important role in their lives.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701574
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Một chặng đường Cách mạng Tháng Tám / Mai Trung Lam, Hoang The Dung
Van Hoc 2018
320 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049693670
$ 24.00 / PB The August Revolution Journey is a memoir of Colonel Mai Trung Lam
(recorded by Hoang The Dung), which is about activities before, during and after the
uprising revolution in August 1945, since the moment receiving order to participate in
the Armed propaganda team of Vietnam after two battles in Phai Khat and Na Ngan
until Ha Giang was completely librated. Mai Trung Lam is one of the first 34 soldiers
of the Armed propaganda team of Vietnam. His life was not associated with the
resounding feats, which are normally so arrogant that everone must know, his life
was silent but but full of pride. He was always present in the most difficult sites and
hardship, quietly finished duties. He was compared with the Kien Kien bird - which is
always discreet, no one can see it, but its voice is smoothed throughout the forest...
All parts of this memoir highlighted that quality.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701575
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cuộc đấu tranh của Việt Nam chống bao vây, cấm vận, cô lập từ cuối thập niên
1970 đến giữa thập niên 1990 / Prof. Nguyen Vu Tung
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
204 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752340
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$ 16.25 / PB After 1975, although completely liberated and united, Vietnam entered
a very difficult period, surrounded, economically embargoed, and politically and
diplomatically isolated. This period has left many opposite impacts on the
construction and defense of the country, exacerbating the socio-economic crisis in
Vietnam. In 1986, with the renovation policy of the Sixth Party Congress, it has
initially opened the possibility for the country to escape the situation of being
surrounded, embargoed and isolated. Thanks to the right course, Vietnam has
integrated internationally and achieved great socio-economic results. The content of
this book discusses Vietnam-international relations; Vietnam's policies after 1975 to
the mid-1990s; process of escaping the situation of being surrounded, embargoed,
isolated; draw meaningful lessons in foreign affairs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701576
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thoát khỏi địa ngục Khmer đỏ - Hồi ký của một người còn sống / Denise Affonço
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
248 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045751718
$ 37.50 / PB "In one of the most powerful memoirs of persecution ever written,
Denise Affonco recounts how her comfortable life in Phnom Penh was torn apart
when the Khmer Rouge seized power in Cambodia in April 1975. As a French
citizen, Denise Affonco was offered a choice: she could either flee to France with her
children or they could all stay together in Cambodia with her husband, Seng, who did
not have a French passport. Seng was Chinese and a convinced communist; he
believed that the Khmer Rouge would bring an end to five years of civil war. Denise
decided the family should stay together. But the Khmer Rouge did not bring peace:
Denise and her family, along with millions of their fellow citizens, were deported to a
living hell in the countryside where, for almost four years, they endured hard labour,
famine, sickness and death."
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701577
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cái chết của các ông vua thời chiến tranh lạnh: Vụ ám sát Ngô Đình Diệm &
J.F.Kennedy / Bradley S.O'Leary & Edward Lee
Cong An Nhan Dan 2019
360 p,14 x 22
9786047240746
$ 37.25 / PB In this analysis of the 1963 assassinations of South Vietnamese leader
Ngo Dinh Diem and President Kennedy, journalist O'Leary (Presidential Follies) and
novelist Lee (The Stickmen, etc.) promise a lot more than they deliver. They claim
that a French heroin syndicate, the U.S. Mafia and top South Vietnamese officials-the latter upset over alleged U.S. involvement in the killing of the Diems--conspired
to kill Kennedy. The authors themselves admit in an epilogue that "every book
written on the Kennedy assassination will be no more than a writer's hypothesis."
Nor does their occasionally overblown language inspire confidence ("There are
probably more people who believe that the world is flat than believe that JFK was
shot by Lee Harvey Oswald alone"). Conspiracy theorists and JFK assassination
buffs might find themselves compelled by the case made here; others will want to
consider more sober accounts of what occurred in Dallas in November 1963.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701578
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tín ngưỡng, phong tục Thái Thanh - Nghệ / Prof. Le Hai Dang
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
472 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568039
$ 40.00 / PB Thai people in Thanh Hoa and Nghe An provinces have many customs
and traditions that contain unique human values. These practices have been formed
and developed in the course of history and have become laws, lifestyles and cultural
characteristics. It can be said that folk beliefs and family rituals play an important role
in the cultural and social life of the Thai people. The rituals and beliefs that people
are practicing express their conception, thinking and behavior towards the world
around them. In recent years, changing socio-economic conditions have led to
changes in many aspects of traditional life, including folk beliefs and family rituals.
The main contents of this book include studies on traditional folk beliefs of the Thai
people; relationship, exchange, influence and cultural change between Thai people
and Kinh and Muong people in Nghe An and Thanh Hoa provinces.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701579
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian người Bồ Lô ven biển Hà Tĩnh / Pham Thanh Tinh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
308 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568084
$ 37.50 / PB This is a comprehensive, systematic and in-depth study of folklore of
the Bo Lo residents along Ha Tinh coast. The work has applied the methods of
cultural studies, especially folklore, and combined with the research methods of
other sciences to restore the traditional cultural appearance of the Bo Lo people:
landscape characteristics of the residence; historical origins; social organization;
livelihood culture; material culture; spiritual culture; maritime consciousness of the
Bo Lo people. In addition, the study presented the changes in the cultural life of the
current Bo Lo people as well as pointed out the factors affecting cultural change and
adaptation; at the same time, it raises a number of issues to be addressed in order to
solve the difficulties in the life of the Bo Lo people in the current situation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701580
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa các tộc người thiểu số tại chỗ Tây Nguyên: truyền thống, biến đổi và các
vấn đề đặt ra / Le Hong Ly, Nguyen Phuong Cham, Hoang Cam, et al.
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
474 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568060
$ 45.00 / PB The content of this book is the recognition and evaluation of the local
ethnic minority culture in the Central Highlands, from the status quo to the current
diverse and multidimensional development trends; as well as the interactions
between those cultural change trends and social, economic and policy dynamics. In
addition, research to build a sustainable community development model focusing on
cultural core has also been initiated. The book is a systematic study, updated and
provides scientific arguments for the sustainable development of the Central
Highlands. The objective of the book is to analyze and assess the cultural change
process of the ethnic minorities in the Central Highlands; examine the consequences
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of such change on economic, cultural and social life; provide scientific arguments for
sustainable development in the Central Highlands.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701581
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quá trình du nhập của Nho giáo vào Việt Nam từ đầu công nguyên đến thế kỷ XIX /
Pham Thi Loan
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
232 p,14.5 x 20.5
978604575520
$ 19.50 / PB Confucianism was introduced into Vietnam from the beginning of AD.
Although it initially met with resistance from the Vietnamese people, Confucianism
was gradually accepted by Vietnamese dynasties and used as a national
management tool for centuries, until the feudal regime collapsed. Based on the
theory of cultural acculturation and ideological transformation, this study divides the
introduction process of Confucianism in Vietnam into three major stages. Today,
while the main basis of Confucianism exists that the feudal regime has disappeared,
its effects are still persistent in modern society, dominating the way people think and
act. This study focused on systematizing Confucian periods and ideology when it
was introduced to Vietnam from the beginning of Christ to the nineteenth century;
pointing out the regular characteristics of that process, helping readers to see the
changes of Confucianism under the impact of the "localization" process.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701582
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hoa văn Việt Nam từ thời tiền sử đến nửa đầu thời kỳ phong kiến / Nguyen Du Chi
Hong Duc 2019
276 p,21 x 27
9786048951795
$ 87.50 / PB The Vietnamese Pattern book by Professor Nguyễn Du Chi consists of
3 chapters, Chapter 1: Prehistoric pattern; Chapter 2: Early history pattern; Chapter
3: Pattern in the first half of feudal period. In chapters 1 and 2, the author classifies
according to decorative patterns such as stick-shaped patterns, water-wave patterns,
boat-shaped patterns, patterns of grasses, patterns of dancing people ... In chapter
3, the author classified according to motifs such as dragon, phoenix, lotus,
chrysanthemum ... From the motifs, the author analyzes in-depth their symbols in
society, each relating that pattern to different cultures in the region. This book has
nearly 600 rich illustrations of different types of antiques and artifacts dating back
thousands of years of history.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701583
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự hiện diện của thành viên Tam Điểm tại Việt Nam / Tran Thu Dung
Hoi Nha Van 2020
264 p,16 x 24
9786049886430
$ 32.25 / PB Freemasonry is a mysterious society that is almost unfamiliar to the
masses, but most of its outstanding members hold key positions in government in
many countries, especially in USA, UK and France. Freemasonry has always been
closely associated with the cultural, economic and political development of the US
and European countries. The process of invasion and colonial occupation entailed
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the presence of Freemasonry members in the world. Vietnam was dominated by the
French for over a century and more than twenty years later with the participation of
the US in the South, the presence of Freemasonry in Vietnam was understandable
at this stage. The Freemasonry study will help to better understand the Indochina
colonial issue and the US presence in South Vietnam. Thereby, we will see a part of
the truth obscured in the heroic history of the nation's anti-aggression and the brave
and intelligent victories of the Vietnamese against the powerful forces in the world.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701584
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Điện thần và nghi thức hầu đồng Việt Nam / Maurice Durand
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2019
328 p,18.5 x 27.5
9786045898826
$ 150.00 / PB This book contains materials and a series of photos that illustrate
Rituals "Lên đồng" scenes taking place in an environment where many women
participate. Different from some countries but it is a direct reflection of what we know
about the role of women in ancient Vietnamese society. This divine worship is
incorporated into the Đạo Mẫu (Mother Goddess religion), or rather, the incarnations
of the Mẫu such as Mẫu Thoải, Mẫu Thượng Thiên, Mẫu Thượng Ngàn... The
content of the book is really important in the time that the author observes, in the 50s
of the 20th century. It is a social aspect of religion with one side being activities
organized privately by wealthy women in a quite upstream atmosphere; on the other
side are ordinary people's gatherings in normal temples, like the Ghenh temple in
Hanoi, on the banks of the Red River.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701585
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thánh Mẫu Linh Tiêm / Translators: Pham Van Anh & Nguyen Thi Hiep
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2019
408 p,18.5 x 27.5
9786045898833
$ 162.50 / PB This book introduces the sacred sticks of Mother Goddess
(photographs, molds from wooden artifacts collected in Bac Le, Lang Son, editions of
the French School of the Far East), along with transcriptions, translation and
interpretation. The book is an effective document for researchers to have more
resources to search, compare and carry out in-depth studies on this new
concept.Currently, some of these wooden artifacts are being honored as the cultural
and artistic heritage of mankind. They show a parallel between history and legends,
kept by the people by their own methods. So no matter how science develops,
history cannot completely replace legends.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701586
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vui buồn giỗ tết / Tran Ngoc Lan
Van Hoc 2018
344 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049693823
$ 26.25 / PB The 'Happiness and sadness on Tet holiday and Death anniversaries'
by Tran Ngoc Lan is a compilation and introduction of papers composed by different
authors on the spiritual issues, traditional Tet holidays and death anniversaries of
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Vietnamese people. The main contents of this work include two parts: 1. Death
anniversaries; 2. Tet holiday. The papers in each part focus on the discussion of the
writers about the sadness, happiness, activiness and limitation... told in each story
which seem to be tiny issues but contain concerns indicated through every single
traditional ritual, taboo or custom that are still retained in the Tet holiday of death
anniversaries.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701587
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lượn Cọi / Luc Van Pao
Hoi Nha Van 2018
820 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049726439
$ 56.25 / PB Luon Coi and Luon Sluong are two genres of folk songs for love
expressions between male and female of the Tày ethnic, in which Luon Coi is the
most charming folk songs. Luon Coi by Luc Van Pao is a collection, compilation and
introduction of the text of unique Luon Coi songs; showing the lively spiritual life of
the Tày people in Tuyen Quang in particular and in the North of Vietnam area in
general. Each sentence and verse of Luon Coi songs in the work reflects a cultural
identity of the Tày people, in terms of behaviors between human with human,
human with nature, the young with the elder, children with parents, male and female
in love and customs in clan, family and village relation. This work consists of two
parts, corresponding to the Tày transliteration and translation into Vietnamese. Luon
Coi gives to reader a more comprehensive and insight view into the Tày culture.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701588
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xịnh Ca Cao Lan - Đêm hát thứ nhất / Lam Quy
Hoi Nha Van 2018
284 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049724046
$ 21.25 / PB Xinh Ca Cao Lan - The first night' by Lam Quy is a collection,
compilation and introduction of Xinh Ca - a kind of folk songs - performed by people
in the first night of the traditional duet singing ceremony - a unique feature of the
traditional culture of Cao Lam people.
Main content of the book consists of two parts, corresponding to the contents in
Vietnamese part and in Cao Lan language. The Xinh Ca songs of each part were
introduced in the performing sequence the night. Songs were divided into performing
phases as follows: 1. Opening songs; 2. Entering village songs; 3. Du huong songs;
4. Riding boat across the sea songs; 5. Praising songs; 6. Inviting gods songs; 7.
Songs about sound of roosters; 8. Honoring the host songs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701589
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự phát triển của tư tưởng ở Việt Nam từ thế kỷ XIX đến cách mạng Tháng Tám
(Tập 1) / Tran Van Giau
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2020
496 p,16 x 24
9786045833261
$ 47.50 / PB Tran Van Giau (September 6, 1911 - December 16, 2010) is a
Vietnamese revolutionary activist, scientist, historian, philosopher and educator.
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Through three volumes of this series, the author has paid special attention to the
ideological ideology in the transformation process over a hundred years of 3 feudal,
bourgeois and proletarian ideologies. At the same time, it is the evolution and
outcome of these ideologies in Vietnamese history from the defeat of feudal ideology
(volume 1) to the inability of bourgeois ideology (volume 2), and finally the success
of the proletariat ideology (volume 3). Each ideology clearly shows that foreign
imprints from the East or the West have come to Vietnam, which have been
selectively acquired on the basis of traditional culture and identity. This work is
carried out on the principles of scientific thought research, with profound theories
and rich practical experience of scholar Tran Van Giau.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701590
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự phát triển của tư tưởng ở Việt Nam từ thế kỷ XIX đến cách mạng tháng Tám
(Tập 2) / Tran Van Giau
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2020
504 p,16 x 24
9786045833278
$ 47.50 / PB Tran Van Giau (September 6, 1911 - December 16, 2010) is a
Vietnamese revolutionary activist, scientist, historian, philosopher and educator.
Through three volumes of this series, the author has paid special attention to the
ideological ideology in the transformation process over a hundred years of 3 feudal,
bourgeois and proletarian ideologies. At the same time, it is the evolution and
outcome of these ideologies in Vietnamese history from the defeat of feudal ideology
(volume 1) to the inability of bourgeois ideology (volume 2), and finally the success
of the proletariat ideology (volume 3). Each ideology clearly shows that foreign
imprints from the East or the West have come to Vietnam, which have been
selectively acquired on the basis of traditional culture and identity. This work is
carried out on the principles of scientific thought research, with profound theories
and rich practical experience of scholar Tran Van Giau.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701591
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự phát triển của tư tưởng ở Việt Nam từ thế kỷ XIX đến cách mạng Tháng Tám
(Tập 3) / Tran Van Giau
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2020
560 p,16 x 24
9786045833285
$ 47.50 / PB Tran Van Giau (September 6, 1911 - December 16, 2010) is a
Vietnamese revolutionary activist, scientist, historian, philosopher and educator.
Through three volumes of this series, the author has paid special attention to the
ideological ideology in the transformation process over a hundred years of 3 feudal,
bourgeois and proletarian ideologies. At the same time, it is the evolution and
outcome of these ideologies in Vietnamese history from the defeat of feudal ideology
(volume 1) to the inability of bourgeois ideology (volume 2), and finally the success
of the proletariat ideology (volume 3). Each ideology clearly shows that foreign
imprints from the East or the West have come to Vietnam, which have been
selectively acquired on the basis of traditional culture and identity. This work is
carried out on the principles of scientific thought research, with profound theories
and rich practical experience of scholar Tran Van Giau.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701592
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hội thảo khoa học "Nguyễn Công Trứ với lịch sử, văn hóa Việt Nam nửa đầu thế kỷ
XIX" / Many authors
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2020
776 p,16 x 24
9786049887659
$ 87.50 / PB On November 24, 2019, Hanoi National University collaborated with the
People's Committee of Ha Tinh province to organize a scientific seminar 'Nguyen
Cong Tru with Vietnamese history and culture in the first half of the XIX century'. The
seminar was attended by many researchers of history, culture and literature from
universities and research institutes. The workshop focused on two topics: "Nguyen
Cong Tru with literature, culture, family, homeland, and clan"; "Nguyen Cong Tru
with history, politics and thought"; with 52 papers, focused on analyzing and
clarifying the political, economic, ideological and cultural context of Vietnam in the
late eighteenth century and the first half of the XIX century. Thereby more clearly
depicting his image and great contributions to his homeland and the country on
social, cultural, military and economic aspects. This book is a collection of articles,
speeches and studies published at the seminar.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701593
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thành Đoàn cùng quân và dân Sài Gòn - Gia Định tham gia chiến dịch Hồ Chí Minh
/ Many authors
Tre 2020
520 p,16 x 24
9786041156135
$ 57.50 / PB During the people's war until the great victory on April 30, 1975, the
Youth of Saigon - Gia Dinh was always a leading revolutionary force on all political
and military fronts, across the battlefields: mountainous, rural, urban areas, from
liberation to rebellion on the enemy's front. The book has a rich collection of writings
by historical witnesses who are Youth Union officials in all fields during the hectic
history; stories, moving and honest memories of the masses, together with vivid
images from the historical time in 1975, compiled by the editorial board. These are
the stories of national harmony and reconciliation during the great revolution, the
deep, proud traditions brought about by young people of the young city.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701594
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quốc Sử Huấn Mông / Tan Da Nguyen Khac Hieu
Hoi Nha Van 2019
220 p,13 x 20.5
9786049773686
$ 24.50 / PB Tan Da (1889-1939), whose real name is Nguyen Khac Hieu, is a
famous poet, writer and playwright of Vietnam. In Vietnamese literature at the
beginning of the 20th century, Tan Da emerged as a bright star, both unique and
abundant in writing in many fields. In the catalogs that have left Tan Da's own mark,
the book "Quốc Sử Huân Mông" (Teaching children Vietnamese history) is regarded
as the earliest historical textbook compiled (1924). This is a great history book, but
from the day it was born until now has not been reprinted. That book is only in the
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rare book category. This edition was restored intact based on the publication of
Nghiem Ham An Quan published in 1924.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701595
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Việt Sử Đại Toàn / Mai Dang De
Ha Noi 2019
368 p,15 x 24
9786045546888
$ 42.00 / PB This is another book about Vietnamese history by scholar Mai Dang De
(1889-?). In the early years of the 20th century, a series of Vietnamese-language
newspapers were published for the purpose of reviving the national education. In
1920, a group of bourgeoisie formed the newspaper "Real Industrial Citizens" and
Mai Dang De was chief editor. With a thorough knowledge of Chinese studies and
excellent Vietnamese language skills, he specializes in writing and editing all
newspaper articles, and translating from Chinese newspapers. The book
"Vietnamese History" was compiled in Vietnamese based on many ancient
documents and records still retained, narrating the process of formation and
development of Vietnam from 2879 BC until 1341 AD.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701596
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đề Thám (1846-1913) - Một nghĩa sĩ Việt Nam chống lại chế độ thuộc địa Pháp /
Claude Gendre
Ha Noi 2020
372 p,14 x 20.5
9786045548257
$ 39.75 / PB Đề Thám is a complex character whose life is more than a novel. He is
an important and significant figure in the struggle of the Vietnamese people to
preserve independence. The resistance against the colonization of the French in the
late nineteenth century was one of the main periods in preparation for the victories of
the Vietnamese nation in the twentieth century. The colonial government took 19
years to put down the movement in Central and Tonkin. But in Yen The, a midland
region about 60km from Hanoi, the war continued for another 15 years under the
leadership of a farmer, Đề Thám. Claude Gendre recounted the story of the Yen The
resistance movement, something that French historical works are often overlooked
and not studied.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701597
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hoàng Thị Thế - Con gái Đề Thám và quân bài chính trị của thực dân Pháp / Claude
Gendre
Ha Noi 2020
172 p,14 x 20.5
9786045540909
$ 22.25 / PB Đề Thám was, until his assassination in 1913, a fighter of the
Tonkinese rebellion against the French colonial presence. After his death, French
authorities feared that his daughter, Hoàng Thị Thế, would become the new
standard-bearer of the armed patriotic movement of the Annam Empire. It was
therefore decided to remove the latter from her country and send her to France
where she received a bourgeois education in Catholic institutions. After which her life
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course took her from the Parisian jet set to the most tragic misery. It is difficult to
know what is history and what is fiction because the facts mentioned in this book are
largely unverified.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701598
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gia đình tình báo có bốn bà mẹ Việt Nam Anh hùng / Ma Thien Dong
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2019
268 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045893456
$ 22.50 / PB For a long time, people often thought that Chinese people went
everywhere to do business, in their own ways. However, through this work, the story
of the Chinese family migrating to Southeast Asia appears very different. It was
bombs and deaths that forced them to leave their homeland, but the destination was
Vietnam, a "country that had never been peaceful", which they chose to be their
second home. They have voluntarily contributed their labor, even sacrificed their
blood and bones for the independence and freedom of this country. Since 1960,
members of the Giang family have been organized in turn to the battlefield to study
politics and intelligence work. The whole family of GIang Quảng Ba has three
generations of all 15 members of the 22nd Youth Union (Central Intelligence Agency
B2). Until the day of unification, Mr. Giang's family was recognized by the
government as 13 martyrs and 4 Vietnamese Heroic Mothers.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701599
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cuộc kháng chiến chống xâm lược Nguyên Mông thế kỷ XIII / Ha Van Tan, Pham
Thi Tam
Hong Duc 2019
316 p,16 x 24
9786048982867
$ 42.25 / PB Vietnam in the XIII century: The feudal government of Vietnam at that
time was a centralized government, rather than a scattered one like many European
countries. It is not the same with Song Dynasty's centralized government. After
ending the chaos at the end of the Ly Dynasty, the Tran Dynasty built a strong
centralized government. The life of the people is stable, the production level is highly
developed. By the time the Mongol Empire waged an invasion war, the conflict
between the Dai Viet feudal class and peasants was still delayed, not yet developed
to a fierce level. Facing the war of aggression of the enemy, the Dai Viet feudal class
united the entire people to stand up for the resistance to save the country. This book
recounts the three wars against the Mongols of Dai Viet, all three times winning and
defending the country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701600
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phan Khôi - Tác phẩm đăng báo 1932 / Editor: Lai Nguyen An
Tri Thuc 2019
896 p,16 x 24
9786049808821
$ 65.00 / PB Phan Khôi (1887-1959) was one of the great writers in Vietnamese
journalism, literature and ideology in the XX century. The legacy of his works, after
more than half a century, has been rediscovered, gradually revealing remarkable
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values, not only values that have historical significance, but also values that have
never been overtaken by history. In this book, the editor selected a number of Phan
Khoi's writings around one of his frequent topics: discussing Confucianism, point out
and criticize developmental constraints on Confucian social structure; spiritual life of
Vietnamese people, from ancient times to the twentieth century. Analyzing the
mental state of Vietnamese society, Phan Khoi points out the profound influence of
Confucian ideology, it is a tool of the Chinese tyrannical monarchy, creating
functional people, tool people, tying people into monarchy with harsh moral norms.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701601
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tinh hoa thơ ca Hồ Chí Minh / Le Xuan Duc
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
1088 p,19 x 27
9786045750858
$ 163.00 / PB President Ho Chi Minh's poetry plays an important role in modern
Vietnamese literature, although he never identified himself as a poet or writer, but
modestly called himself a friend of literature, a lover of literature. In fact, along with
the great revolutionary career, Ho Chi Minh still wrote poems and left many works of
poetry with high artistic value. They become an effective struggle weapon, having a
great educational effect, contributing to the revolutionary career of soldiers on the
cultural front. So far, all of Ho Chi Minh's poems have become a monumental literary
heritage with an abundance of genres and content, unique creative arts. This book
has systematically and commented on all of Ho Chi Minh's poems in terms of origin,
commentary, analysis, reading method. This is an enthusiastic study carried out for
many years by Le Xuan Duc.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701602
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thơ ca Phật giáo Việt Nam - Đông Á nhìn từ mỹ học thiền / Le Thi Thanh Tam
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
308 p,16 x 24
9786049887031
$ 24.75 / PB This book is the author's share of what has been pondered and written
for over 15 years about a spiritual phenomenon of Buddhism: the aesthetics of
meditation. The book includes 15 articles on discovering the beauty of classical East
Asian poetry through the laws of the conversion of Zen values into artistic values.
Aesthetics in meditation is not a static concept. It is a concept that has always been
discovered in the process of studying different types of arts derived from Buddhist
thought, with the core of Zen thought. Zen Buddhism has a profound influence on the
spirituality of East Asia in general. This sect has a great influence on artistic creation,
including literature. The author studied Buddhist poetry in the classical literature of
three countries: Vietnam, China and Japan, based on the analysis of the conversion
of religious values into artistic values.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701603
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thoại Ngọc Hầu qua những tài liệu mới / Tran Hoang Vu
Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh 2019
490 p,15 x 23.5
9786045874882
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$ 38.75 / PB Thoại Ngọc Hầu (born Nguyễn Văn Thoại, 1761-1829) was a
Vietnamese military administrator of the Nguyễn dynasty. In 1926 the Chau Phu
Temple was built to worship at his tomb on Sam Mountain. The results of the studies
all confirm that Thoai Ngoc Hau has a great contribution to the southern region. In
addition to being a famous general, businessman, administrative manager, he is also
an outstanding cultural and diplomat. Young researcher Tran Hoang Vu introduces
readers to the book about Thoai Ngoc Hau. To write this book, the author devoted
much effort to collecting new documents scattered in many places, in the Cambodian
royal chronicles, in Western reference works, and in ancient documents throughout
all parts of Vietnam. The author has corrected and added many important
information about the life and career of Thoai Ngoc Hau in this detailed and attractive
book.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701604
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dân ca người Việt vùng châu thổ sông Hồng / Prof. Le Van Toan
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
940 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568077
$ 62.50 / PB The Red River Delta is an ancient and predominant area of Vietnamese
living, always playing a very important role, being the center of the country
throughout the course of history. The study of folklore of Vietnamese people in the
Red River Delta, including folk music, plays an important role in clarifying the cultural
identity of Vietnamese music. This research also meets the development needs of
Vietnamese music in general and traditional folk music in particular; meeting urgent
requirements for building a system of Vietnamese music theory. This book is a
scientific work of the Vietnam National Academy of Music with the goal of studying
the elements and structures of some Vietnamese folk songs in the Red River Delta.
The book consists of 4 chapters: 1. Theories, content and scope of research; 2. The
culture and music environment and some typical folk-living activities; 3. Folk music
structure in daily life; 4. Musical structure in rituals and customs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701605
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hợp tác an ninh phi truyền thống trên biển ở Đông Nam Á và gợi ý chính sách cho
Việt Nam / Dr. Vo Xuan Vinh
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
236 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049567995
$ 12.50 / PB Maritime security in general and non-traditional maritime security in
particular in Southeast Asia are the complex security challenges facing the
international community of interests in the region. However, the study of nontraditional security challenges in the Southeast Asia Sea, cooperation in responding
to non-traditional maritime security challenges, and the participation of Vietnam in
these cooperation mechanisms has not received the attention of researchers and
policy makers in Vietnam. This book is one of the few serious studies on this issue.
Chapter 1: Concepts and connotations of maritime security, traditional security and
non-traditional maritime security. Chapter 2: Current situation and challenges of nontraditional maritime security in Southeast Asia. Chapter 3: Current situation of
dealing with piracy and protection of the marine environment. Chapter 4: Success
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and limitations in non-traditional maritime security cooperation; Solutions for the
future.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701606
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tổ chức quyền lực nhà nước ở địa phương trong nhà nước pháp quyền xã hội chủ
nghĩa / Prof. Vu Thu
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
316 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568626
$ 15.00 / PB In modern states, state management organizations in the localities
follow the direction of decentralization and decentralization, which both demonstrate
the universality and reflect the national characteristics; at the same time, power is
exercised with the characteristics of democracy, transparency, accountability, rule of
law, efficiency ... This book contributes to clarifying the issue of state power
organization in localities in Vietnam; propose solutions to renovate and perfect the
organization of state power related to the organization and operation of local
governments. This is a new perspective on a very complex problem.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701607
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kiểm soát tập trung kinh tế tại Việt Nam trong thời kỳ hội nhập kinh tế quốc tế /
Ministry of Industry and Trade
Cong Thuong 2019
300 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049318276
$ 40.00 / PB Economic concentration activities in Vietnam are very complicated. The
market has witnessed a wave of mergers and acquisitions with strong brand
businesses, many equitisations of large state-owned enterprises, foreign business
deals that dominate the Vietnamese market and high value acquisitions ... This
shows that the economic concentration in Vietnam has the potential to cause the
factors that form the dominant enterprises, and may affect the competitive
environment. Therefore, economic concentration activities need to be strictly
supervised and controlled by state management agencies to prevent acts that may
cause anti-competitive effects in the market. The book consists of 4 chapters.
Chapter 1: Overview of controlling economic concentration; Chapter 2: International
experience in controlling economic concentration; Chapter 3: Laws on controlling
economic concentration in Vietnam; Chapter 4: Practices on controlling economic
concentration in Vietnam in the period of 2013-2018.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701608
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phát triển con người của một số dân tộc thiểu số ở tỉnh Hà Giang từ góc độ việc làm
/ Dr. Le Thi Dan Dung
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
184 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568510
$ 11.00 / PB The process of innovation and economic growth in Vietnam in recent
years has expanded many employment opportunities for the labor force. However,
there is still a big difference in employment structure between ethnic groups as well
as between rural and urban. Employment for ethnic minority workers remains a
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major challenge to human development in Vietnam. This study was conducted to
understand the situation of human development of some ethnic minorities in Ha
Giang province from the perspective of employment for the labor force. In particular,
the researchers focused on two communities that account for a large number of
people: H'Mong (32% of the provincial population) and the Tay (23.3% of the
provincial population). The survey results show the real situation of human
development of some ethnic minorities in Ha Giang province in terms of opportunity,
capacity, sustainability and efficiency.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701609
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tri thức tộc người trong ứng phó với biến đổi khí hậu của người Kinh và Khơ-me ở
tỉnh Cà Mau / Nguyen Cong Thao
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
276 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568565
$ 14.00 / PB This book is a research result of a ministerial project: "Ethnic
knowledge in dealing with climate change of Kinh and Khmer people in Ca Mau
province", chaired by Dr. Nguyen Cong Thao, with the participation of the Ethnic
Minority Environmental Research Department, Institute of Ethnology. The content of
the book is to focus on comparing climate change adaptation of Kinh and Khmer,
through cultivation, animal husbandry, and fishing, as well as in some daily activities.
The researchers focused on how the Kinh and Khmer people used their own folk
knowledge and experience to limit the negative impact from climate change process
on livelihoods and daily life; Efficiency and sustainability in the adaptive way of each
ethnic group; Factors that affect differences in climate change adaptation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701610
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xung đột cộng đồng và hướng giải pháp quản lý phát triển bền vững (Nghiên cứu ở
hai địa phương ven đô ở đồng bằng sông Hồng) / Prof. Nguyen Duc Chien
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
300 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568787
$ 14.00 / PB The context of industrialization and modernization takes place
drastically changing living spaces, social hierarchy, profoundly changing
relationships in peri-urban communities. In fact, conflicts in peri-urban communities
(between population groups, households and businesses, households and local
authorities) tend to increase. It can be said that these conflicts are threatening
community stability, safety and long-term social consequences for the development
process of peri-urban localities. More importantly, this issue is posing new
challenges to the order and safety in the daily life of the people. Researchers and
managers need to be deeply aware of the law of this social phenomenon.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701611
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đánh giá ảnh hưởng của hạn hán đến sinh kế dân cư nông thôn tỉnh Ninh Thuận /
Dr. Tran Thi Tuyet
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
364 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049568473
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$ 17.50 / PB Compared with other types of natural disasters, drought arises slowly,
occurs slowly but lasts long, affecting many sectors of the economy and human
activities. In particular, the most severely affected people are rural residents with
livelihood strategies that depend mainly on nature. This study was conducted to
contribute to clarify drought issues, the impact of drought on rural population
livelihoods; provide a scientific basis for policy makers and managers to have
reasonable development plans; effective methods of managing drought associated
with sustainable rural livelihood development in Ninh Thuan province. The book
consists of 3 chapters: Chapter 1: General issues on the impact of drought on rural
livelihoods; Chapter 2: Impact of drought on rural population livelihoods in Ninh
Thuan province; Chapter 3: Solutions to mitigate the effects of drought on rural
population livelihoods in Ninh Thuan Province.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701612
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Danh bạ công thương Việt Nam / Ministry of Industry and Trade
Cong Thuong 2019
440 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049885532
$ 37.50 / PB In order to facilitate the communication and working between agencies,
units and enterprises of the Industry and Trade sector, this book provides information
on the address, name of director, telephone number, fax number, business email
units of Industry and Trade sector and localities across the country. The book
contains the following main contents: All necessary information to contact Ministry
agencies (Ministry leaders, offices, departments, agencies, institutes, schools,
Vietnamese businesses in other countries and territories; Department of Industry and
Trade of 64 provinces and cities throughout the country; Complete information
necessary to contact 18 corporations and businesses under the Group and
Corporation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701613
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alexandre De Rhodes và vấn đề chữ Quốc Ngữ / Bui Kha
Hoi Nha Van 2019
160 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049770050
$ 12.50 / PB The process of exchange and acculturation with Western culture in
Vietnam from the 17th century took place strongly. Especially when Alexandre de
Rhodes (1591-1660) came to Vietnam to spread Catholicism and contributed to the
creation of modern Vietnamese words and Latinized Vietnamese words, Vietnamese
culture has made profound changes. The Latinized Vietnamese word appears as a
means of activation, has spread very quickly the new religious consciousness
(Catholic). On the one hand, it promotes Vietnamese thinking and language
increasingly integrated with Western civilization, absorbing positive values. On the
other hand, it led the way for Catholic development, along with the French
imperialists' invasion of Vietnam. In this book, author Bui Kha has presented a
number of documents that have not been widely disseminated in Vietnam, along with
quite reasonable arguments based on resources at libraries of Europe and the US
on the issue of Vietnamese alphabet and missionaries.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701614
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tây Ninh bên dòng lịch sử miền Nam (Tập 1) / Duong Cong Duc
Tri Thuc 2019
376 p,16 x 24
9786049808531
$ 28.75 / PB Volume I of the monograph, the author presented the issues belonging
to and related to Tay Ninh province from the beginning of BC to 1867 (the time when
the French occupied the entire Southern Continent); including 6 chapters devoted to
describing the prehistoric period and the period when the land and people here were
influenced by Indian culture; the process of forming a pre-Oc Eo culture; the
establishment of Funan Kingdom and Kingdom of Chenla; battles with neighboring
countries under the leadership of the Nguyen Lords. For the remaining 4 chapters,
the author describes the period of 65 years (1802-1867), since Nguyen Anh
established the Nguyen Dynasty, to write about the Le Van Khoi rebellion; Phien An
town of Tay Ninh before the annexation wars, thereby showing the heroic nature of
people in Tay Ninh.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701615
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Làng xã của người An Nam ở Bắc Kỳ / Paul Ory
Dan Tri 2019
164 p,14 x 20.5
9786048882099
$ 17.25 / PB “After all, whatever method we use, the protectionist government has a
duty to revive Annam by equipping it with some of our institutions; especially by
reducing the absolute power of the commune elite. In doing so, the protectorate
government will surely win the full support of the smart and likeable people, those
wishing to enjoy the fruits of civilization and progress, will be ready to cooperate with
the protectionist government, to turn this favored nature colony into one of the most
peaceful and prosperous countries in the world. ” This new view motivated the
French envoy, but very attached to Annam, Paul Ory, to learn Vietnamese so that he
could speak directly to the Vietnamese. From there, he could learn the unique
characteristics of the village in Tonkin, "the basic and essential unit, constituting the
kingdom of Annam", in all its aspects.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701616
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đảm bảo an ninh thông tin trong kỷ nguyên 4.0 (Kỷ yếu hội thảo khoa học quốc tế) /
Ministry of Public Security of Vietnam - People's Security Academy
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
1024 p,19 x 27
9786045752128
$ 158.75 / PB In Vietnam, there have, in recent years, been a series of large-scaled
and massive cyber-attacks targeting key areas as well as nationally significant sites.
The vast majority of these attacks have occurred through physical transmission
infrastructure such as international transmission shafts, national internal
transmission shafts and core service infrastructure. Moreover, most attacks are no
longer spontaneous and isolated, but they have become large-scaled and systematic
campaigns. Therefore, information security in the current situation is considered a
central and extremely urgent task. This book is composed of scientific reports by the
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authors who are leaders, managers, experts, officials and officers from both inside
and outside the Vietnamese People's Public Security Forces and international
scholars. The scientific reports are published in two languages (VietnameseEnglish), faithfully reflecting the research results of the Scientific Conference.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701617
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kinh tế thương nghiệp Việt Nam dưới triều Nguyễn / Do Bang
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
160 p,14 x 20
9786049566424
$ 18.50 / PB Vietnam's economy under the Nguyen Dynasty reflects the
performance of Vietnam's agriculture, handicrafts and trade industries under the
Nguyen Dynasty during its independence (1802-1884). Vietnam's economy under
the Nguyen Dynasty was an economy based mainly on agriculture. Besides, the
recovery of internal trade activities after a long time the country was divided. Under
the reign of King Thieu Tri, foreign trade policies with Western countries had a
number of incentives, while with neighboring countries, there were many limitations
and complicated procedures. The unification of the country in the early nineteenth
century was a favorable condition for the business to recover and redevelop after a
long period of recession. However, Vietnam's trade is very poor, they retail Chinese
goods for resale. In the countryside, commercial activities were aimed at exchanging
agricultural products and handicrafts at markets. This book will show readers a
detailed picture of Vietnam's commercial activity of that period, meticulously
researched by the historian Do Bang.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701618
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tư tưởng canh tân đất nước dưới triều Nguyễn / Do Bang, Tran Bach Dang, Dinh
Xuan Lam, et al.
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
228 p,14 x 20
9786049566394
$ 22.25 / PB Nguyen Truong To, Nguyen Lo Trach, Dang Huy Tru, Pham Phu Thu,
Bui Vien ... were the major reformers of Vietnam during the Nguyen Dynasty. There
have been many books published, many scientific seminars for each of these
historical figures; but there was no work or book on the Nguyen Dynasty's
responsibility for the patriotic movement and reform in that period. At the request of
the work to rethink the historical reform process, to serve the current renovation
cause, the historian Do Bang (author of many studies on the Nguyen Dynasty), has
assembled the writings of many authors in this book. The content of the book
includes some issues such as: Nguyen Truong To's ideological reform of the
country; National consciousness in the Nguyen Truong To ideology system; Practical
proposals in the thought of Vietnam reform in the late nineteenth century; Imperial
court in Hue with the trend of national reform in the second half of the 19th century;
Nguyen Dynasty's responsibility in the failure of the reform trend in Vietnam in the
late nineteenth century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701619
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Tiếng thét Yên Bái - Lịch sử đẫm mãu và bi hùng của Việt Nam Quốc Dân Đảng / Ta
Thu Phong
The Gioi 2020
448 p,17 x 24
9786047770137
$ 47.50 / PB The scream of Yen Bai' is a book about the Vietnam Nationalist Party a party with many complicated changes. The uprising that shook Indochina, the
heroic men before their execution in 1930, according to each page's description and
reconstruction of the book, has a surprisingly honest and detailed story. But the Yen
Bai uprising, the event that the author spent a lot of research effort, was only the
peak in the early stage of activities of the Vietnam Nationalist Party. On December
25, 1927, the Nationalist Party of Vietnam was born, marking an important
appearance of the bourgeois intellectual force involved in the revolution of national
liberation. Starting from February 9, 1930, the Yen Bai uprising (simultaneously
taking place in Phu Tho, Hai Duong, Thai Binh, and Hanoi) was concretizing the
violent policy of the Vietnamese Nationalist Party. The scene of the execution of
revolutionary soldiers in the Yen Bai, Hoa Lo, Hai Phong, Phu Tho, Hai Duong
execution scenes taken by the French colonial government, became the focus of the
press, causing social shock.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701620
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phác qua tình hình ruộng đất và đời sống nông dân trước cách mạng tháng Tám /
Nguyen Kien Giang
Dai Hoc Su Pham 2019
380 p,13 x 20.5
9786045454497
$ 32.50 / PB In this book, the researchers mainly provide documents and comments
on the study of farmers' economic and social status before the August Revolution of
1945. In Vietnamese history, peasants have always been a major revolutionary
force. The farmer problem is, therefore, one of the top issues that needs to be
investigated. This research has been going on for a long time, ever since the
Vietnamese Communists began leading the revolution. The poverty of Vietnamese
farmers at that time was a decisive factor in motivating them to actively participate in
the revolution. We can only fully understand such poverty of peasants by studying
their economic and social status before the Revolution. And on that basis, we can
objectively assess the revolutionary nature and ability of our peasants in the new
revolution period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701621
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hồi ức chiến tranh Vị Xuyên / Major General Nguyen Duc Huy
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong 2019
264 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786048043315
$ 28.00 / PB Major General Nguyen Duc Huy (90 years old) was directly involved in
many wars of the nation: against the French colonialists, against the American
imperialism, the war to protect the southwest border from the Khmer Rouge, and the
northern border war against China. On February 17, 1979, China mobilized more
than 60,000 troops with 550 tanks, armored vehicles, thousands of cannons of all
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kinds... launched the invasion of Vietnam on the northern border with a length of
over 1,400km. As the direct commander of the Vi Xuyen front in 1979, Major General
Nguyen Duc Huy provided an honest, objective perspective on the national defense
war of the Vietnamese people. The author brings readers an authentic, objective,
specific, vivid perspective on the extremely arduous and fierce battle of Vietnam. In
particular, the author provides valuable documents, historical events, though past but
still reminiscent of the battlefield spirit.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701622
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rút quân - Nhìn lại những năm cuối cùng của Mỹ tại Việt Nam / Gregory A. Daddis
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
532 p,16 x 24
9786045750841
$ 55.50 / PB Withdrawal: Reassessing America's Final Years in Vietnam' is a
groundbreaking work and tells a completely different story about the war in Vietnam.
The famous historian Gregory A. Daddis rejected the long-held myths about the
situation in Vietnam at that time. Daddis argues convincingly that the entire US effort
in South Vietnam is unlikely to reverse the downward trend of a complex conflict.
Despite presenting a new strategy, Abrams' approach cannot make any significant
changes to a war that is no longer essential to national security or America's
ambition to dominate the world. Once Nixon's White House made a political decision
to withdraw from Southeast Asia, Abrams' military strategy could not change the
course and outcome of the war in Vietnam that lasted for decades. This book is
really a fresh and in-depth presentation of the US imperial strategy in the last years
of its presence in Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701623
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa trong chính trị và văn hóa trong kinh tế ở Việt Nam: Một số vấn đề lý luận
và thực tiễn / Pham Duy Duc, Vu Thi Phuong Hau
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
472 p,16 x 24
9786045753637
$ 75.00 / PB This book selects research findings with theoretical issues about culture
in politics and culture in economics; survey and evaluate the real situation of culture
in politics and culture in economics in Vietnam in the renovation period; proposing
goals, views, tasks and solutions to further strengthen the construction of culture in
politics and culture in economics for the next period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701624
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thái ấp - điền trang thời Trần (thế kỷ XIII - XIV) / Nguyen Thi Phuong Chi
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2020
368 p,14 x 20
9786049567766
$ 34.75 / PB The existence of fief - large farmsteads is one of the outstanding
features that contributed to the socio-economic establishment of the Tran Dynasty.
This is a glorious period in Vietnamese history with the achievement of three
successful victories against the Mongol invasion. In this book, the author has quite
clearly reviewed the situation of Dai Viet society in the Tran dynasty in terms of
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economy, politics, government organization, army ... The author also introduces
some new content in the study of the history of the Middle-Medieval period when
linking agricultural issues, land and the existence of fiefs with natural and
environmental conditions. The author shows the positive meaning of these types of
fief in building and defending the country, together with the disadvantages of them,
caused dispersal conflict with the centralized trend of that period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701625
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Góp phần tìm hiểu Phật giáo Nam Bộ / Assoc. Prof. Tran Hong Lien
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
416 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049566240
$ 40.00 / PB This book is a collection of papers presented at scientific conferences
on Vietnamese Buddhism in the South of Vietnam in various aspects. The book is
designed to systematically gather important topics on Southern Buddhism in the field
of social science research, gives readers perspectives related to the cultural and
social life of Southern residents. Some of the research topics in the book include:
The unity in diversity of Vietnamese Buddhism; Buddhist contributions in shaping the
personality of Vietnamese people today; The situation of Vietnamese Buddhism in
the modern period; Influence of Indian culture in Vietnamese Buddhism; Buddhist
cultural exchanges of the community of residents in the Vietnam - Cambodia border
area; Characteristics of Southern Buddhism during the Nguyen Lords; Buddhist
contributions to sustainable development and social change...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701626
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phan Thanh Giản - Nhà ái quốc, người mở đường cho nước Việt Nam hiện đại:
Những năm cuối đời (1862-1867) / Phan Thi Minh Le & Pierre Ph. Chanfreau
Ha Noi 2019
542 p,16 x 24
9786045548387
$ 58.50 / PB In the course of Vietnamese history going from the monarchy to the
modern, perhaps Phan Thanh Gian is one of the most controversial figures. Virtually
all debate has not been able to come to an end. At every stage, almost every voice
that impeaches him will appear words, gestures of advocacy, and vice versa ... This
loop continues seemingly endless, from the Tu Duc period (1880s) to the present
day (mentioned in "Part Two" and "Part Three-A" of this book). Through this work,
the authors want to contribute more documents to posterity to have more data and
bases to consider the most controversial period in Phan Thanh Gian's life - a Nguyen
dynasty mandarin who was intimately related to the context of the times extremely
important in Vietnamese history.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701627
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa với sự phát triển của xã hội Việt Nam / Le Quang Thiem
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2020
160 p,13 x 20.5
9786049805042
$ 16.25 / PB The concept of "culture" involves extensive and extensive content. But
despite its rich content, in essence, culture is still an expression of the true human
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level of humanity, measured by the universal set of values: truth - goodness beauty. The material and spiritual products, the relationships between people and
people, each personality with a cultural appearance are embodied in the truth, the
good and the beautiful. Research topics: Cultural factors in the development of
Vietnamese society along the socialist path, with the task of studying basic
theoretical issues about culture, the relationship between culture and development,
Vietnamese culture and social development along the socialist path, contribute to
cultural education and conduct cultural activities in the new situation ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701628
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Huế và triều Nguyễn / Phan Huy Le
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
410 p,16 x 24
9786049569059
$ 51.25 / PB Hue is the land located in the middle of the Central region, the capital of
the Nguyen Dynasty in Dang Trong, and then the Phu Xuan capital of Quang Trung
Dynasty. From 1802 to 1945, Phu Xuan - Hue became the capital of the Nguyen
Dynasty, the capital of a unified nation with vast territory including the mainland,
coastal islands and two archipelagos Hoang Sa and Trường Sa in the East Sea.
Hue is associated with the Nguyen Dynasty because there are many strongholds,
palaces and cultural values of the Nguyen Dynasty. It is from these values that the
ancient capital of Hue has been recognized by UNESCO as a World Cultural
Heritage site since 1993. Research on Hue and the Nguyen dynasties has long been
carried out by researchers and there have been many elaborate studies. The book
brings together more than 20 research projects, including articles, speeches and
introductions of Professor Phan Huy Le to Hue and the Nguyen Dynasty.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701629
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khám phá ẩm thực truyền thống Việt Nam / Prof. Ngo Duc Thinh
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
336 p,16 x 24
9786049685705
$ 42.00 / PB Understanding and exploring cultural identity in ethnic and regional
cuisine is one of the important issues of culinary research. The book helps you learn
and explore Vietnamese culinary culture from ancient times to the present. It is a
historical process that Vietnamese ancestors exploited naturally and with it a simple
daily meal menu of the whole nation. Specifically, the book helps you learn about the
culinary culture of each region of Vietnam, from the North to the South, from the
countryside to the city, from the mountains to the plains. Wherever, dishes are
formed on the basis of the natural conditions of each region and form their own
culinary culture. The authors approach ethnic cuisine from a cultural perspective, not
from a technical perspective.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701630
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tín ngưỡng và lễ hội cổ truyền Việt Nam / Prof. Ngo Duc Thinh
Tri Thuc 2018
496 p,16 x 24
9786049438141
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$ 62.50 / PB With the tendency to uphold and protect the good identities of the
national culture, with an objective and scientific approach, eliminate all prejudices
and also the right orientations of policies, certainly in the next century, this segment
will gain more investment attention from researchers. The first part, 10 articles
pottery, overview of the folk beliefs of ethnic groups in Vietnam; In-depth study of
some individual beliefs. Especially, through researches on beliefs of worshiping Tan
Vien, Chu Dao To, Ba Chua Kho, Ta Than ... the researchers applied the method of
dissecting hidden cultural layers and symbols in each form of worship. The second
part, consisting of 8 studies, deals with the issues of Mother Goddess and
Shamanism of Vietnamese, Cham and Tay, Nung people. The third part, consisting
of 10 studies, deals primarily with festivals and beliefs. In addition, there are some
general articles on the study of beliefs and festivals in Vietnam and abroad.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701631
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phát triển bền vững khu vực biên giới Vân Nam (Trung Quốc) - Lào Cai (Việt Nam)
trong bối cảnh mới / Dr. Nguyen Dinh Liem
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
388 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049565311
$ 17.75 / PB Due to the adjacent geographical position and many similarities in
cultural and social life, since Vietnam - China normalized relations so far, the border
area between Yunnan province (China) and Lao Cai province (Vietnam) has a good
relationship, developing together in all fields. Trading activities on import - export,
both official and minor quotas, border markets have been increasingly strengthened.
To contribute to solving difficulties and problems in the sustainable development of
border areas facing Lao Cai and Van Nam provinces, the author has conducted
research and published this book. Through practical analysis, situation forecasting,
from which proposing orientations and solutions, researchers provided scientific
arguments in the making of sustainable development policy in the Yunnan - Lao Cai
border area in a new context.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701632
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Giáo dục giá trị văn hóa truyền thống cho học sinh phổ thông trong bối cảnh hội
nhập / Nguyen Thi Hoang yen, Vuong Hong Hanh, Dinh Van Thai, et al.
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
248 p,16 x 24
9786049565557
$ 20.00 / PB Globalization is an irresistible trend for countries. Accordingly, cultural
integration is an indispensable. In the process of cultural integration, in addition to
the positive aspects, many negatives have arisen in Vietnam. New concepts of
culture, society, people, about the relationships between people and people, people
with nature and moral values have emerged. Social morality is seriously degraded,
cultural life is mixed, many social norms are no longer respected, many evils are not
prevented or even increased. In the current content of teaching and educational
activities in Vietnam, traditional cultural education of the nation is an important
educational content. However, due to many different reasons, the traditional cultural
education in high schools is not really effective. This book gathers researches to help
the education industry promptly make changes and overcome gaps in traditional
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cultural education for students. The book is aimed at educational researchers,
especially those who are doing program development or textbook developers, and
readers who are interested in this issue.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701633
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Các hiện tượng cực đoan và thiên tai đối với nông nghiệp và giải pháp ứng phó /
Nguyen Van Viet
Tai Nguyen Moi Truong & Ban Do Viet Nam 2019
392 p,13 x 20.5
9786049523670
$ 34.75 / PB This book is compiled on the basis of research results of the author and
related scientists of the Vietnamese Institute of Meteorology, Hydrology and Climate
Change. In Vietnam, climate change events are becoming more and more frequent
and fiercer. In Vietnam, climate change events are becoming more and more
frequent and fiercer. They have a direct negative impact on agricultural activities.
This is a reference for scientific researchers, disaster prevention managers, and
agricultural production managers. The content of the book includes 6 main parts: 1.
Major climatic phenomena in the world and in Vietnam; 2. The effects of extreme
climates on agricultural production; 3. The spatial and temporal distribution of
extreme climatic events in Vietnam; 4. Impacts of ENSO phenomenon on climate
and agriculture in Vietnam; 5. Solutions to cope with extreme climate; 6. Warnings
on desertification of Vietnam's agricultural and marine land.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701634
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ngăn chặn bạo lực đối với phụ nữ và trẻ em gái / Le Thi Hoang Yen, Ninh Thi Hong
& Pham Thi Kim Dung
Tai Nguyen Moi Truong & Ban Do Viet Nam 2019
504 p,13 x 20.5
9786049523649
$ 43.75 / PB In recent years, for each case of violence and abuse of women and
children, the Vietnamese authorities have implemented many interventions and
enforced strict penalties. However, the situation of violence and abuse of women and
children is still complicated. It is time for the whole society to get involved, join hands
to overcome the violence and abuse of women and children, creating a safe and
healthy environment for women and children to develop comprehensively. The book
"Preventing violence against women and girls" by Le Thi Hoang Yen will provide
useful knowledge on skills to protect and prevent violence against women and
children. Through the content presented, the book shows that the prevention of
domestic violence is the responsibility of the government and the whole society.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701635
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ngôn ngữ mạng: Biến thể ngôn ngữ trên mạng tiếng Việt / Nguyen Van Khang
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
376 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049805240
$ 37.50 / PB According to F. de Saussure, how many regions would have so many
geographical dialects, then social linguistics said that how many social groups would
have so many social dialects. Social dialects can simply be understood as variations
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of the language used by a particular social group. For example, in society there is a
division of age, gender, occupation, status, etc., respectively, there will be age
dialects, gender dialect, occupation dialect, position dialect, etc. In these dialects,
along with the use of common linguistic variants, linguistic variants have the unique
style of each social group. From the above perspective, the appearance of online
communities with members who are netizens will have all the linguistic variations on
the internet; referred to as "internet language variations".
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701636
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xây dựng, chỉnh đốn Đảng - Những việc cần làm ngay / Tran Doan Tien, Nguyen
Van Minh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
560 p,16 x 24
9786045753798
$ 37.50 / PB With nearly 100 articles published in the years 2017-2019, the book is a
valuable reference for the work of building and regulating the Communist Party of
Vietnam in the current period. The content of the book deals with many issues both
in theory and practice of Party building and regulating. The first part contains articles
on great ideas, proving the vitality, meaning and theoretical value of the work of
building and regulating the Communist Party of Vietnam in the present conditions.
The second part consists of analysis, commentary, multi-dimensional assessments
of topicality, public opinion orientation in building and regulating the Party. The third
part contains articles on examples of typical organizations and individuals who have
done well in building and regulating the Party, recognized and honored by the
society.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701637
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hồ Chí Minh - Biểu tượng của thời đại / Do Hoang Linh
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong 2019
400 p,16 x 24
9786048040796
$ 61.25 / PB Ho Chi Minh is one of the special characters of this era. He has the
qualities of Gandhi and Lenin but very Vietnamese. Perhaps more than all the single
men of the century, to the world, he embodied his people and the revolution. An old
Bolshevik, a member of the French Communist Party, but for most Vietnamese
farmers, he is a symbol of life, hope, the struggle for independence, dedication,
sacrifice and glorious victories. Ho Chi Minh was also a world Communist senior and
he gathered around him a team of young, intelligent comrades, internal solidarity to
revolutionize and wage patriotic wars. For all Vietnamese people, Ho Chi Minh has
always been their beloved image. He was a gentle, humble man, spoke softly,
satirical humor and always wore the most casual clothes. That style made him no
stranger to the poorest peasants, a style that Westerners mocked for years because
it seemed less powerful than a uniform. Until one day, they realized all these simple
things made the success of Ho Chi Minh and the whole Vietnamese people.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701638
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Những người đi giữ biên cương / Ngo Van Hoc
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong 2018
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284 p,16 x 24
9786048033538
$ 50.00 / PB This is a collection of poems, plays, precious documents with epic
features about the Northern Border War (The Sino-Vietnamese War in 1979). The
book is nearly 300 pages thick, with more than 30 selected works by more than 20
authors. Most of them are veterans who directly fought at the Lang Son Front nearly
40 years ago. Colonel Ngo Van Hoc, editor of the book, said: ''We want the content
of this book to be true to the breath of historical moments 40 years ago, not to mix
between old and new stories. Because we want readers, especially the younger
generation to understand that the fierce and bloody circumstances of our father's
national defense war 40 years ago are fully reflected in the book.''
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701639
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đảng chính trị và nhóm lợi ích trong các nền dân chủ phương Tây hiện đại / Phan
Duy Anh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
272 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045750964
$ 25.00 / PB In each type of political institution, advocacy groups will vary and the
degree of influence of this relationship on the country's policy making, political
system and democracy will also vary. Within the interest group in general, there are
legitimate, legal and positive interest groups, promoting the development of society.
On the contrary, there are unwarranted, illegal benefits, hindering development. The
book gathers the treatises of author Phan Duy Anh published in specialized journals,
divided into two parts: Part 1: The relationship between political parties and
advocacy groups in modern Western democracies; Part 2: Political party and
advocacy group in modern American democracy.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701640
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pháp quyền và chủ nghĩa hiến pháp - Một số vấn đề lý luận và thực tiễn / Vu Cong
Giao, Dang Minh Tuan
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
432 p,16 x 24
9786045753019
$ 50.00 / PB The rule of law and constitutionalism are categories that are becoming
increasingly familiar and discussed in Vietnam. Especially since the 1992
Constitution, amended and supplemented in 2001 and the Platform for building the
country during the transition to socialism (addition, development in 2011) of the
Communist Party of Vietnam, has clearly defined the goal of building a socialist rule
of law state. The book "The rule of law and constitutionalism - Theoretical and
practical issues" includes articles by Vietnamese researchers, aims to provide
readers with more multi-dimensional knowledge and information on the rule of law
and constitutionalism both in the world and in Vietnam. The book brings together a
number of selected articles by foreign authors to serve as a reference for
Vietnamese researchers and regulators in understanding the rule of law and
constitutionalism.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701641
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Một góc nhìn thời cuộc / Nguyen Van Huong
Cong An Nhan Dan 2020
424 p,16 x 24
9786047241132
$ 72.25 / PB The world we live in is changing very quickly, with many new
tendencies and trends emerging. Revisionism, extreme nationalism, and populism
are typical examples that have upset the world order and the international institutions
that have been standing since the Cold War. Facing such a big fluctuating world,
Vietnam is also changing to catch up. In a world where national interests are the
core and international responsibility is being overlooked, Vietnam faces negative and
positive impacts, opportunities and challenges. The economic growth rate is high
while the changes in other fields have not yet caught up. That makes Vietnam face
many problems from education, health to security, society and damage to national
values. This book is a complete collection of writings of Lieutenant General Nguyen
Van Huong from mid-2015 to the present, divided into 5 major topics: Historical
Perspective; Economy - Society - Culture; Security - Defense; International
relationship; International commentary.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701642
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hội thảo khoa học quốc tế "Đào tạo và bồi dưỡng giáo viên môn lịch sử đáp ứng
yêu cầu đổi mới chương trình, sách giáo khoa" / Many authors
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2017
736 p,19 x 27
9786046299769
$ 87.50 / PB This is the proceeding of a historical science conference where
scientists, teachers of Vietnam and foreign countries exchange academics and
promote cooperation in research and training. Facing the requirements of the new
History curriculum and textbooks, the training and retraining of teachers as well as
the innovation of teaching methods are revealing inadequacies. These shortcomings
need to be seriously considered and evaluated. From there, propose orientations
and solutions to overcome, enhance the position of History and make historical
research and teaching more responsive to the development needs of the society in
the current period. This book includes 72 presentations by domestic and foreign
authors, focusing on 4 major contents: History curriculum and textbooks in high
schools; Innovative requirements for History teachers in accessing new curriculum
and textbooks; Innovation of teaching methods of teaching history in high schools in
the current context; Some issues about national history and the world.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701643
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xã hội công dân Việt Nam dưới góc nhìn thể chế / Nguyen Khac Giang, Nguyen
Quang Thai
Da Nang 2018
266 p,16 x 24
9786048434533
$ 36.25 / PB This book focuses on the analysis of institutionalized civil society
subjects - groups with a certain degree of organization, membership or permanent
staff, relative independence, and philanthropy. The authors believe that going into
describing and analyzing the characteristics of these organizations in civil society
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space will give policy makers, scholars, and the public a general and systematic
overview of this concept. The book consists of 6 main parts: 1. Sketching the history
of civic society thought and the Vietnamese context; 2. Classification of social
institutions in Vietnam; 3. The relationship between the state and social institutions in
Vietnam; 4. The role of public mass organizations in the area of Vietnamese citizen
society; 5. Structure and efficiency of attracting social resources; 6. The role of social
institutions for other institutions in Vietnam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701644
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phật giáo với vấn đề an sinh xã hội / Duong Quang Dien
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
332 p,16 x 24
9786045754061
$ 48.75 / PB The book content is structured into 3 chapters. Chapter 1: Social
security and factors affecting the social security activities of the Buddhist Sangha of
Vietnam; Chapter 2: Social security activities of the Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam:
situation and some issues raised; Chapter 3: Orientations and solutions to promote
social security of the Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam in the period of renovation and
international integration. Through the book, author, Dr. Duong Quang Thien has
contributed to further clarifying the contribution of Buddhism in social security work.
The book is a valuable document for religious researchers as well as readers
interested in Buddhism in social security activities today.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701645
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ảnh hưởng của trường phái Xô viết trong nhân học ở Việt Nam / Nguyen Van Suu
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
228 p,16 x 24
9786049878657
$ 37.50 / PB The book makes an important contribution to elucidating the history of
Ethnology and Archeology in Vietnam in a period of vivid and majestic history of the
nation. The aim of the book is to clarify the influence and imprint of the Soviet
Ethnography and partly the Soviet Archeology in Anthropology in Vietnam in the
second half of the twentieth century. The entire content of the book shows the
formation of the Soviet school in Ethnology and Archeology in the Soviet Union;
propaganda of the Soviet school in Vietnam; the influences and imprints of the
Soviet school on Anthropology in Vietnam in key aspects, such as research,
teaching, organizational structure... expressed by the voices of the very people who
were trained in the Soviet school, and those who are interested in this issue.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701646
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Các cơ chế pháp lý kiểm soát quyền lực nhà nước trên thế giới và ở Việt Nam /
Dang Minh Tuan, Vu Cong Giao, Doan Duc Luong, et al.
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
600 p,16 x 24
9786045753699
$ 62.50 / PB The book brings together 28 papers at the International Scientific
Workshop entitled "Legal mechanisms for the control of state power in the world and
in Vietnam", arranged in two parts: Part I: Theoretical issues on the legal mechanism
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for the control of state power; Part II: The legal mechanism for the control of state
power in Vietnam. The book is a useful reference for researchers, lecturers,
legislators and readers who are interested in the issue of state power.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701647
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phát triển năng lực cá nhân con người trong điều kiện hội nhập quốc tế ở Việt Nam
hiện nay / Ngo Thi Nu
Ly Luan Chinh Tri 2019
192 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049622731
$ 18.75 / PB The development of Vietnamese human capacity at present must both
meet the requirements of the times and at the same time conform to the social value
orientations and practical capabilities of Vietnamese people. However, the capacity
of individual Vietnamese people in general is still inadequate. That raises the
requirement to build a comprehensive development of Vietnamese people, including
the comprehensive development of individual capacities to meet the requirements of
international integration. This issue in Vietnam has not been properly addressed.
This book shows the current situation of human capacity development in Vietnam
and at the same time proposes some key views and solutions to solve this problem
to meet the requirements of the country's future development.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701648
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trách nhiệm xã hội của doanh nghiệp nhà nước ở Việt Nam hiện nay / Mai Phu Hop
Ly Luan Chinh Tri 2019
224 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049622663
$ 17.50 / PB Today, corporate social responsibility becomes one of the urgent
requirements that most countries and businesses around the world must comply
with. It is seen as a business philosophy and brings important values to the
business. Vietnam has become deeply integrated with the world, so it must comply
with certain '' rules '' and one of the most important is the implementation of
corporate social responsibility. Vietnamese enterprises in general and state-owned
enterprises in particular are forced to meet the most stringent requirements of
competition efficiency, labor relations, food hygiene and safety, environmental
protection ... However, nowadays awareness and practice have shown social
responsibility is still a strange issue for many businesses in Vietnam. Most
businesses are wrongly aware or not interested in this issue.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701649
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vai trò của báo chí, xuất bản trên lĩnh vực tư tưởng - văn hóa ở Việt Nam hiện nay
(kỷ yếu hội thảo khoa học quốc gia) / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
560 p,16 x 24
9786045753361
$ 66.25 / PB Press and publishing activities are a special political and social activity.
In Vietnam, in any revolutionary period, the press and publishing activities are
always sharp weapons and an effective tool of the Party in the field of ideology culture. Entering the period of renovation, press and publishing activities in Vietnam
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have a strong exchange and have achieved many important achievements,
contributing greatly to the overall cause of the country. However, with the rapid
development of the scientific and technological revolution, tools and media are
increasingly modernized, the speed of propaganda and access to information has
become rapidly on a national, regional and global scale. Those things lead to
complicated and difficult-to-control consequences in the orientation of ideology,
culture and public opinion.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701650
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Môi trường và phát triển trong bối cảnh biến đổi khí hậu / Vietnam Association for
Conservation of Nature and Environment
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
488 p,16 x 24
9786045752999
$ 66.25 / PB Climate change, environmental pollution is one of the biggest
challenges facing humanity in the 21st century. In this context, green growth and
sustainable development have become the indispensable trend of the era and
chosen by countries around the world, towards their development path. Over the
past years, especially in the last 10 years, Vietnam has suffered many human and
property losses caused by natural disasters. Environmental issues and sustainable
development, green growth and climate change response always require research
and evaluation as a whole, both theoretical and practical, as a basis for proposing
specific, practical and effective solutions. This book has gathered many studies on
the current situation, environmental challenges of Vietnam and solutions to
overcome them; green growth issues; environmental issues and sustainable
development.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701651
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vai trò các khu vực kinh tế trong nền kinh tế thị trường định hướng xã hội chủ nghĩa
ở Việt Nam / Many authors
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
408 p,16 x 24
9786049568435
$ 45.00 / PB This book brings together research and presentation papers on the
content and nature of the development of economic sectors in a Socialist-oriented
market economy on: from theory to practice, advantages and disadvantages,
opportunities and challenges for economic sectors in Vietnam in recent years;
determining the position, role and scope of development of economic sectors in
Vietnam in the coming time. The content of the articles can be a useful contribution,
participating in removing and eliminating current bottlenecks in Vietnam's economic
development model.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701652
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Niên giám khoa học năm 2019 (Bộ 4 tập): Tập 1: Những vấn đề chính trị; Tập 2:
Những vấn đề về kinh tế; Tập 3: Những vấn đề về văn hóa, xã hội và con người;
Tập 4: Những vấn đề về quốc phòng, an ninh và đối ngoại / Central Theoretical
Council of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
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1096 p,16 x 24
9786045754306
$ 200.00 / PB The contents of the volume include consultation reports, specialized
reports for the guidance of the Central Executive Committee, the Politburo and the
Secretariat; results of the meetings; typical results of scientific and political theory
research; results from works, political scientific research projects; research results,
thematic subjects struggling to criticize wrong views, protecting Marxism-Leninism
and Ho Chi Minh thought; defending the platform of understanding the Party's laws
and policies, the State's policies and laws; research results from conferences,
theoretical exchanges with communist and ruling parties around the world; results of
research, activities, practical surveys summarizing professional sub-committees.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701653
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Niên giám khoa học năm 2019 (Bộ 4 tập): Tập 1: Những vấn đề chính trị; Tập 2:
Những vấn đề về kinh tế; Tập 3: Những vấn đề về văn hóa, xã hội và con người;
Tập 4: Những vấn đề về quốc phòng, an ninh và đối ngoại / Central Theoretical
Council of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
1096 p,16 x 24
9786045754313
$ 200.00 / PB The contents of the volume include consultation reports, specialized
reports for the guidance of the Central Executive Committee, the Politburo and the
Secretariat; results of the meetings; typical results of scientific and political theory
research; results from works, political scientific research projects; research results,
thematic subjects struggling to criticize wrong views, protecting Marxism-Leninism
and Ho Chi Minh thought; defending the platform of understanding the Party's laws
and policies, the State's policies and laws; research results from conferences,
theoretical exchanges with communist and ruling parties around the world; results of
research, activities, practical surveys summarizing professional sub-committees.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701654
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Niên giám khoa học năm 2019 (Bộ 4 tập): Tập 1: Những vấn đề chính trị; Tập 2:
Những vấn đề về kinh tế; Tập 3: Những vấn đề về văn hóa, xã hội và con người;
Tập 4: Những vấn đề về quốc phòng, an ninh và đối ngoại / Central Theoretical
Council of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
1096 p,16 x 24
9786045754320
$ 200.00 / PB The contents of the volume include consultation reports, specialized
reports for the guidance of the Central Executive Committee, the Politburo and the
Secretariat; results of the meetings; typical results of scientific and political theory
research; results from works, political scientific research projects; research results,
thematic subjects struggling to criticize wrong views, protecting Marxism-Leninism
and Ho Chi Minh thought; defending the platform of understanding the Party's laws
and policies, the State's policies and laws; research results from conferences,
theoretical exchanges with communist and ruling parties around the world; results of
research, activities, practical surveys summarizing professional sub-committees.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701655
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Niên giám khoa học năm 2019 (Bộ 4 tập): Tập 1: Những vấn đề chính trị; Tập 2:
Những vấn đề về kinh tế; Tập 3: Những vấn đề về văn hóa, xã hội và con người;
Tập 4: Những vấn đề về quốc phòng, an ninh và đối ngoại / Central Theoretical
Council of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
1096 p,16 x 24
9786045754337
$ 200.00 / PB The contents of the volume include consultation reports, specialized
reports for the guidance of the Central Executive Committee, the Politburo and the
Secretariat; results of the meetings; typical results of scientific and political theory
research; results from works, political scientific research projects; research results,
thematic subjects struggling to criticize wrong views, protecting Marxism-Leninism
and Ho Chi Minh thought; defending the platform of understanding the Party's laws
and policies, the State's policies and laws; research results from conferences,
theoretical exchanges with communist and ruling parties around the world; results of
research, activities, practical surveys summarizing professional sub-committees.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701656
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vietbiz: Central - Highland Region potential export products / Ministry of Industry and
Trade - Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency
Cong Thuong 2019
50 p,21 x 21
9786049466649
$ 17.50 / PB The Central Region - Central Highlands consists of 19 provinces and
cities, with the growth core being the Central Key Economic Region and Central
Highlands Economic Region. This is an important area in the Vietnamese economy,
its performs the role of trade link between the two key economic regions of the North
and the South. In order to provide information and introduce to domestic and foreign
economic organizations, partners and enterprises, they have enough documents and
better understand the potentials and strengths of keys export industries of the
Central - Highlands region; thereby indirectly contributing to promoting, promoting
export activities and attracting investment into Vietnam. Vietnam Trade Promotion
Agency compiles and publishes the publication 'Central - Highlands region potential
export products' in English.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701657
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trần Đức Thảo tuyển tập - Tập 2 (1956-1985) / Prof. Tran Duc Thao
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
712 p,16 x 24
9786045753354
$ 87.25 / PB Trần Đức Thảo (1917 - 1993) was a Vietnamese philosopher. His work
(written primarily in French) attempted to unite phenomenology with Marxist
philosophy. His work had some currency in France in the 1950s and 1960s, and was
cited favorably by Jacques Derrida, Jean-François Lyotard and Louis Althusser. Trần
Đức Thảo is a famous phenomenologist with an astute mindset capable of reflecting
on the most complex problems of philosophy. His ideas span a wide range of issues,
from philosophy to history, anthropology, biology, linguistics, literature, and religious
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studies. The issues he was interested in were also very essential contents of Marxist
- Leninist philosophy, such as materialism, dialectics, ontology, epistemology and
logic, with human issues directly related to the destiny and activities of people and
society ... The collection of Tran Duc Thao (expected to be 3 volumes) includes the
main works of Professor Tran Duc Thao from 1946 until his death. The book set is a
valuable document, helps readers, especially researchers in the field of philosophy,
to approach and learn systematically and comprehensively about the values of his
philosophical ideas.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701658
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sách trắng công nghệ thông tin truyền thông Việt Nam 2019 / Ministry of Information
and Communications
Thong Tin va Truyen Thong 2019
88 p,16 x 24
9786048043353
$ 41.25 / PB For the first time, the White Book 2019 has provided information on all
areas managed by the Ministry of Information and Communications such as: post
and telecommunications; information technology applications; network information
security; information technology industry - electronics and telecommunications;
newspaper and media. The data in the White Paper is aggregated from the reports
of the ministries, branches and localities; training institutions, associations, IT
enterprises and units in the Ministry of Information and Communications. The
statistics in the White Paper reflect the current state of development of information
and communication technology updated to December 31, 2018. Particularly, data
and information on legal documents was updated until November 30, 2019.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701659
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Từ điển chức quan Việt Nam / Do Van Ninh
Thong Tan 2019
676 p,17 x 25
9786049809521
$ 62.50 / PB In the more than two thousand-year-old history of Vietnam, bureaucratic
systems have been continuously reformed according to the movements of periods
and dynasties. An understanding of both the overall and the details of the
governance system of society is a necessary condition for us to read history and
understand history. With nearly 2,000 entries arranged in alphabetical order, the
book of author Do Van Ninh is the work of introduction and explanation of the
relatively complete titles of Vietnam, from the ancient times of the states of Van Lang
and Au Lac, to the feudal dynasties that lasted until the end of the 19th century. Not
only defining the contents, the book also clarifies the status and authority of officials
through comparison between different dynasties. Thus, the book can become an
essential tool in the process of reading and studying ancient Vietnamese history.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701660
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Từ điển âm từ cổ "Truyện Kiều" thời Nguyễn Du / Bui Thiet
Hong Duc 2017
264 p,16 x 24
9786048902292
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$ 37.50 / PB The Tale of Kiều is the most famous ancient poem of the great poet
Nguyen Du. The original version of this work was written in Nom (an ancient
Vietnamese script). Until the Vietnamese language (in the latin system) was
popularized, The Tale of Kiều was transcribed and published by researchers, so far
there have been many different versions. Because there are no originals, the later
Kieu versions have differences from the language used by Nguyen Du due to the
wrong engraving, wrong arrangement, sometimes corrected according to the
understanding of posterity. It is these differences that hinder the reader to approach
and understand The Tale of Kiều. Researcher Bui Thiet and his colleagues have
been researching and collecting ancient languages used 200 years ago (the era of
poet Nguyen Du), with the desire to bring a version of the Story of Kieu exactly as
original as possible.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701661
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Từ vựng Khmer - Việt (thông dụng) / Ngo Chan Ly
Thong Tan 2018
816 p,10 x 18
9786049535932
$ 37.50 / PB The book "Khmer - Vietnamese vocabulary (common words)" is
designed to serve a large audience of people living in areas where there are ethnic
Khmer people so that we can look up some more common words in communication,
to enhance the long-standing solidarity between the two ethnic groups of Khmer Vietnamese. The compilation team has selected the most common words that are
used in everyday life accompanied by transliteration and brief translation. The book
has about 15,000 thousand words covering topics: politics, economy, science,
military, commerce, culture ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701662
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Huỳnh Thúc Kháng - Tiểu sử / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
332 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752371
$ 42.50 / PB The book belongs to the program of collecting documents, writing
biographies of key leaders of the Party and Vietnam Revolution. The book gives
readers the study materials about the background, life, career and great merits of
Huynh Thuc Khang - one of the most representative faces of patriotic movement in
the early twentieth century. The book gives readers the study materials about the
background, life, career and great merits of Huynh Thuc Khang - one of the most
representative faces of patriotic movement in the early twentieth century. The book
content is structured into 5 chapters: 1. Hometown - Family - Youth (1876-1904); 2.
Activities in the Duy Tan movement in Central Vietnam and the years spent at Con
Dao prison (1904-1921); 3. Director of Central Institute of Representatives and
Chairman of the People's Voice Newspaper (1921-1943); 4. From patriotic
intellectuals to the leader of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (1943-1947); 5.
Bright examples for generations today and tomorrow.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701663
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Văn Tố - Tiểu sử / Many authors
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Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
252 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752395
$ 45.00 / PB The book belongs to the program of collecting documents, writing
biographies of key leaders of the Party and Vietnam Revolution. The book shows
readers the portrait of an expert in both Chinese and Western studies, which has
made great intellectual contributions in the following fields: history, literature,
archeology, linguistics, ethnography, religious studies, folklore. Revolutionary soldier
and heroic martyr Nguyen Van To has devoted his entire Ethics, intelligence and
courage to the cause of resistance war and national construction. The book content
is structured into 5 chapters: 1. Hometown, family and adolescence; 2. Contribute to
reviving the national culture; 3. An erudite scholar; 4. Join the revolutionary
government and the heroic sacrifice; 5. A genuine patriotic culture, a close associate
and close friend of President Ho Chi Minh.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701664
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Hữu Thọ - Tiểu sử / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
240 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752388
$ 41.25 / PB The book belongs to the program of collecting documents, writing
biographies of key leaders of the Party and Vietnam Revolution. The book presents
fairly comprehensively the portrait, life, career and activities of a typical patriotic
intellectual, a revolutionary activist, the merits and contributions of Lawyer Nguyen
Huu Tho to the Vietnamese revolution. The content of the book is structured into 4
chapters: 1. Hometown, family and the first revolutionary activities; 2. Years of
struggle for peace and national unity (1945-1975); 3. Lawyer Nguyen Huu Tho's
activities in the highest leadership positions of the State, National Assembly and the
Southern Front (1975 - 1996); 4. Lawyer Nguyen Huu Tho lives forever with the
country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701665
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Võ Nguyên Giáp - Tiểu sử / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
648 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045752418
$ 65.00 / PB The book gives readers the research materials about the life, life,
career and great merits of General Vo Nguyen Giap. He was a brave, loyal
communist who made many outstanding special contributions to the revolutionary
cause of the Party and people of Vietnam. The book content is structured into 9
chapters: 1. Hometown - Family - Youth (1911-1939); 2. Building revolutionary bases
and armed forces, preparing to conduct the August Revolution (1940-1945); 3. Join
the leadership to consolidate the government, maintain the achievements of the
August Revolution and build the People's Democratic State (1945-1946); 4.
Commander-in-chief of the Vietnam People's Army in the anti-French resistance war
(1947-1954); 5. Struggling to implement the Geneva Agreement, building socialism
in the North, combating the war of aggression by the American imperialism in the
South (1954-1964); 6. Participated in leading the construction, defending the North
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and the resistance against the US, saving the country, completely liberating the
South, reuniting the country (1965-1975); 7. Activities and dedication in the cause of
national construction and revival (1976-1991); 8. The last years (1992-2013); 9.
Portrait of a beautiful cultural personality.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701666
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nhận diện các xu hướng vận động và phát triển của văn học nghệ thuật Việt Nam
hiện nay / Many authors
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
696 p,16 x 24
9786045753668
$ 75.00 / PB The book includes more than 50 papers on the topic "Identify
movement and development trends of Vietnamese literature and art today", which
are collected and organized into three main parts:
Part I: General theoretical issues;
Part II: Movement trends of literature;
Part III: Movement trends of art forms.
The book is a useful publication, providing information and materials for the current
leadership and management of literature and art.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701667
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Luật học Việt Nam - Những vấn đề đương đại / Many authors
Tu Phap 2019
1236 p,16 x 24
9786048116217
$ 52.50 / PB The book was compiled by researchers at Hanoi Law University - one
of the leading scientific and technological organizations in the field of legal science.
The book provides readers with information about contemporary Vietnamese legal
science in the process of completing laws and judicial reforms for national
development. In addition, it provides in-depth research papers in the field of law
development, with the own opinions of the scholars involved in the compilation. The
content of the book is divided into 6 main topics: 1. Political-legal thinking in
international integration; 2. Governing the rule of law state and promoting the
people's mastery; 3. Vietnamese Civil Law - Contemporary issues; 4. Vietnamese
criminal justice - Contemporary issues; 5. Vietnam's economic law meets the needs
of integration; 6. Laws in service of international integration.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701668
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quản lý phát triển xã hội Việt Nam - Thực trạng, vấn đề đặt ra và định hướng chính
sách / Pham Quang Minh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2019
220 p,16 x 24
9786045749913
$ 40.00 / PB Managing social development is a big, complex issue, involving many
fields, covering all aspects of social life. Before the renovation, Vietnam applied a
policy of social development management associated with the centralized planning
economy model, but through practice, it is confirmed that the inadequacy of the
model requires innovation of the concept of social development and social
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management associated with market economy institutions. The content of the book
analyzes the general rationale with the system of concepts and theories on social
development management. At the same time, analyzing the status of social
development management through practical surveys in 7 provinces and cities
represent different development conditions and levels.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701669
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến dạng kiến tạo Biển Đông Việt Nam và vùng kế cận trong Kainozoi / Cao Dinh
Trieu, Pham Huy Long, Dao Viet Canh, et al.
Khoa Hoc Tu Nhien va Cong Nghe 2019
308 p,16 x 24
9786049139529
$ 45.00 / PB The East Sea of Vietnam (South China Sea) and the surrounding area
have experienced diverse tectonic - geodynamic activities in the Cenozoic. The
architectural plan is characterized by tectonic units formed during the strongly
differentiated settlement process in space and time. There have been many studies
by foreign and Vietnamese authors about the evolution of the East Sea of Vietnam,
but there are still conflicting opinions on the mechanism of formation and
development. This book refers to the following contents: Research on creating
Vietnamese territory and adjacent areas; Southeast Asia lithosphere and Mantle
structure; Lithosphere in the East Sea of Vietnam and adjacent areas; Tectonic
deformation of the East Sea of Vietnam and adjacent areas in Cenozoic; Expression
of modern geodynamic activities in the South China Sea of Vietnam and adjacent
areas
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701670
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến đổi của quan hệ sản xuất ở Việt Nam hiện nay - Thực trạng và những vấn đề
đặt ra / Le Thi Vinh
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
200 p,16 x 24
9786049688409
$ 14.75 / PB In Vietnam, the relations of production is always a topic that attracts the
attention of theoretical researchers and practical activists. Prior to innovation, the
studies mainly focused on explaining the necessity of nationalization and
collectivization of basic production materials and consider this a condition for
developing a productive force and building a planned economy. Since the Sixth
National Congress of the Party (December 1986), with the policy of comprehensive
renovation of the country, studies on production relations have closely followed the
process of building new relations of production in line with the development of
production forces. The book analyzes the factors of impact, the status of change and
issues raised from the changing status of production relations in Vietnam from 1986
to the present; thereby, contributing to affirming the value of Marxist viewpoints on
production relations, contributing to the practical review of changes of production
relations in Vietnam in the current context.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701671
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report on Labour Force Survey 2017 / General Statistical Office
Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2019
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1v.
9786047512461
$ 55.00 / PB
642 gm.
The purpose of the survey was to collect information on the labour force market
participation in 2017 for those persons aged 15 and above, currently residingin
Vietnam, regarded as a basis for intergrating, compiling national indicators on labour,
employment, unemployment and income. As the results, this would support all
branches and levels evaluating and comparing the changes in labour market among
quarters in the year of survey, as well as with the previous labour force surveys
conducted by GSO; and also developing, making policies on human resource
development and planning on investment, production and business accordance with
the development trend of labour market. With the technical support of International
Labour Organization (ILO), the 2017 survey has applied recommendations of ILO on
labour and employment, as the basic for study and complete survey content of next
year.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701672
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Báo cáo điều tra lao động việc làm năm 2018 / General Statistics Office
Thong Ke 2019
240 p,20.5 x 29
9786047514021
$ 87.50 / PB The purpose of the survey was to collect information on the labour force
market participation in 2018 for those persons aged 15 and above, currently
residingin Vietnam, regarded as a basis for intergrating, compiling national indicators
on labour, employment, unemployment and income. As the results, this would
support all branches and levels evaluating and comparing the changes in labour
market among quarters in the year of survey, as well as with the previous labour
force surveys conducted by GSO; and also developing, making policies on human
resource development and planning on investment, production and business
accordance with the development trend of labour market. With the technical support
of International Labour Organization (ILO), the 2018 survey has applied
recommendations of ILO on labour and employment, as the basic for study and
complete survey content of next year.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701673
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quyền con người qua 5 năm thực hiện hiến pháp năm 2013 / Dinh Ngoc Thang
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
480 p,16 x 24
9786049864285
$ 40.00 / PB After 5 years of implementing the 2013 Constitution in real life,
Vietnamese society has made many positive changes, ensuring more sustainable
and prosperous development values in all fields. The articles in this book mainly
focus on the following: ensure human rights and citizens' rights in the field of politics
and democracy associated with the practice of organization and operation of the
state apparatus in the requirements of building the Socialist rule of law State;
ensuring human rights in the field of judicial procedure is a topic of great interest and
research at different levels and views; ensure human rights in the basic fields of
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adjustment of laws such as socio-economic, cultural, educational, democratic and
personal freedom. The author has consulted many domestic and international
documents, followed closely the views and major guidelines of the Party and the
State on perfecting laws and judicial reform.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701674
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuyển tập bất bình đẳng / Economic Analysis Group
Tri Thuc 2019
414 p,16 x 24
9786049439728
$ 31.25 / PB The book '' Inequality Collection '' contains 33 articles compiled by the
Economic Analysis Group over the past three years. The first ten analyzes of the
collection outline the reality of inequality. Today, the strong consensus from the
economists, the international institutions to the government and the public, is that
inequalities in countries have been increasing over the past 30 years, regardless of
whether they are industrialized, emerging or developing countries. This increase is
likely to threaten the established political, economic and social order. Based on
richer data than in the past, many empirical works have highlighted many different
dimensions of inequality, which were initially only studied extensively in economic
terms. The next ten articles of the collection initially focus on several analysis of the
relationship between inequality, globalization, technology and finance.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701675
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quản trị tốt và phòng, chống tham nhũng / Vu Cong Giao
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
348 p,16 x 24
9786045753026
$ 50.00 / PB Good governance and anti-corruption are considered as issues of
organic cohesion. Both of these issues have been studied for a long time in the
world, however, they are still quite new in Vietnam, especially good governance. In
the context that the Party, State and the whole society are making efforts to prevent
and fight against corruption, there is a need for research on good governance and
anti-corruption as well as the relationship between these two issues. These studies
will contribute to improving and improving the effectiveness and efficiency of current
anti-corruption strategies and solutions in Vietnam. In this book, the authors provide
readers with new knowledge and information, thereby it is possible to have a broader
and deeper view of the two connected issues of good governance and anticorruption.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701676
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pháp luật Việt Nam về đầu tư nước ngoài, giải quyết tranh chấp đầu tư quốc tế
trong thời kỳ đổi mới / Tran Anh Tuan, Trinh Hai Yen
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
496 p,16 x 24
9786045753729
$ 55.00 / PB The book describes the overall law of foreign investment and resolves
international investment disputes in the context of globalization; summing up the
development process of Vietnamese law in the field of foreign investment after over
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30 years of renovation. The book consists of 5 chapters: I. Theoretical issues on
foreign investment and settlement of international investment disputes; 2. Actual
situation of international law on foreign investment and settlement of international
investment disputes; 3. International commitments, Vietnamese laws on foreign
investment and settlement of international investment disputes; 4. International
experience on foreign investment and resolving international investment disputes; 5.
Measures to improve the legal framework, enhance the capacity to enforce the law
on foreign investment and prevent and resolve Vietnam's international investment
disputes.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701677
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hoàn thiện pháp luật về thương lượng tập thể trong bối cảnh hội nhập ở Việt Nam
hiện nay / Pham Thi Thuy Nga
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
252 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049567681
$ 12.00 / PB The book "Improving the law on collective bargaining in the context of
integration in Vietnam today" is aimed at helping readers, workers, employers and
executors, researchers, and educators on labor law in general, law on collective
bargaining in particular to fully and comprehensively understand the theoretical
issues as well as current Vietnamese laws on collective bargaining, proposing ideas
to improve the provisions of the law and improve the effectiveness of the
implementation of the law on collective bargaining in Vietnam in the context of
current international integration. The book consists of 3 chapters: 1. The theoretical
and practical basis of perfecting the law on collective bargaining in Vietnam today; 2.
The reality of the law on collective bargaining in Vietnam; 3. Opinions, requirements,
directions and solutions
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701678
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hệ thống hình phạt trong Luật Hình sự Việt Nam và Trung Quốc / Le Trung Kien
Tu Phap 2018
456 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786048113773
$ 40.00 / PB Vietnam and China are two neighboring countries, with a long historical
relationship. For thousands of years, both countries have exchanged and learned
from each other. In the theory of criminal law of each nation, the punishment system
always plays a particularly important role. This book is a study by Dr. Le Trung Kien,
aiming to find out the similarities and differences between the criminal law system of
Vietnam and China; Explaining the causes of these similarities and differences helps
to better understand each country's penalty system. At the same time, the book
provides a new approach, a new understanding of problems to be solved. In addition
to the generally accepted troop analyzes, the author's opinion is retained when
editing to demonstrate monographic character. The book is a useful resource for
lecturers, students and researchers interested in this topic.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701679
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Minh bạch tài khóa ở Việt Nam - Cải cách hướng tới thông lệ quốc tế / Le Trung
Thanh
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Khoa Hoc va Ky Thuat 2017
216 p,16 x 24
9786046709176
$ 40.00 / PB Fiscal transparency is one of the important criteria in assessing the
level of national development, and has a positive relationship with economic growth
and social progress. According to USAID (2013), Vietnam ranked at D rank on
budget classification; Grade B on the comprehensive level of budget document
information; C + scale of operation; B + on transparency of fiscal relations between
levels of government; C on fiscal risk monitoring; and B for accessibility of fiscal
information. Vietnam needs to improve its fiscal transparency level based on fiscal
transparency standards and regulations following the standards of the IMF, OECD
and the International Budget Program in the future to selectively attract foreign direct
investment, developing financial market integrated with the region and the world.
This book discusses the above issues and proposes some insights on public finance
management towards transparency.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701680
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kỷ yếu hội thảo: Các dịch vụ hỗ trợ nạn nhân bạo lực giới - Tiêu chuẩn Quốc tế và
Thực tế tại Việt Nam / Many authors
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp Ho Chi Minh 2019
172 p,20 x 28
9786047373666
$ 37.50 / PB In Vietnam, a national study on domestic violence against women
published in 2010 shows a very serious level. Up to 58% of ever-married women
reported having experienced at least one physical, sexual or emotional violence. The
conference was organized to discuss and share experiences on supporting victims of
gender violence. This book brings together 17 presentations at the conference:
"Services to support gender violence victims - International Standards and Practice
in Vietnam". The research focuses on the following 3 topics: 1. Overview of gender
violence and victims of gender violence; 2. Actual situation of implementing services
to support gender violence victims; laws, policies, and models to support victims of
gender violence; 3. Measures to promote the provision of comprehensive and
essential service packages to support victims of gender violence.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701681
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Theo dòng pháp sử Phật giáo Việt Nam - 200 năm trước Tây lịch - Thế kỷ 21 / Van
Son Thuong, Nguyen Van Quy
Hong Duc 2020
464 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786048925246
$ 32.50 / PB The ''Vietnamese Buddhist history - 200 years BC - 21st century''
includes the following main contents: Buddha - Dharma and prehistoric legends;
Dharma history in Lac Viet BC; Dharma history from the 1st to 2nd centuries;
Dharma history from the 3rd to 5th centuries; Dharma history from the 6th to 12th
centuries; Dharma history from the 13th to 21st centuries; Following the Vietnamese
Buddhist history; Overview of the history of Dharma and Buddhism in Vietnam from
200 BC to the 21st century.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701682
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử Phật giáo xứ Huế / Thich Hai An & Ha Xuan Liem
Van Hoa Sai Gon 2006
876 p,14 x 20
$ 50.00 / PB The book "History of Hue Buddhism" by Venerable Thich Hai An and
Buddhist Ha Xuan Liem is an initial demonstration of efforts to understand Buddhism
in Hue.
Chapter I: Early Buddhism in Thuan Hoa, the period of Champa until 1400
Chapter II: Thuan Hoa Buddhism from 1400 - 1801
Chapter III: Hue Buddhism from 1802 - 1945
Chapter IV: Hue Buddhism from 1945 to present
Chapter ending
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701683
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Huyện Hoàng Sa qua tư liệu và hồi ức / Vo Cong Tri, Luu Anh Ro
Da Nang 2018
408 p,16 x 24
9786048434038
$ 50.00 / PB Studying the process of exploiting and protecting Vietnam's sovereignty
over islands and islands, especially Hoang Sa and Truong Sa in history, can realize
that: The Paracel Islands are always the object of management, exploitation and
protection of the provinces: Quang Ngai, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam and Da Nang
city. The ancient Vietnamese as well as Vietnamese authorities in history have relied
on these specific geographic, economic and political conditions to make such
provisions. To make this book, the authors have carefully selected, collected and
edited national and international scientific papers recently; scientific articles
published in prestigious magazines nationwide; especially those collected at the
French National Archives Overseas Center (Archives nationales d’Outre-mer,
ANOM); and the recollections of witnesses who lived and worked in the Paracel
Islands through historical periods ...
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701684
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Võ cử và người đỗ võ khoa ở nước ta / Nguyen Thuy Nga
Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi 2019
368 p,16 x 24
9786049566707
$ 34.75 / PB After many years of researching and collecting materials, Dr. Nguyen
Thuy Nga has compiled the book 'Imperial Martial Arts Examination and and those
who passed in Vietnam' (during the monarchy period). The author has introduced
readers to one of the ways to train talented martial arts and generals in history. Van
Dinh Dan, Hoang Nghia Ba and Nguyen Thi Ly were famous Le Dynasty generals
(1533–1789), whose names were prominent in the history of the country, Hoang
Phung Gia is the Admiral of the Tay Son period, Hoang Dinh Bao and the rebellion at
the end of Le - Trinh period. They are all characters from Imperial Martial
Examination. The book contains the following main contents: Origin of Imperial
Martial Arts Examination in China and Vietnam; List of people who passed the
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Imperial Martial Arts Examination in Vietnam; Provide additional notes on the rules of
these exams in history.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701685
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thượng Kinh Ký Sự / Hai Thuong Lan Ong
Translator: Bui Hanh Can
Hoi Nha Van 2020
252 p,13 x 20.5
9786049879753
$ 22.00 / PB Hai Thuong Lan Ong is the nickname of Le Huu Trac (1720 - 1791).
Although he was adept at medicine, ancient oriental philosophy, literature, he was
better known as a Oriental medicine physician. He is one of the two greatest oriental
medicine physicians in the thousands-year history of the Vietnamese nation, along
with the famous physician Tue Tinh. He has made outstanding contributions to the
development of traditional medicine. This book was written by Hai Thuong Lan Ong
in the 80s of the eighteenth century (1781) - it was a troubled period of the Le - Trinh
feudal court. He recounted the journey from his hometown Nghe Tinh to the capital
of Thang Long to cure Trinh Lord at the palace. He recounted the time he lived in the
capital of Thang Long with so many fluctuations, describing his association with the
nobles and mandarins of the Le Dynasty; and his confidences always hope to
escape from fame and fortune to return home.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701686
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mộ cổ Nam Bộ / Pham Duc Manh
Tong Hop Tp Ho Chi Minh 2020
736 p,16 x 24
9786045896280
$ 70.00 / PB Saigon - Ho Chi Minh City with a history of over 300 years contains
many fascinating things to explore, including ancient tombs. Researcher Pham Duc
Manh, published by Ho Chi Minh City General Publishing House, has just launched
an elaborate and enthusiastic archive to help solve these mysteries. The author
surprised readers with detailed documents about the graves of many famous people:
General Le Van Duyet and the tombs of two maids (in Binh Thanh District, Ho Chi
Minh City); the tomb of the first doctor of Cochinchina, Phan Thanh Gian; Tombs of
famous people: Vo Truong Toan, Nguyen Dinh Chieu (in Ben Tre); The first mayor of
Gia Dinh, Nguyen Van Nhon; the mausoleum of Thach Ngoc Hau (Sam mountain,
An Giang), Mac Cuu tomb (Ha Tien, Kien Giang) ... with many secrets. In addition to
the unique architecture in each stage, and the mysterious burial, when excavating
ancient Southern tombs, it also revealed sophisticated mummification techniques.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701687
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tiểu sử và hành trạng các nhà khoa bảng Hán học Nam bộ / Nguyen Dinh Tu
Tong Hop Tp Ho Chi Minh 2020
624 p,16 x 24
9786045885963
$ 58.75 / PB Researcher Nguyen Dinh Tu is a senior scholar in the field of research
on Southern Vietnam. He has made a deep impression through careful research and
editing. Nguyen Dinh Tu's works and research are of high historical value with rare
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documents, ancient Chinese script documents which libraries are almost no longer
preserving. This book is one of the elaborate studies of Nguyen Dinh Tu. He has
been collecting from many sources, compiled into more than 600 pages. The author
has listed and covered about the biography, career and merits of 262 Confucian
bachelors in the South from 1816 - 1864. Through the book, readers can see the
talents of the Confucianist who helped the king with many strategies from the border,
economic development, reclamation in the South, recruiting ethnic minorities ...
during the Nguyen Dynasty.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701688
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mã văn hóa trong tác phẩm văn học - Những vấn đề lý thuyết và giảng dạy / Le
Nguyen Can
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2018
512 p,16 x 24
9786049610882
$ 55.00 / PB The study carried out systematizing on the basis of analyzing and
evaluating the theories of Russian and Western poetry, and the conceptions related
to semiotics in literature. Since then establishing cultural codes in literary works on
the basis of Vietnamese literature and famous literary works of mankind. From the
system of codes in literary works in general and cultural codes in particular, applying
them to the analysis of literary works currently used in schools, including the literary
aspect currently used in the school, including the literary and linguistic aspects, the
author offers new explanations as well as new proposals for teaching and learning
Literature in Vietnamese schools, meeting the task of building and protecting culture
in the new era of the country.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701689
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tính hiệu nghiệm của nghi lễ thờ cúng nữ thần: Chuyển đổi thực hành và kiến tạo
sắc thái văn hóa (nghiên cứu tại thành phố Nha Trang, tỉnh Khánh Hòa) / Nguyen
Thi Thanh Xuyen
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Ha Noi 2019
244 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786049860348
$ 20.00 / PB The purpose of the thesis is to study the ritual practices of Kinh
people’s Goddess worship in Nha Trang to clarify the relationship between
efficaciousness and transformation of ritual practices. The thesis uses methods of
analysis, information synthesis and qualitative research (observation observations
and in-depth interviews). The dissertation addresses issues such as ritual forms of
Goddess worship and their efficaciousness from aspects of performativity and
practical strategies with new findings as follows: Identify ritual practices of Goddess
worship in Nha Trang from the historical and cultural context as well as the
acculturation of the Cham and the Kinh people; The acculturation is the basis to
understand the Goddess worship in Nha Trang; Explore the transformation process
from “attending a seance” to four Goddess worship that has derived from ritual
practices and daily life ones. It is important to identify characteristics of the authority
of ritual practices providing new arguments for analysis framework on ritual
efficaciousness; The efficaciousness which has derived from performativity strategy
and daily life present practitioners’ behaviors and their adaption to changes in the
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environment and livelihoods. This adaptation clearly demonstrates the subjectivity
and authority of the practitioners.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701690
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mỹ thuật Nguyễn / Nguyen Huu Thong
Tong Hop Tp Ho Chi Minh 2019
292 p,23 x 25
9786045898499
$ 175.00 / PB Author, researcher Nguyen Huu Thong, who has been pursuing the
Nguyen Dynasty's fine arts research for decades, has just published this book. The
book is a research project with nearly 300 large-sized pages, with hundreds of extra
color photos of paintings, pictures, architectural works and statues, creating a view
that is both panoramic and close-up on Nguyen Dynasty fine arts, from the time
when Nguyen lords reclaimed Dang Trong to the time when Nguyen King reunified
the country. The author presents the full features of Nguyen Dynasty's art including
architecture, painting, graphic, sculpture and decorative art, from folk to court,
including Vietnam, Champa, China, France elements in an interference-accruing
relationship. The book has a very valuable appendix with many documents and
images comparing the art of the North - Central - Southern region.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701691
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Các giá trị truyền thống và con người Việt Nam hiện nay / Phan Huy Le, Vu Minh
Giang, et al.
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp Ho Chi Minh 2020
552 p,16 x 24
9786047370542
$ 62.50 / PB Vietnamese people from a historical point of view are the product of a
long history and whether conscious or unconscious, always carry with them the
traditions that have been created in history. Tradition is a collection of thoughts and
emotions, habits in the thinking, lifestyle and behavior of a certain community of
people, formed in history and has become stable over generations. Community,
stability and inheritance are the characteristics and attributes of tradition. The main
contents of this book include: 1. The process of formation, development and
transformation of Vietnamese traditions. 2. Contents of Vietnamese traditions;
constituent elements; the positive and the negative. 3. The common and the private
in the traditions of the ethnic communities of Vietnam. 4. Foreigners recognize and
assess the Vietnamese people. 5. The current Vietnamese people in relationship
with tradition.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701692
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Di tích khảo cổ học thời văn hóa Óc eo - hậu Óc eo trên đất An Giang / Pham Duc
Manh
Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp Ho Chi Minh 2019
984 p,20 x 28
9786047371013
$ 175.00 / PB The book 'Archaeological vestiges of Oc Eo - post-Oc Eo culture on
An Giang land' edited by Professor Pham Duc Manh aims to accomplish the
following objectives: 1. A systematic and complete collection of historical and
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archaeological sources related to prehistoric - ancient cultural heritages in An Giang
province. 2. Systematically recreating the potential of prehistoric - ancient cultural
heritage in An Giang province. 3. Provide new excavation and exploration artifacts in
An Giang and new research and expertise documents; propose some author's own
interpretations of the prehistoric cultural and ancient cultural traditions in An Giang
province in particular and the Southern region in general. 4. This monograph serves
the learning and research needs of students, graduate students and postgraduate
students; contribute to building a contingent of lecturers and researchers at the
university and postgraduate level in History and Archeology.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701693
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 1: Tổng quan văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam / Prof.
Nguyen Chi Ben
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
648 p,16 x 24
9786045753583
$ 75.00 / PB Volume 1 of the series of studies on Vietnam's sea and island culture
focuses on analyzing the theory, approach and situation of Vietnam's sea and island
research domestically and internationally; clarifying the subject, development and
value of Vietnamese sea and island culture; experience in protecting and promoting
the sea and island cultural values of countries around the world; analyze the current
situation of the protection and promotion of the value of sea and island culture in
Vietnam in the current context.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701694
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 2: Văn hóa biển đảo vùng Đông Bắc Bộ / Prof.Dr.
Tu Thi Loan
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
328 p,16 x 24
9786045753590
$ 62.50 / PB The second volume of this series focuses on analyzing and clarifying
the characteristics and typical cultural values of the Northeastern sea, as well as the
current status of exploitation and protection of cultural values. Some research
contents include: natural, economic, social and population characteristics; overview
of 3 study areas of Ha Long Bay, Van Don Island, Cat Ba Island; prehistoric and
medieval coastal culture; cultural values in daily life, livelihoods, spirituality and arts
related to the sea and island environment; cultural change trends in the North East
region before the effects of the development process. Since then, the research team
proposed solutions to protect and promote cultural values in this area in the future.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701695
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 3: Văn hóa biển đảo vùng Bắc Trung Bộ / Dr. Vu
Anh Tu
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2018
420 p,16 x 24
9786045742198
$ 75.00 / PB This book was published to provide an overview of the maritime and
island cultural systems in the North Central region. This book contains 3 main topics:
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1. Identify and clarify the characteristics of maritime and island culture in the North
Central region (including provinces from Thanh Hoa to Thua Thien Hue): history of
formation and development; natural, economic and social environment. 2.
Summarize and evaluate the typical cultural values of the region through typical
cultural elements such as: customs, practices, livelihood activities, beliefs, rituals and
festivals, literature, folk performances...; Situation of protection and promotion of
such cultural values in the context of modernization and international integration. 3.
Trends in changing and developing maritime and island culture; solutions to protect
and promote the cultural values of the maritime and islands in the future.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701696
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 4: Văn hóa ven biển vùng Nam Trung Bộ /
Prof.Dr. Do Thi Thanh Thuy
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
464 p,16 x 24
9786045753606
$ 70.00 / PB Volume 4 of this series presents the study of coastal culture in the
South Central Coast, the appearance of the South Central Coast; as well as the
current status of protection and promotion of cultural heritage values in coastal areas
(through case studies in Da Nang, Hoi An and Binh Dinh). In addition, the research
team also analyzed some new cultural elements and some posed problems in the
South Central coastal region such as: industrialization leading to cultural change,
economic restructuring structure, tourism, environmental pollution. On that basis, the
researchers proposed solutions and recommendations in the protection and
promotion of coastal cultural values in the South Central region.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701697
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 5: Văn hóa đảo và quần đảo vùng Nam Trung Bộ
/ Prof.Dr. Bui Quang Thanh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2018
292 p,16 x 24
9786045744659
$ 55.00 / PB In this book, the authors approach to study the island and archipelago
culture in the South Central Coast region to assess and affirm the cultural value of
islands and archipelago in this region and the status of conservation and promotion
of cultural heritage values in contemporary society. The study was conducted
through the survey and study of tangible and intangible cultural heritages of maritime
inhabitants on typical islands such as Cu Lao Cham, Ly Son, Phu Quy, Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa with the living of Vietnamese people and some other ethnic groups of
Vietnam in the history of existence and development. At the same time, the
researchers propose a number of solutions and provide databases, scientific
arguments for protection and management, planning and exploiting cultural
resources of islands and archipelago in the South Central Coast region.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701698
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa biển đảo Việt Nam quyển 6: Văn hóa biển đảo vùng Đông Nam Bộ / Dr.
Dinh Van Hanh
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
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352 p,16 x 24
9786045753613
$ 62.50 / PB Volume 6 of this series examines issues related to the human
ecological geographic characteristics; characteristics and values of the Southeast
Asian sea and island culture; the current situation and solutions to preserve and
promote the cultural values of the southeastern sea and islands in the realization of
the objectives of socio-economic - social - security and national defense.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701699
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Báo cáo thường niên kinh tế Việt Nam 2020: "Doanh nghiệp lớn Việt nam & thách
thức tăng trưởng 2020 " / Vietnam Report
Hong Duc 2020
196 p,20 x 27
9786049556579
$ 105.00 / PB Bilingual white paper "Vietnam's economy 2020: Vietnam's big
enterprises and the challenges of growth in 2020" is a product published by Vietnam
Report and a team of experts. The content of the Report focuses mainly on
analyzing the actual capacity of large Vietnamese enterprises in the context of
extensive integration and the spread of the 4.0 industrial revolution. In order to have
the most objective and specific view, the report is based not only on the analysis and
evaluation of experts, but also summarizing the feedback from large enterprises in
the VNR500 ranking. From there, the authors make predictions about the growth
potential of industries and the challenges that businesses may face in 2020, propose
policy recommendations to improve competitiveness, create a healthy business
environment, support the Vietnamese business community.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701700
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thông tin thống kê giới tại Việt Nam 2018 / General Statistics Office
Thong Ke 2020
292 p,20.5 x 29.5
9786047514533
$ 75.00 / PB To encourage institutions, organizations and individuals in society to
pay attention to and use gender statistics, The General Statistics Office developed a
set of national statistical indicators on gender development (NSIGD), including 105
national gender development statistical indicators (currently adjusted to 78), and was
approved by the Prime Minister. The General Statistics Office compiled the book
'Gender Statistics in Vietnam 2018'. It presents gender statistics in 2018 according to
various topics, such as: population, family, education, health, labour and
employment, and leadership and managerment. Information and statistics in the
book were gathered and calculated from the statistical reporting system of state
management agencies and from national surveys conducted by the GSO. This book
provides useful infomation and statistics for readers to understand the existing
gender relations and gender gaps in society.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701701
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quan hệ Nhật bản - Trung quốc từ năm 1949 đến năm 1991 / Tran Hoang Long
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2017
240 p,14.5 x 20.5
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9786045735688
$ 15.00 / PB The ups and downs in relations between Japan and China, the two big
countries in Asia in particular and the world in general, not only affect the relations of
the two countries; but also affect international relations in the region as well as on a
global scale. The period 1949-1991 was a specific historical period in Japanese and
Chinese relations, during the Cold War. Therefore, Japan-China relations have not
only been greatly influenced by relations between other major countries but also
affected by the fluctuations of political, economic and foreign policy situation of each
country. In the context that Vietnam is constantly strengthening, developing and
expanding economic relations, cultural cooperation, people-to-people exchanges,
strongly promoting strategic cooperation with both Japan and China, then
understanding the history of each relationship between the two countries will help
Vietnam better orient its policies toward these two countries, especially in the
complex context of East Asia today.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701702
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tạp ghi Việt sử địa - tập 3 / Nguyen Dinh Dau
Tre 2020
230 p,15.5 x 23
9786041152762
$ 26.25 / PB This book is a collection of articles by famous Vietnamese scholar Nguyen Dinh Dau, which has been published in newspapers and magazines for over
40 years. From an ancient map collector and history-geography fanatic, through
enthusiastic articles and research, Nguyen Dinh Dau, 100 years old, has become a
reputable scholar not only in Vietnam but also internationally recognized and
supported. As a Vietnamese citizen, he was fortunate to witness almost all the most
important moments of the nation's history in the 20th century. Nguyen Dinh Dau's
work has now become important documents for comparison, reference and really
useful to everyone. A special highlight in volume 3 of this series is the article, a very
scientific analysis of the place name Saigon and the series of sovereignty of Vietnam
on the Hoang Sa (Paracel) and Truong Sa (Spratly) Islands, or the article about the
origin of the Cochinchina place that many Vietnamese as well as foreigners are still
confused.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701703
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử Việt nam qua chính sử Trung Hoa (Tống sử, Nguyên sử, Minh sử, Thanh
sử cảo) / Cao Tu Thanh
Van Hoa - Van Nghe Tp Ho Chi Minh 2020
392 p,16 x 24
9786046861331
$ 27.50 / PB From before BC, the ancient Vietnamese had their own territory and
social organizations, a primitive state and collective memory. However, the road to
becoming a nation of this community is a way too arduous. Not only the territory was
annexed, the social organization was destroyed, the early state was annihilated, but
the collective memory was divided, destroyed and became fragmented and disabled.
During the thousand years of Northern domination, the history of the ancient
Vietnamese community is only recorded by Chinese historians, but for many reasons
those records are also very flawed and superficial. It is therefore no wonder that after
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gaining independence in the 10th century, despite many efforts, the feudal
Vietnamese government and intellectuals still could not build a credible Vietnamese
history in Northern colonial period. The book "Vietnamese History through Chinese
History" introduces notes related to Vietnamese history in four history books
belonging to the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701704
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nguyễn Thị Tây Sơn Ký / Nguyen Duy Chinh
Tong Hop Tp Ho Chi Minh 2020
208 p,14.5 x 20.5
9786045839003
$ 20.00 / PB This book is translated from the original Chinese manuscript among the
documents on Vietnamese history currently stored in the library of Yale University,
USA. This is a chronicle history book, recording the period of peasant rebellions and
decentralized dynasties established between the end of the figurehead Lê dynasty in
1770 and the beginning of the Nguyễn dynasty in 1802. According to the name of
most historians, especially modern historians in Vietnam, the "Tay Son" was used to
call the reigns of the brothers Nguyen Nhac, Nguyen Lu and Nguyen Hue to
distinguish them from the later Nguyen Dynasty founded by Nguyen Anh. One of the
greatest achievements of the Tay Son family in the nation's history has been very
close to the reunification and expansion of the country's territory after hundreds of
years Vietnam was divided by the power struggles between the great forces Mac Trinh - Nguyen.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701705
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Paul Doumer - Toàn Quyền Đông Dương (1897-1902): Bàn Đạp Thuộc Địa /
Amaury Lorin
The Gioi 2020
284 p,16 x 24
9786047769896
$ 32.25 / PB This book will try to contribute to help people have more knowledge
about a special transitional period, about a very special hinge period in every aspect
of the history of Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos during the colonial period, and more
broadly, to the history of colonial France. it was the moment of establishing a rational
and efficient mining apparatus in Indochina after the military conquest ended (which
was later replaced by pacification) and before the construction mission began.
Writing this interesting history, based on a study of the archives of the Colonial
Ministry and the archives of the Indochinese Government transferred to archives in
France, Amaury Lorin sheds light on a period when Indochina was a colony of
France that has not been thoroughly understood by far. A period of existence
interwoven with dark, light-emitting spaces, especially striking a complex character
with an incredible will and a unique career.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701706
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nghiên cứu bản đồ các cửa sông, hải cảng Việt Nam thế kỷ XV / Gustave Dumoutier
Translator: Nguyen Van Truong
Ha Noi 2020
200 p,16 x 24
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9786045550229
$ 27.25 / PB This is the work of the French scholar Gustave Dumoutier written in
French, done in August 1895. The entire work published in the Historical and
Descriptive Geography Bulletin (Bulletin de Géographie Historique et Descriptive),
No. 2 in 1896, was highly appreciated. The author was awarded the "Jomard" of the
Geographical Society in 1897. The study included a set of 25 footnotes and 24 maps
from the Thang Long Citadel to the ancient capital of the Kingdom of Champa. With
24 maps and appendixes written in Chinese or Nom, G. Dumoutier made copies of
the maps; reading and translating locations, instructions in Latin Vietnamese and
interpreting, numbering adjacent to Chinese or Nom characters on the map of
corresponding numbers for easy reading; translating Chinese or Vietnamese into
Vietnamese and interpreting in French both road and waterway journeys (river, sea).
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701707
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lịch sử Quân sự Việt Nam - Bộ 14 tập / Ministry of Defense - Vietnam Military
History Institute
Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That 2020
6896 p,15 x 22
9786045753057
$ 780.25 / PB The Vietnam Military History series, consisting of 14 volumes, is an
elaborate and valuable bookset, considered a large contemporary history series,
described the entire military activities of the nation during the wars against
aggression and national defense, including efforts to expand the country of
ancestors and civil wars from the time of Hung Vuong - An Duong Vuong to this day.
The bookset consists of 14 volumes, with the main content as follows: Volume 1:
The beginning period. The period of Hung Vuong - An Duong Vuong; Volume 2:
Struggling for independence and autonomy (from 179 BC to 938); Volume 3: The
period of Ngo - Dinh - Tien Le - Ly (939 - 1225); Volume 4: Military activities of the
Tran Dynasty (XIII-XIV century); Volume 5: Military activities of the Ho - Le period
(XV century); Volume 6: Military activities from 1527 to 1771; Volume 7: Military
activities during the Tay Son period (1771-1802); Volume 8: Military activities from
1802 to 1896; Volume 9: Military activities from 1897 to the August Revolution of
1945; Volume 10: Resistance against the French colonialists (1945-1954); Volume
11: The Resistance War against the American Empire to Save the Nation (19541975); Volume 12: Factors that make up the strength of Vietnam to win the US;
Volume 13: The period of national construction and defense (1975-2000); Volume
14: Summary conclusion.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=701708
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nien Giam Thong Ke 2019 = Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2019 /
NXB Thonh Ke = Statistical Publishing House, Hanoi, Vietnam 2020
1v. ; 25cm.
9786047515530
$ 150.00 / HB
1940 gm.
1. Nien giam thong ke
2. Viet Nam
3. Sach song ngu
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=702778
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Net Xua Ha Noi = Hanoi's Ancient Features /
VNA Publishing House, Vietnam 2005

$ 25.00 / HB
665 gm.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=703111
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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